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State Comptroller won’t probe Barak over Tze’elim-2
By BATSHEVA TSUR and UAT CQixiMS

State ComptroDer Miriam Ben-Porat
yesterday announced that she has decid-
ed not to look into accusations of contro-
versial behavior by then-chief of staff

Ehud Barak during the 1992 Tze’elim-2
trailing accident.

Her announcement evoked conflicting
reactions from the military and political

establishments.

Justice Minister Tzahi Hanegbi sug-
gested that Barak, who is now Labor
Party leader, call on the government to

establish a commission of inquiry “to
decide whose version is right." He was
speaking after Ben-Porat told the

Knesset's State Control Committee that
she would not look into the accusations
since she did not have the legal tools
with which to check them.

Barak: I was vindicated, Page 3

Ben-Porat also pointed out that the

accusations, voiced by parents of the

wounded who are represented by the

Movement for Quality Government,
came only two and a half years after the

accident

“There are contradictions with the ver-

sions given after 2-1/2 years. Shortly
after the accident the wounded told the

Military Police that the evacuation had
been wonderful and quick," Ben-Porat
staled. “I do not have the tools [with
which to verify the facts]. I am not a

court of law."

Aluf (Res.) Yisrael TaL die prime min-
ister's security adviser, came out strong-

ly against the proposal for a judicial

commission. He said the nation has to

accept the testimony of its senior gener-
als and that there is no place for further

investigation of the Tze'elim-2 accident
“Chief of General Staff Lt-Gen.

Amnon Shahak, Maj.-Gen. Amiram
Levine and Maj.-Gen. Uri Saguy were in

the field when the tragedy occurred and

they unequivocally deny the accusation
that then-chief of general staff Barak left

the scene of the accident before the.

wounded were treated and before the*

evacuation helicopters arrived,” Tal said

in a rare interview on Israel Radio.
T think this sort of denial from three

senior officers - authentic eyewitness
testimony and not a second-hand
account - should settle this sot of argu-

ment once and for all." Tal said. “Hiis is

clear and authentic evidence... and there

is no room for further inquiries. If Israeli

society does not believe its senior offi-

cers, it had better do some soul-search-

ing.”

The accusations of a “whitewash" sur-

faced in the Hebrew daily, Yediot

Aharonot in 1995. The paper said that

during the accident - in which a missile

launched accidentally killed five mem-
bers of the elite Sayeret Matkal recon-
naissance unit and wounded six - Barak
failed to attend to the wounded and left

the scene before their evacuation.

According to one accusation, Barak
could have saved the life of one of the

men ifhe had taken him in his helicopter.

Others charged that Barak.did not have
an encouraging word for the victims.

Barak has denied he fled the scene, and
said be was dealing with matters relating

to his position as chief of staff and there-

fore did not approach the wounded. He
had personally appealed to Ben-Porat to

investigate the accusations.

The Likud issued a statement saying:
“The cloud of uncertainty concerning the

question of Barak’s involvement in the
Tze’elim-2 disaster will continue to hover
over his head. The State comptroDer did
not respond to Barak's request to clarify
the matter, and determined that there is

conflicting evidence. The fog concerning
Barak has not been removed."
Labor whip Ra’anan Cohen described

the State comptroller’s decision as “deci-
sively and unambivalently clearing!
Barak's name," and called on Justice

Minister Hanegbi to apologize for his
speech two weeks ago claiming Barak
had abandoned wounded men.

See BARAK, Page 2

Mordechai,
Shaath meet

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu is joined by Foreign Minister David Levy in toasting (from left) Science Minister Michael

Eitarn Deputy Defense Minister Silvan Shalom and Finance Minister Ya’acov Ne’eman, following Knesset approval of their

appointments.
* (Isaac Hnan>

Angry Sharon cuts short

meeting with Netanyahu

Agreement
reached on

Gaza
airport,

seaport
By JAY BU8HHISKY

Israeli and Palestinian officials,

with US and Egyptian officials

looking on, came to a tentative

agreement late last night on expe-

diting airport operations at

Dahaniya in the Gaza Strip, and
on further construction of the

Gaza seaport.

Differences were also resolved

regarding the establishment of “safe

passage" between the Gaza Strip

and the West Bank, according to a

communique issued by Defense
Minister Yitzhak Mordechai.

Mordechai and Palestinian

Authority Planning Minister Nabil

Shaath met under an American

-

Yitzhak Mordechai ibwisum Nabil Sha'alh l Israel Sun)

tailored cloak of secrecy that was

lifted first by the Palestinians and

then by the Israelis.

The venue was Egyptian

Ambassador Mohammed
Bassiouny’s Heizliya Pituah resi-

dence, with US Ambassador
Martin Indyk an active participant.

Foreign Minister David Levy

conferred with Mordechai shortly

before the meeting and briefed

him on the current negotiating

strategy and objectives.

At the NATO summit in Madrid,

US President Bill Clinton said he',

was very concerned about the*

deadlock in die Middle East peace

process and was working on new
ideas jump-start iL

Tt is obvious that we’re going to'

have to see some new specific;

actions taken in order to get this

thing going again," Clinton told a

news conference. “I’m very con-

cerned about what's happening in

the peace process."

See MORDECHAI, Page 2
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National Infrastructures

Minister Ariel Sharon stormed out

of a meeting with Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu yesterday

after just three minutes and

refused to listen to the prime min-

ister’s explanation ofhow Ya’acov

Ne’eman, at the last moment, got

tire finance portfolio Sharon had

been promised.

Sharon is fuming over the way

he was pushed out of the job. At

the same time, the Tdtohen cabi-

net" which he had wanted to join

was abolished. .

On Monday, Sharon “nceted

the meeting he had
scheduled wuh

Netanyahu, and for tire past two

days the prime ministers aides

microphones. Ire realized he was

meant to play an “extra” in the

22 RIKs absent from vote,

Page 2

prime minister’s “business as

usual” show, and decided be was

not taking part in tire charade, his

aides said

Sharon refused to let Netanyahu

explain the Ne’eman appointment

and when the prime minister

moved to hand him a political sur-

vey on security and foreign affairs,

Sharon left the room.

He told waiting journalists he
j aaoinct tfl«

sion existed between himself and

Sharon, replied “We’ll continue

to work together in cooperation

and mutual agreement”
The prime minister's bureau

described the meeting as “security

and politically oriented" No fur-

ther meeting was scheduled.

Later, in a Channel 2 interview,

Netanyahu would not elaborate on

his talk with Sharon. Tt was a pri-

vate conversation; I don't want to

give details. Sharon makes a spe-

cial contribution to the govern-

ment. He contributes his experi-

ence and special strategic think-

ing. I hope we can continue to

benefit from it"

He denied that he had withdrawn

the offer of the finance portfolio to

Sharon because Foreign Minister

David Levy and Defense Minister

top post to Sharon when Ne’eman
refused it . When Ne’eman then

changed his mind the night before

the appointment was to be

announced, Netanyahu said he felt

a moral obligation to give him the

job.

Likud sources feel Sharon may
now spearhead the opposition to

Netanyahu within the government
Netanyahu also told Channel 2

that be had made no promises to

Gesher on social issues that would

cost $2 billion.

“The budgets you are talking

about never existed This is non-

sense. There is no obligation to

Gesher,” he said

Two border policemen

injured by bomb near Nablus
by MARGOT PUDKEVITCH

A bomb exploded near a Border Police jeep

accompanying a busload of yeshiva students from

the Od Yosef Chai yeshiva in Joseph’s Ibmb at the

northern exit of Nablus last night. According to

initial reports, the bomb exploded at the Beit

ffetfan junction.

Two border policemen were lightly wounded
and treated at the site.

Both the jeep and the buS were heavily damaged
IDF troops were searching the area.

Eli Rosenfeld, director of the Od Yosef Chai

yeshiva, said the bomb was lying on the road.

“There were 40 yeshiva students in the bus,” be

said
Rosenfeld demanded that the IDF vary the hour

when the bus transports the students out of
Joseph’s Ibmb.
“Every night at 10 the bus picks up the students.

Anyone can follow the routine and act according-
ly,” he said
Also last night, shots were fired towards Beit

Hadassah in Hebron, with two bullets going into
the bonding, settlers reported. No one was hurt,
but the outraged Hebron Jewish community
demanded that the IDF immediately pursue those
responsible.

See SHOTS, Page 2
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Sharon arrived and

saw all tire television cameras and
it as “perfectly correct” The prime

minister, when asked if any ten- and had only offered the Treasury

Separate seating buses to run
in Bnei Brak and Jerusalem

Mike Tyson fined $3 million

and banned for biting incident

the sport yesterday and fined $3

• LAS VEGAS
a bout last month that snocxea

fans around the world.

The former heavyweight

champion, whose June -8 bid

to reclaim his title ended in

disgrace, was not present when

the five-member Nevada State

Athletic Commission voted

unanimously to

maximum punishment ana

609007

revoke his license to box.

effectively banning him from

boxing in the \JS.

Tyson, who once dominated

the sport, can apply for rein-

statement in one year but if his

application for a new license is

denied he must wait another

year to try again.

The revocation could consti-

tute a lifetime ban.

Full report, Page 14

By HJUM SHAPIRO

Foiger about ladies first.

Tie Transport Ministry intends

to initiate separate seating on

some bus lines in Bnei. Brak and

Jerusalem, with men getting on at

the front door and women enter-

ing through the back.

The system was recommended

by a special committee appointed

by Transport Minister Yitzhak

Levy, who adopted the recommen-
dations yesterday. Tire committee,

headed by Director-General

Nahum Langemhal, included min-

istry officials, representatives of

the Egged and Dan bus coopera-

tives, and representatives of the

Eda HarediL

Transport Ministry spokesman
Avner Ovadia said the system

would be in place by September.

The committee, a ministry

statement said, had been appoint-

ed to encourage use of public

transport by the haredim.

Although men and women are

to sit separately, there is to be no
physical division between them.
In addition, no passenger is to be
forced to enter through the front
or back door. In order to facilitate

the separate seating, an automat-
ic punch machine is to be
installed at the back door of rele-
vant buses, enabling passengers
to punch their own tickets.

According to Ovadia, the sys-
tem will be introduced on bus

lines 1 and 5 in Bnei Brak within
six weeks and, within three

months, on two as-yet undeter-
mined lines that service haredi

neighborhoods in Jerusalem.

The plan sparked varying reac-

tions among the non-Orthodox.
Tunar Elor, an anthropologist

who has studied haredi women,
argued that “it’s good that dif-

ferent communities can enjoy

different services, and if they

[the haredim] wish to have it this

way, that’s fine. I don't see any
hann in it, though I know that a

lot of my feminist friends will

think it symbolically difficult

because women will sit at the

back.”

Rachel Benziman, legal adviser

for the Israel Women’s Network,

had a very different response.
”1 think this decision is illegal

and goes against one of the main
principles of the State of Israel:

equality. I think it is degrading to

women, and the fact that they
call it voluntary is a trick. These
haredi communities will not tol-

erate women who opt not to par-

ticipate in the new system. And
by turning a blind eye to segrega-
tion on the buses, the government
is condoning iL We’re going to

demand that the ministry either
stop subsidizing the bus compa-
nies or that they end this segre-
gated service.”

Jonathon Tepperman
tributed to this report.
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Knesset approves Eitan,

Ne’eman to new posts
By UAT COLUNS

By a vote of 52 to 46, the Knesset
yesterday endorsed the appointment

ofYa’acov Ne’eman as finance min-
ister and Likud MK Michael Eton
as science minister. The two. clearly

emotional, were sworn in yesterday

afternoon.

The appointment of Likud MK
Silvan Shalom as deputy Defense
Minister was announced by his new
boss. Defense Minister Yitzhak
Mordechai. It does, not require a
vote. Shalom and Eitan are to rotate

their posts in a year.

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu presented his appoint-

ments in a briefsatement, depriving

the opposition of a chance to heckle

his speech. “I believe the Knesset
should welcome the appointment of
two experienced and able people
who will help the government in its

work," he said.

It is the second time Ne’eman has
been a member of this government
He was faced to resign as justice

minister last year to face charges of
obstruction of justice of which he

was subsequently acquitted.

Although the announcement of die

proposed appointments lasted a mat-

ter of minutes, the discussions on

them dragged on for nearly three

hours along fairly predictable oppo-
sition-coalition lines.

The only drama came when
Moledet leader Rehavam Ze’evi

tried to explain why his party would
not support the appointments, blast-

ing the government for, among other

dungs, “accepting ‘Adolph’ Arafat

as a partner and friend and forsaking

Eretz Yisrael.” Deputy Speaker
Nawaf Massalha (Labor), objected

to the Arafal-Hitler comparison and
when Ze’evi continued, Massalha
called him to order three times

before demanding he leave the

plenum. Ze’evi initially refused to

go but was finally persuaded by

otherMKs to respect the authority of

the acting Speaker.

Although he and Moledet MK
Benny Elon voted against the

appointments, Ze'evi later crashed

the Likud reception for Eitan and

Shalom to congratulate them.

The roll-call vote on the appoint-

ments, which cany the weight of a
vote ofconfidence in the prime min-

ister, was marked more by those

absent than those present. A total of

22 MKs were absent, including for-

mer ministers Dan Meridor and
Binyamin Ze'ev Begin and MK
Shaul Amor (Likud), who had been

a candidate for the science portfolio.

MK David Re’em (Likud) voted in

favor despite his earlier criticism of

the appointment of Ne’eman instead

of National Infrastructure Minister

Ariel Sharon.
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Shalom given responsibility

for 7 defense areas

National Infrastructure Minister Ariel Sharon congratulates new Finance Minister Ya’acov
Ne’eman immediately after his swearing In. (Isaac Hand)

At a short ceremony in the

Speaker's office to toast the new
ministers, Netanyahu played on the

meanings of die names “Ne’eman”
(loyal), “Eitan” (strong) and
“Shalom” (peace) saying this is what
he hoped he had brought into the

government.

“I think there win be many mac
challenges but I think the govern-

ment was noticeably strengthened

today.” he said. ‘"We can complete

the mission we’ve been entrusted

with.”He said apart from helping the

diplomatic process, the appoint-

ments would benefit the “economic

and social revolution on which
we’ve embarked.” Asked whether

Sharon would be a partner in the

diplomatic process, Netanyahu
replied, ‘To the extent that he wants

to be, he will be a partner because 1

value his strength and his advice.”

Responding to a question. Eitan

reaffirmed his opinion that there

should be a national unity govern-

ment though it would probably

mean him losing his new ministerial

seat “My commitment to a national

unity government did not disappear

die moment I entered the govern-

ment,” he said. “I know that if such

a government were established I

would have to pay a personal price,

but I'm willing to do so and 1*11 do
my best to achieve this goal as 1

think it is very important to the talks

on the permanent arrangements with

the Palestinians. I believe the Israeli

nation will be better represented and
will be able to achieve more with a

national unity government”

Eitan said that for over a year he

had been working on science-related

issues including the computerization

of the Knesset and its Internet site

(http://www.knesseLgov.il) and a

plan for computerization and
Internet Links in all government
offices in the future to facilitate

access for the public.

Just before his ministerial appoint-

ment the Knesset approved the final

reading of a bill submitted by Eitan

which would reduce the parliamen-

tary immunity of MKs in fields not

directly related to their Knesset

work.
’ Ne’eman, on his way to his first

meeting as finance minister, told

reporters he was “aware of die big

task and the responsibility" facing

him. Although he is a former direc-

tor-general of the Finance Ministry,

he said be would have to become
updated with the current situation,

“because the problems have grown
since then.”

Shalom expressed slight regret at

getting only the deputy minister’s

post, despite the promise of rotation

with Eitan after a year. Asked about

his possible contribution to the

defense ministry, he said his strong

financial background would help

him in defense budget issues. “Not
every health minister is a doctor, not

every finance minister an economist,

and not everyone in the defense min-

istry needs to come from a strong

military background,” he said.

Also in the Knesset yesterday,

Meir Sbetreet was chosen to replace

Eitan as the Likud-Gesher-Tsomet

whip. No appointment has been
made yet to die position of coalition

whip. In the past the two functions

were combined, but the coalition

chairman position was promised to

Geshcr by Avigdor Lieberman,
director-general of die Prime
Minister’s Office, as pan ofthe gov-

ernment appointments. MK Cdvid

Magen turned it down yesterday.

Yehuda Lankri (Gesber) was
appointed a deputy Knesset Speaker.

Mordechai rejects calls for Lebanon withdrawal
By UAT COLLINS
and DAVID BUDGE

Defense Minister Yitzhak

Mordechai yesterday again rejected

calls for a unilateral IDF withdraw-

al from Lebanon. Answering sever-

al motions to the agenda in the

Knesset, Mordechai said the IDF is

there for security reasons only.

“We have no desire to be there

apart from pure defense-related rea-

sons which oblige us to be in the

security zone," he said. “But we
have promised ourselves and the

fighters that the government will

time and again examine the possi-

MORDECHAI
Continued from Page 1

“I’m very concerned about the

growing tensions between the

Palestinians and the Israelis,"

Clinton said.

Sources close to the PA leader-

ship said the idea of a

Mordechai-Shaath meeting pro-

voked furious debate and angry

recriminations before it took

place.

The meeting was aimed at

finding “common ground and a

way to return negotiations 10

their correct path,” said a

spokesman for PA Chairman
Yasser Arafat.

Earlier. Levy held separate

discussions with both Cabinet

bility of changing the situation.”

He said that during a tour of the

area this week and meetings with

soldiers there, he had been told a
unilateral pullout would present a

direct threat to border communities.

Mordechai also recalled the

bloody terror attacks in the Noth in

the years before the security zone
was established, saying a withdraw-

al now would be disastrous.

Mordechai rejected, however, a

proposal by MK Hanan Porat

(NRP) to consider a separate inde-

pendent state in south Lebanon,

controlled by the South Lebanese

Army.

Secretary Danny Naveh. Israel’s

coordinator of die ongoing con-

tacts with Palestinian represen-

tatives, and with Netanyahu’s
personal legal adviser. Yitzhak

Molcho. who has been one of
Naveh ’s regular partners in the

negotiating sessions with the

Palestinians.

The foreign minister’s media
adviser. Freddy Eytan. said

Levy's objective was to “solidi-

fy the team” dealing with the

Palestinians.

He has also asked the min-
istry’s research unit to formulate
concepts and possible trade-offs

(such as the Gaza port or
Dahaniya airport) in anticipation

of the prospective final -status

talks with PA delegates. The
contents would then be submit-
ted to the cabinet and the

TOE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM

mourns the passing of

SOLOMON (Shlomo
Shprechman) NIVY

one of the first graduates of the University, and among its

long-time, generous friends

Our condolences to the family.

Alex Grass
Chairman of the Board of Governors

Prof. Menachem Magldor

President

Mordechai spoke of a three-

pronged approach: resuming the

talks with Syria; preparing forces

and means to fight terror, and to

seek the help of international pow-
ers.

Both Mordechai and Porat eulo-

gized Maj. Nadav Milo, who was
killed in Lebanon this week.

Porat’s daughter Tirza had
planned to many' Milo. In May,
Capt Eran Shamir, the boyfriend of
another of Porat's daughters, was
also killed in Lebanon.
Hizbullah officials meanwhile

vowed that the organization would
retaliate for “repeated Zionist

defense establishment for their

consideration.

One of Levy's principal con-
cerns, Eytan said, is that the

government’s opening position

when the full range of negotia-

tions spelled out in the Oslo
Accords is resumed.
The current spate of diplomat-

ic activity involving Israeli and
Palestinian personnel was
described by him as evidence
that the Egyptian mediation
effort undertaken by top adviser

Osama el-Baz was having a pos-
itive impact while the American
involvement was being intensi-

fied and upgraded.
Senior officials in the Foreign

Ministry and the Prime
Minister’s Office have been
awaiting the return from the US
of Netanyahu's political adviser.

BARAK
Continued from Page 1

Hanesbi. however, said Barak
should call for a state committee
of inquiry to investigate the dis-

aster because of the seriousness
of the allegations.

He noted that the claims of
bereaved families had not been
rejected just because the State

comptroller said she did not
have the means to rule on the

issue.

Cohen said Labor would call

for a commission of inquiry into

Hanegbi’s behavior and urged
the prime minister to fire the

attacks on Lebanese civilians - in

the right place and at the right tune.”

The warning came as shells were
again fired at IDF positions inside

the security zone and along Israel’s

northern border in the early hours of
yesterday morning. None of the

shells, apparently, fed inside Israeli

territory.

It was the third time in the space of
a week that Hizbullah gunners have

fired at IDF positions on or very

close to the battier. On the previous

occasions, last Thursday morning
and on Sunday night at least one
Katyusha rocket and one molar
shell feD inside Israeli territory.

Uzi Arad, who met peace envoy
Dennis Ross in Washington.
“Arad will give us a more up-

to-date picture,” Eytan said.

Arad is due back here later this

week.
In any case, he contended, the

Israeli-Palestinian negotiating

process was “getting back on
track” and he attributed the lat-

est upsurge of diplomatic activi-

ty to the impending UN General
Assembly session at which the
Arab states hope to elicit a mas-
sive condemnation of Israel

because of the Har Homa hous-
ing projecL
On the other hand, informed

sources said the US has been
discreetly advising the resolu-

tion's sponsors that “hard-line”
treatment of Israel could be
counterproductive.

justice minister.

Ran Cohen (Meretz), chairman
of the Knesset State Control
Committee, said: “Anyone who
said ’£hud fled’ should eat his

hat. swallow his words and beg
Barak for forgiveness. Any
decent person should Welcome
the decision and remember the

dead in true sorrow."

MK Dan Meridor (Likud) said

he was against using the

Tze'elim-2 disaster to get at

Barak.
“A military' disaster should not

be used in a political argument,”
he said.

Arieh O'Sullivan contributed

to this report

By AfffiH (PSULUVAN

Newly appointed Deputy
Defense Minister Silvan Shalom
will be responsible for seven
areas, including relations with
Jewish settlers and the Home
Front Command.
Defense Minister Yitzhak

Mordechai outlined the areas
with Shalom during a meeting at

the Knesset
According to Mordechai ’s

office, the deputy defense minis-
ter will also be responsible for

ANALYSIS

the emergency civil defense and
confrontation line settlements.

He will also act as a liaison

between the ministry and the

Knesset, thus relieving Mordechai

of the need to reply to parliamen-

tary queries.

Shalom is also to deal with

national endeavors through the

youth and Nahal department and
certain economic issues to ' be
determined by die defense min-
ister.

Mordechai hoped that his

deputy would be able to help

enhance state security.

In an interview published in

Ha’aretz, Mordechai said that

Shalom would help take some of

the load off his shoulders.

“I am a member of the govern-

ment, the inner cabinet and
forum of advisers. 1 am dealing

with local and external politics,

die peace process and security. 1

am in command of the ZDF and
the military industries. A deputy
minister will certainly help,”

Mordechai was quoted as say-

ing.

New Arab alliances intended

to
ByJAYBUSMHSKT

Palestinian analysts attribute

Palestinian Authority Chairman
Yasser Arafat’s interest in an
alliance of militant states cen-
tered on the Syrian-Iranian axis,

with Iraq as an active partici-

pant, to his concern about possi-

ble delays in Israel’s next West
Bank redeployment, due to be
completed by October.
These sources believe the

Palestinian leader was advised
by Damascus that it would be
prudent to be aligned with Syria
rather than ostracized by the
Arab world for seeking peace
with an Israeli government,
whose political make-up pre-
vents it from handing over sig-

nificant segments of the West
Bank.
His rapprochement with Iran,

whose Islamic fundamentalist
regime disapproves of the entire

peace process, is seen as a
means of placating, if not neu-
tralizing, die pro-Iranian Hamas
organization, whose adherents
constitute a substantial percent-
age of the Gaza Strip’s voters.

This tactic, as well as his
effort to lend respectability to

SHOTS
Continued from Rage 1

According to Noam Anion,
Hebron Jewish community
spokesman, die shots were fired

from die north, at approximately 7
p.ra. Two of die bullets entered die

building, one blowing a bole in a
cupboard and the other piercing a
window shutter.

“Instead of meeting with doe mur-
derer Nabil Shaath in Hecziiya, we
demand that Defense Minister
Yitzhak Mordechai survey the
severe security situation in Hebron,”
Anion said.

The IDF Spokesman confirmed
that a numberofshots had been fired

in die settlement and penetrated the
northern wall ofBeit Hadassah. IDF
soldiers searching the area discov-
ered empty casings 150 meters north
of the budding. They also found
footprints leading toward the HI
area under Palestinian control, and
the IDF demanded that their
Palestinian. counterparts search the
area.

A German television crew was
attacked by seders in die Samarian
settlement of Itamar last night
According to Judea and Samaria
Police Spokesman Opher Sivan, die

ARD Television crew, comprising
one foreigner and two Palestinians,

started filming in die settlement
towards nightfall.

Some 70 settlersattacked the crew,
tearing the film out of the camera,
and prevented them from leaving,

lightly damaging their car in tie
process, Sivan said.

PA Chairman Yasser Arafat
(Arid Jcrcnolimikf)

President Saddam Hussein’s
regime in Baghdad, is a calculat-

ed risk because it runs counter to

the “double containment” policy
advocated by US Ambassador
Martin Indyk, whose diplomatic
acumen was recognized by his

recent appointment to the key
post of Undersecretary of State
for Middle Eastern and South
Asian Affairs.

The underlying motives for

Syria, Iran and Iraq to close
ranks are:

- Resentment of Turkey’s
: -close military relationship with
Israel;

• Disapproval of Turkey’s
massive penetration into north-
ern Iraq in a bid to crush the sep-
aratist Kurdish PKK party,

which Ankara regards as a ter-
'

rorist organization, but whose
commander was given sanctuary .

by Syria and some of whose
training camps are in Lebanon’s

'

Bekaa Valley. .
•

Syria and Iraq share a common
grievance against Turkey: the
allegedly inadequate release of
water from the Euphrates River
backed up at the giant Atatnrk
Dam.
Sensing an inevitable show-

down with Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu’s govern-
ment this autumn, Arafat evi-
dently is trying to supplement
the substantial sympathy and
support that exists for him in
Western Europe and the US by
getting three of the most impor-
tant states in the Arab and^
Islamic worlds to march in step
with him. - 1

MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONS

CHANGE OF DATE AND VENUE
ofthe Meeting to Present the Guidelines ofthe Tender

foraThird Operator of Mobile Radio Telephone Services

[The meeting wiU take place on Monday, July 14,
1997 at 10:30 am. at the I.C.C. (Binyenei
Ha’uma), 3rd floor, room 313, Jerusalem

and not as previously published.

Participating In the Meeting:
Minister of Communications Lrmor Uvnat

Director General of the Ministry of
Communications and Chairman of theTenders

Committee, Daniel Rosenne

i'i

Those wishing to attend the meeting are
requested to cafl the Ministry of Communications,

8
1

^Spokesman's Bureau. Tel. 02-670-6323

•r-

y

Vacationing in EILAT ?
Thb guide book on EBat, from Gefen FobBsbiag
House sad Nature Reserves Aothoritywin help!

Featuring 14 one-way hikes,

12 circular trails and 4 car routes
Paperback. 120pp. MS 50-00 QoclWi^-^ r*,n ttthij

eFen^lDl 36004 Jerusalem 91 360
1=3 - I---A. Telt 02'53B‘O2>7 Fax'. 02-533-8423

Listen to Arutx 7. 711 11*3 AM 105 FM
te-'
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Barak: Comptroller has vindicated me
y
ByWCHALYimMAH

A-Vdearly relieved Labor
leader - Ehud Barak yesterday
IaadwT y State Comptroller
Miriam- Ben-Porat’s announce-
ment that she did not Intend to
investigate the Tze’elim-2 dis-

aster >' a.1992 Gaining accident
that, killed five soldiers and
woonded six. Barak claimed her
decision vindicated him by
rebutting all^adons that he had
abandoned the wounded men.
-Barak said the Comptroller's

statement “establishes clearly
and -Unequivocally that there
was no basis to the slanderous
allegations printed in the press
or uttered by political hooligans

. about abandoning wounded sol-
diers."-.

Barak was referring to the
YediotAhdrohot report about an
alleged “cover-up" in the
Tze’eiim-2 disaster, and to
Justice Minister Tsahi
Hanegbi’s. attack on him in the
Knesset 11 days ago. Hanegbi
waved the newspaper and, mis-
quoting from it, charged Barak
with bolting from the scene and
abandoning wounded soldiers.

Barak replied by telling Prime
Munster. Biny.amin Netanyahu
(whom Hanegbi was represent-
ing- and who " refused to take

COMMENT

back Hanegbi’s accusations),
that his late brother, Yoni,
would have been ashamed of
him. Yoni had been very close
to Barak, who was his comman-
der and mentor in the army.
Barak said the State

Comptroller had put an end to
the “deliberate, wicked and
painful” slander which had been
haunting him for two years.
Nothing harms an officer
®ore f and me in particular,"
said Barak, “than the charge of
abandoning the wounded. I
hope that no IDF commander
will ever find himself in the
future facing this type of slan-
der.

“What the State Comptroller
has done, in fact, is to say there
is so little basis for the slander
that there is no point in even
opening an investigation, since
one was done immediately
afterwards, and the same people
testified then."
Barak said that when he

learned that the State
Comptroller intended to make
an announcement in the
Tze'elim-2 case, he had no idea
what it would be, but hoped it

would end the affair. “I couldn’t
imagine such a clear, sharp and
balanced statement,” he said.
Barak said “Netanyahu knows

why 1 said what I said [that Yoni
would have been ashamed of
him]. It wasn’t for his function-

ing as prime minister. I was
referring to his sending that
adolescent hooligan of his to the

Knesset podium with that mes-
sage.”

Former Justice Minister MK
Moshe Shahal (Labor) said
“Hanegbi is continuing with his
lies and distortions. We should
all be ashamed of having such a

justice minister, whose mem-
bership in the cabinet is made
possible only because of the
black box he is holding over the
head of the prime minister [in

the Bar-On affair].’’

Barak received unexpected
support from Shas chairman
MK Arye Deri and MK Dan
Meridor, who took his side
against Hanegbi. Deri called on
Hanegbi to argue with Barak on
political issues as much as he
wants, “but in the Tze’elira-2
disaster it has to stop. The
moment the State Comptroller
has had her say, there is no
place for further investigation."
Meridor blasted Hanegbi’s
attacks on the former chief of
staff, noting “it’s very important
for us to leave the disasters, the

wounded and the casualties out
of the political war.’’

Politically, Tze’elim
simply won’t go away

By HCHAL YUDELHAN

Despite the state comptroller's

decision not to investigate the alle-

gations against Brad Barak stem-

ming from the Tze’elim-2 disaster,

die affair will remain on the polit-

ical agenda.
Tze’elim is the Likud’s “secret

weapon” against the Labor leader.

If the Likud and the Right can dis-

credit and delegitimize Barak,

they reckon they can secure die

next elections. . .

This is why Netanyahu did not

disassociate, himself from Justice

Minister ._Tzahi Haargbi’sjpuch-_

condemned tirade against Barak

over die Tze’dim affair in the

Knesset 11 days ago - even
though Hanegbi distorted Barak’s

role by misquoting Yediot

Aharonofs expose ofthe incident

Soya oil

replacing

silicone in

breast implants
ByJUDYSffiCa.

. Silicone is out and soya is in- for

breast implants, that is.

Assaf Harofeh Hospital's plastic

surgery department has begun using

sacks of processed soya oil to aug-

ment breasts or to. reconstruct them

for women who have undergone a

mastectomy. The oil replaces sili-

cone, which has been accused -

without proof so far - of causing aD

kinds of complications for the

immune system, as has saline.

Dr. Moshe Westreich, head of the

plastic surgery department at die

Tzrifin hospital, sand .that saline is

not recommended because it looks

opaque in x-rays and can hide breast

tumors. Soya oil implants, however,

are clear and cause no harm in the

rare event that they are punctured

and leak into the body.

Assaf Harofeh doctors have

implanted the ofl-fiDed sacks into

five women so far, and all have been

pleased with fee results. The soya

implants are more viscous, and

therefore more natural feelmg, than

saline, though less so than silicone,

Westreich added. ,, ,, .

Westreich says the

Waving the newspaper and giv-

ing the impression he was quoting
from it, Hanegbi cried “Ehud bolt-

ed” and “the wounded soldiers

saw him take offin his helicopter."

Yediot never wrote that Barak
abandoned the wounded and jour-

nalist Rami Tfcl, who wrote the

piece, has publicly complained
about Haoegbi’s presentation of
his article.

Political commentators said

Hanegbi’s attack was a trial bal-

loon floated on behalf of the prime
minister to test tire elections air.

However, the Likud may have
unsheathed its secret weapon too

.

soon. Jilany icoalition members-
think die tactic could boomerang.

Asmear must notrbe easily proved
groundless if it is to work. A for-

midable battery of experts - the

chief of staff, generals, a doctor

and other eyewitnesses is ranged

against die detractors.

Even MKs Arye Deri and Dan
Meridor, clearly displeased with

Hanegbi’s conduct, yesterday
urged Hanegbi to lay off Barak
and not to involve military disas-

ters and casualties in political war-

fare.

Observers compare the assault

on Barak with the Likud campaign
to discredit the late prime minister

Yitzhak Rabin with rumors of
drunkenness and a breakdown
during the Six Day War. Others

recalled Likud whispers of Peres’s

“Arab mother" and of his shares in

Thdiran. Some people still believe

-*henL ^ ~
.
”

Rabin confronted the rumors
head-on by telling his story to die

press in his special direct way,
effectively neutralizing die critics.

Barak's supporters believe he
must do die same.

approved then* use recenuy

approval by the Swiss. Italian, and

Chinan health authorities.

Joyride

A woman demonstrates a water bicycle yesterday on a lake

at the Tel Aviv Fairgrounds. The bicycle is one of hundreds

of new products and inventions on display at the Man and

His World 97 exhibition, which opened at the fairgrounds

yesterday.
(Dan Osseadiyvttflsne] Sun)

State Comptroller Miriam Ben-Porat prepares to deliver her announcement on the Tze’elim-2 disaster at the
State Comptrol Committee Chairman Ran Cohen Is at her left.

Knesset yesterday.

(Efraim Kilshiok)

,-2-a
' Thursday, November 5, 1992: Five sol-

.
(tiers are killed and six wounded in a train-

ing accident near Tze’elim, in the Negev,
when they are hit by an accidentally-fired
missile.

•
. Then-chiefof general staff Ehud Barak

should be prosecuted, as sfrouktMaj.-Gen.

.

Amiram Levine, who bore responsibility

as commander of the troops involved. An
additional reprimand islaterrecommended .

for intelligence chiefMaj.-GemUri~Saguy.
March 11. 1994: Fonner.dHejf^'of staff-

Dan Shomron decides that, for their role in
the accidenLLev should be repriaaahdr

did accident-
.

' ed and that a simple, warning sftofebe'
November 15; 1992:,After interviewing issued to. Saguy. - ' ' ?

25' wtinesSfes and rexamitung over TOO . October -17, 1994: A-
exhibits, the committee concludes that . resolves not to sentence ’the two junior'

• While Barak bad -witnessed the acci- officers responsible for Tze’elim. Instead,
detitihe had played no-role in planning the . the officers are given saspended sentences .:

drill and thus carried -no responsibility Tor and demoted in rank.. FaimticasJoiE the -

:Hs results; ;• K. • ••^.vT&re’eUin vimims annouifice planslt^ppe^
'’^Frepaiutiptifcirtbe djill hadbeen faulty .tire'deasion to the Supfeime Qotu&> ! l~ ?.*’

and the drilli($elfhad not beeacamMput ! .

:i

*S»ly- .3995: State .Comptroller
atcordrng to standing' safety regulations.

-

.
;
Ben-Porat declares thatsW has imfpsted &!H

No^ohtingetiqy plam had frhett drawn .ap," "$r6bfe of the affair-and ;

BOT^had ^afety iwcm' b^Ja^o&ited. ns^vifcsponse, as part ofa general inyfc^ajipn .

saroexV»a5..
: •

'
'

• -
• ... ,

,"‘.
i >* of,IDF ac^ents. >feanwhtie/o#tiie. eve„

; Ihe conunittee therefore that;<

. pf Barak *s romofed apipointm^^^ten-.
minister, a Yediot

accuses Barak of indifference to the suf-
fering of the soldiers wounded at
Tze’elim.

The report alleges Barak:
• - lefi : the scene of fee accident shortly
alter it occurred;

• refused to use his private helicopter to
evacuate the wounded; ,

•;ch»nged his story of the events in Older
.to protect Levine from punishmenL

-

• Hastily returning from a trip to' China,

'

Barak denounces the report as “twisted
and false." and Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rahm reacts calls for a new government
inquiry into the accident. .

June 26s, 1997: Barak calls km Ben-Porat
to release, fee results' of her inquiry, after

Jastice^Mmister Tzahi Hanegbi reads the.

y^dlorreport ottTre'efrm-2 in fee Knesset;
Parents of soldkfs killed in the accident
pubjticly criticize fee IDp for .refusing to
take fegb«fcvel respoi^ibilJtyfor fee. affair.

Contpiled by ^onathan Teppcrman and
AviLafy/

New laser technique

improves chances ofIVF
Foreign Ministiy against Beilin

meeting British minister

By JUDY SIEGEL

Israeli fertility specialists have
produced the first babies in the

world conceived by drilling a hole

in fee ovum wife an exrimer laser,

allowing easier rooting in the

uterus. The two babies, a boy and a

girl, were boro two months ago.

and 12 more pregnancies made
possible by this “assisted hatching"

technique are now in progress.

The technique was developed

over the past eight yeare by Prof.

Neri Laufer, chief of gynecology
and obstetrics at Hadassah-
University Hospital on Jerusalem’s

ML Scopus and bead of its In-Vitro

Fertilization (TVF) Unit, wife help

from Prof. Aaron Lewis, head of

Hadassah’s laser department, and
advice from Hadassah Medical
Organization director-general Prof.

Shmuel Penchas.

Laufer said yesterday that Lewis

adapted the excimer laser from the

type used for radial keratotomy, fee

ophthalraological technique that

can eliminate fee need for glasses

in nearsighted patients.

The ova of older women have

thicker shells, so it’s more difficult

for sperm to penetrate and for fee

fertilized egg to secure itself to the

wall of the womb. Until now,

sperm have been “shot” into ova

and then implanted in the uterus,

and acids have been used to dis-

solve a tiny spot on fee shell of fee

ovum so feat fee embryo can

escape.

The chemicals (similar to diges-

tive acids) may harm fee resulting

embryo, which then has to be dis-

carded; this loss reduces the IVF
success rate. During the past three

years, less-suitable types of lasers

(such as the carbon dioxide laser),

which produce charring and can

harm the ovum, have bran used -

but wife limited success.

But Hadassah’s use of a “clean”

excimer laser to drill fee hole

avoids fee potential damage to the

embryo and produces an opening
wife an exact width, producing a

biochemical effect feat helps the

embryo '‘hatch” and take root. The
technique can be especially useful

for older women, or for those who
have undergone repeated IVF
cycles.

The first baby, a girl, was deliv-

ered by a 40-year-old Jerusalem

mother of one who had undergone
seven IVF cycles. The other infect,

a boy, was delivered by a SB-year-

old childless woman who had
undergone eight fruitless IVF treat-

ments.

If fee clinical trials continue to be

successful Laufer says the excimer

laser treatment “could be a break-

through” for such women.

By JAY BUSHWfSKY

MK Yossi Benin’s projected

meeting in London with a gov-

ernment minister who made
disparaging comments about
Israel is generating diplomatic

discomfort in both countries.

One of the remarks made
three weeks ago by Labor's
Claire Short to a British society

known as Medical Aid to the

Palestinians implied that expia-

tion for Nazi Germany’s crimes

was being wrongly asked of the

Arabs.
UI am very conscious of the

historical wrongs done to the

Palestinian people, and the

unfairness of the world’s
expectation that they should
make sacrifices to make up for

the evil done by Europeans
during the Holocaust,” Short

said.

The Hebrew daily Ha’aretz

cited a “round-about compari-
son” reportedly made by her

between Israel’s attitude

toward the Palestinians and the
Nazi attitude toward the Jews.
Beilin reportedly disregarded

a recommendation made by the
Israeli embassy in London that

he not meet Short. The Foreign
Ministry sent the embassy a list

of key figures in the new Labor
government, asking that it

facilitate meetings between
Beilin and them. Short’s name
was not on the list.

The Foreign Ministry also

lodged a protest against

Short’s statements, and
received an immediate rejoin-

der from Whitehall stating that

the minister’s comments were
not in line with British foreign

policy.

Beilin’s apparent disregard
of the Foreign Ministry’s

request is reminiscent of the

complaint registered by
Israel’s embassy in Washington
against Labor Party Chairman
Ehud Barak for having com-
mitted himself to meetings with
various American political

kingpins and media people.

LIVING SYMBOLS:
book
department

Arabs: Boycott Jerusalem, settler goods
. ,tkt Rirttipr IIS Ambassador Bill Cambodia and fee Congo.

tlia Arab GronO at the UN. The Further, U
ntcnlufinn akn askfee Arab Group at the UN. The

session, which is expected to

(nr , open on - Tuesday, would be a

Setting- Mpgfc on Har continuation of April s

renewal of titepJ detete n
gency un session on Har Horn,

Homa, fee Arab ^ |^fee fif* UN session onfee

were circulating a propos^re^
Jerusalem housing proj«:t m less

lution that calls on
silc> than five months. The April ses-

constructionatt^^L bar which ended with a retdu-

Cambodia and fee Congo.

The draft resolution also asks

UN members to take measures to

halt any support for Israeli settle-

ments and their economic infra

-

ithnritv
structures by companies and indi-

Israel also attacked the original viduals in their respective cotm-

emereency session as unwarrant- tries. o
ed. Israel’s acting ambassador. On Apnl 25, the General

Further, US Ambassador Bill

Richardson assailed the April 25

vote in fee assembly, saying it set

“a dangerous precedent” by

infringing on the council s

authority.

T^coorat^Je^m,^ which ended with ajrestdit- "l^^d^ A^tnbT—cd"dJTtad
^dcansoDUNtaentototor Israelforthe ch^e d affans^d^teg^ ^
die import of any Har Horn, project. * Homa, aod asked Secretary-

nr made tn the settlements
emer£ency session since 1982 procedural

-L* .v- c-m.«.i Knfi Annan to issue a

Jerusalem.
uti ^^ and only the 10th since the

debars io d.

& ££i ssss&ny
member state cannot be earn

vetoed comparable
resolutions on

Me it is
sitnultaneouslyand ^^ us does not sup-

0,1
. r violating interna __ Homs nrotect, but

^Lllyl at UIW UM—1

procedural or substantive justifi-

cation for fee convening of the

‘special emergency session’ ...

concerning the constraction of a

residential neighborhood in

Jerusalem."
General Assembly resolutions

are not binding. Nonetheless, the

Homa, and asked Secretary-

General Kofi Annan to issue a

report on fee matter within two

months. His report said Israel had

not stopped the construction and

feat this was “viewed as particu-

larly serious” for a variety of

political, geographic, demo-
graphic and economic reasons, as

" ' " L '
its effects on

member state "_
lvand vetoed compaiwicre^-— t binding. Nonetheless, me ponm^,

out while it is simult^“y““ ^ Homa. The US does no sup- arenm.^^^^ ^ blc and econonu

c*»mflticallv violating intern Homa projecu but rat
. #iienuie. well as because of iu? um>u vu

Slaw^frdidnrtdatorate^ Je ^ disputes^must Ho^on^ie UN fee faltering Middle East peace

Ue assembly be resolved between the Israelis 5
amjd crises in process.

StisltnS ch^rnan cf and the Palesnnutns.

Symbols in Jewlsfr
Art and Tradition
Ida Huberman
The power ofa living symbol lies in the contacts which

give it its meanings. Animals, fee Tree of Life, fee conch,

the meoorah and more, are discussed, explored and

illustrated by 159 detailed plates, many in fidl cdot

Hardcover, 29x255 cm.
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Court orders probe of missing 1948 victims

The Supreme Court yesterday ordered the Defense Ministry to

investigate the unsolved mystery of a group of doctors and nurses

whose bodies went missing after a convoy in which thev were

traveling to Hadassa Hospital in i948 was attacked and the group

massacred. The court also ordered the State to set up a genetic

database of the missing persons* family members within 60 days
to facilitate later identification.

The orders were issued in response to petitions from journalist

Yehoshua Levanon and Defense Ministry staffer Arie Kamer
whose fathers were among the massacre victims. The court did

not. at this stage, order the opening of graves in the East
Jerusalem Moslem cemetery where the petitioners believe some
of those who went missing are buried. him

MK: Check discrimination against Druse soldiers

Knesset Interior Committee chairman Salah Tarif has

demanded that Defense Minister Yitzhak Mordechai examine
complaints that Druse soldiers are forbidden entry to entertain-

ment establishments in the North, like discotheques.

Such complaints were put forward to the defense minister

when he visited a Druse unit in the Northern Command on
Tuesday. A group of Druse leaders, including Tarif, are to trav-

el to the North next week to hear the complaints for them-
selves.

"This is racism of the first order. Druse soldiers can die for

our country, but can't get into places of entertainment." Tarif

said. “This phenomenon just demonstrates that Israeli society

has a serious problem dealing v» ith Druse, and this must be
rooted out immediately." Irim

Woman to become army base commander
The IDF will soon appoint a female officer as commander of

the recruit training base at Niizanim - the first time such a

position has been given to a woman.
Deputy Chief of General Staff Maj.-Gen. Matan Vllna'i, who

said he supports opening more posts to women, made the

announcement as he accompanied Communications Minister

Limor Livnat to the signals and electronics corps training

school at the Israel Air Force base in Tel Nof.

Livnat said she was satisfied with the integration of women
in the IDF, but said there was still room for improvement. She
met with female officers on the base, but many complained of

restricted opportunities for advancement.

"I hope and believe that [advancement] will come, even if

the revolution won’t be overnight." Livnat said.

Arieh O'Sullivan

N-

News agencies

Housing plan distinguishes

between Jewish, Falash Mura
Ethiopian immigrants

Tatiana Susskind, 26, who is

accused of posting leaflets in

Hebron depicting Mohammed as
a pig late last month, was
remanded by the Jerusalem
District Court yesterday until The

end of her trial.

Susskind is accused of offend-

ing religious sensibilities, com-
mitting a racist act, and endan-

gering life on the road. The latter

charge stems from her allegedly

having thrown a rock at an Arab
car traveling on the road between
Kiryat Arba and Hebron, the day
after posting the leaflets.

Judge Ezra Kama said that

there is no argument about the
evidence and that “the accused
poses a danger to public safety
and has seemingly proven that

she has lost control and wishes to
deliberately commit provocative
acts, since immediately after
being released from questioning
on the matter of the leaflets, she
threw a rock, an act that is clear-

ly dangerous."
Susskind's lawyer, Sbmuel

Kaspar, said he would appeal the
ruling.

Right-wing activists Avigdor
Eskin and Emanuel Ribakoff
were detained for five hours yes-
terday, in what Eskin claimed
was an illegal fashion.

According to Eskin, the two
were in a taxi traveling to the dis-

trict court, when a police car cut
them off, and two policemen
emerged to arrest them, saying
they were suspected of disturbing
the peace.

“This was all done to prevent

us from getting to the court to

protest the continued detention of
Tatiana Susskind. What they did
was against the law, because they

didn’t even question us." Eskin

said. He said he planned to rile a
complaint.

Also yesterday, three rabbis

gave an inscribed copy of the

Koran to the Hebron school
which was vandalized several

days ago. Palestinians say IDF
soldiers were involved in the

Tatiana Susskind is brought into Jerusalem District Court, where she was remanded ontH the end of legal proceedings.

vandalism, in which four copies

of the Koran were tom up. The
IDF denies soldiers were
involved.

Rabbi Jeremy Milgrom, one of
three rabbis who visited the al-

Yaacubia school, said he was
worried that the political conflict

between Israelis and Palestinians

was taking on religious connota-
tions.

“We came to visit the school

winch was ransacked, to see the

destruction.” said Milgrom, of
the Israeli Rabbis for Human
Rights group. “We brought a
Koran. We inscribed it and gave
it to the headmistress," be said.

“What is really frightening and
we are very concerned that the

conflict between Israelis and
Palestinians will deteriorate into

a religious war,” Milgrom said.

Meanwhile, an Egyptian

lawyer has sued Israel for SIO
billion in compensation for the

posting of the pig leaflets, while

another lawyer wants Israel to

pay for printing 1 billion copies

of tite Koran. -

Court officials in Cairo said

yesterday the two lawyers recent-

ly filed the separate cases.

In the leaflet case, lawyer

Mustafa Ashoub named Prime

Minister Binyamin Netanyahu as

die defendant. The trial is set for

August 4.

Israeli Ambassador to Egypt
Zvi Mazel is named defendant in.

the second case by Mustafa
Roslan. No trial date has been

set.

Israeli Embassy spokesman:

Lioi Ben-Dor said tite embassy

has not been notified about' the

cases, and it will anyway ignore

them.

By ARYEH DEAN COHEN

By next March, all Ethiopian

Jewish immigrants should be able to

move out of die mobile homes where
they currently live, according to a

plan announced by the Prime

Minister’s Office in conjunction with

tile Housing and Absorption min-

istriesTuesday night-

However, the new plan does not

apply to some 3,000 Falash Mura liv-

ing at the caravan sices, for whom a

Housing Ministry spokesman said a

“separate plan” would be worked

out The spokesman insisted that the

plan would simply involve “a techni-

cal separation,’' but refused to elabo-

rate. The distinction is opposed by

leaders of the Ethiopian Jewish com-
munity.

According to an Absorption

Ministry spokesman, single

Ethiopian immigrants would be eli-

gible for a NIS 180,000 mongage,
NIS 135,000 of which will become a

grant Families will be eligible for a
NIS 300,000 mortgage, 90 percent of

which will become a grant Those
who choose to rent apartments will

be eligible for NIS 1 300 in monthly

subsidies, NIS 600 for singles.

Shlomo Mula. secretary of the

United Ethiopian Jewish

Association, had a mixed reaction.

"We are’very happy that a policy has

finally been set regarding the liqui-

dation of the mobile home sites,

which are an embarrassment to the

state," Mula said. He called the deci-

sion a “positive one,” and said his

organization would cooperate in the

effort to do away with the caravans,

“but we oppose the idea of separa-

tion” between the Falash Mura and

other Ethiopian immigrants when
determining criteria for housing

grants.
"
“We certainly are in favor of estab-

lisliing criteria based cm how long the

immigrants have been here." Mula

said. “But there is no reason why
anyone who is an Israeli citizen and

has an identity' card -should not

receive such assistance.”

Mula said his organization would

encourage Ethiopian immigrants to

accept the “generous” financial offer,

but called on the Housing Ministry to

find a different solution for 70-80

elderly immigrants living in the cara-

vans. “They should be allowed to

live together in hostels, like the

Russian immigrants," Mula said-

Israel: PA assault on monastery

violated Oslo Accords
By HAM SHAPRO

Israel yesterday accused the Palestinian
Authority of violating the Oslo Accords in its

assault on the Abraham’s Oak Russian
Orthodox Monastery in Hebron.
During the assault, which took place on

Saturday, PA security forces ousted clergy
belonging to the New York-based Russian
Orthodox Church Outside Russia and installed

clergy of the Moscow-based Russian Orthodox
Patriarchate. The New York-based church had
occupied the building since the Jordanian gov-
ernment ruled that it was the rightful owner In

the early 1950s.

Archimandrite Bartholomew, local head of
the New York-based church, charged that
Palestinian policemen broke down the doors of
the monastery, and cursed aud beat the monks,
nuns and priests inside. He said male and
female police assaulted a nun, punched her in

the stomach and. pounded her head against a
walL
He also said that the abbess was dragged

along the floor so that her head hit the stones
and she had to be hospitalized. A monk was
handcuffed, thrown to the ground and stomped

upon, he said.

A statement issued yesterday by the
Government Press Office said that under the
terms of the Oslo Accords, the PA is obligated
to safeguard holy sites and ensure free access
to them. The statement quoted Annex II,

Appendix L, Article 32, which says that “both
sides shall respect and protect the listed below
religious rights of Jews, Christians, Moslems
and Samaritans.
The GPO statement said the PA had also vio-

lated the agreement by orchestrating riots in
September 1996 near Rachel’s Tomb in
Bethlehem in which a mob assaulted the site

aud Palestinian police shot and wounded
Israeli soldiers. It said that during the same
riots, Palestinian police led a mob which
assaulted Joseph’s Tomb in Nablus, k31ing-six
Israeli soldiers and burning Jewish prayer
books, Bibles and religious articles. Finally, the
statement said that the PA had refused to allow
Jews to visit the ancient synagogue in Gaza.
Palestinian Preventive Security Chief Jibrfl

Rajoub yesterday denied that any force had
been used in evicting clergy from the Hebron
monastery.
“We didn’t touch anybody,” Rajoub was

quoted as telling the Associated Press.

No smoking on flights

ofup to five hours
By JUDY SIEGEL

The High Court of Justice ruled
yesterday that from August,
Israeli-owned commercial airlines

must ban smoking on flights of up
to five hours; at present, there is a
two-hour limit. The justices

voiced displeasure over the prac-
tice of allowing smoking on
flights going to Britain and then
continuing to the US because tire

transatlantic flight was supposedly
“part” of the shorter flight to
Europe, and “too long" for smok-
ers to go without their tobacco.
The court, which will hold

another session in three months to
hear about implementation of the
ruling, called on the government
to reach agreements with trans-

port ministries abroad to prohibit
smoking on foreign airlines as
well.

El’ Al, which has been sued by a
number of its stewards and pas-

sengers’ has promised to bah
smoking on all flights if foreign

airlines make the same routes

smoke-free as well.

A private survey conducted by .

El Al found that only 13% ofits

passengers smoke (compared to.

27% of the general Israeli popu-
lation), and that just 7% ask for

a seat in the smoking section.'

Because of this minority, the
non-smoking majority has been
subjected to poisonous tobacco
smoke, said Amos Hausner»tfce

.

attorney who represented- tbd
stewards. Hausner.was hopeful
that the High Court ruling
would be enforced, as it was.;
clear that the justices appreciat-
ed the anti-smoking arguments
on behalf of the plaintiffs, 'he
said.

Doctors warned
about diet drugs
By JUDY SIEGEL

Another Outstanding Offer from The Jerusalem Post
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The Health Ministry has issued
new guidelines regarding the pre-
scription of fiaifluramine, pbenter-
roine and mazindole — diet drugs
that in the US have been found to
cause primary pulmonary hyperten-
sion and deformed heart valves in
women taking them for more than
three months.
The ministry decided to act after

the US Food and Drug
Administration sent similar warn,
mgs to thousands of American
physicians who prescribe “fen-
phen,” a popular combination of
diet pills. The combination was
never approved by the FDA,
although each of die two drugs was
approved by itself for short period
of time. In practice, people who
were only mildly overweight have
taken the drugs for over three
months. US doctors have written 18

mflfion prescriptions a month for
these drugs. The first signs of the
potentially fatal heart-lung

' condi-
tion are respiratory difficulties^
•uedness and disquiet, followed by -

swelling of the lower limbs and :

chest pains.

The diet drugs, which are not sup-
plied by Israeli health foods,' are-
nnrant only for patients- with a.
weight problem that endangers their-
health, not for those who want fb‘

reduce for cosmetic reasons, foe
ministty said yesterday in a respond
to queries from The Jerusalem Past.

'

Only patients with a body/mass
mdex (weight in kilos divided by
height in meters squared) of 30 and .

over are suited for the drugs, anH
only if drey have other risk factors,
including hypertension or diabetes.

Tito ministty said it was issuing
the new guidelines even though
fopre have been no reports in Israel
ofcomplications from these drugs.

Negative attitude to immigrants
:a Zionist crime

By AHYEH DEAN COHEN

“The antipathy felt by many
Israelis towards immigrants and
immigration is a Zionist crime.
Every Israeli must join foe effort to

absorb immigrants, and see in this a
personal or family mission,”

Education Ministry Director-
' General Benzion Dell said yester-

day.

Dell, reacting to an Israel Radio
poll which found Israelisheld large-

ly negativeattitudes towards immi-
grants from foe CIS, said foe figures

showed a need for a nationwide

edncational campaign.

According to foe poll, 34 percent

of those questioned said^foe immi-
gration from the CIS frightens me.”
while 63% opposed encouraging

mass immigration from’ the CIS,
80% said inunigraiitscoa^
Israelis for jobs* and 63% said they
bring down wages.

.

A .total of58% were notprated
to dedicate a few hours a week to
bdp with absorption, white 42%
said foe immigrants get too much
hdp from the government as if is,

and 53% said they thought foe^pto1

fessfonal documents from their
home countries were worthless- ’

.,

^Tf -this is t3be: way Israelis fed
about immigration,” .. said ’ Dell,

ken
.

in the //Israelii .'Ten
porareandrnMts.^ -said .hmf,

J

istry officials; would discuss tfto -

findings in coming days/and seek
new ways to increase educational;
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9 Ukraine sign pact
ByBARRY SCHWE1D

7/ ^pRIP-tAP)V After a his--
.^c^ecisjon toexpandeastwarA
•NATO closed ranks wife Ukraine

. •
ye^«xtay and n»ved to upgrade
political, and military cooperation •

t witfa other countries - all with the
^gcaJJof c^e^oag “a Europe, where
:£ast and wfest arepaxlners-”

The_48-ycar-oJd alliance, formed
initially: to confront the Soviet

: Unioa,is now drawing in old foes
like. fteCzech Republic^ Hungary
and. PolaDd; which were invited

Tuesday tojoinNAFO m 1 999.

: time, the heads of
traditionally neutral states such as
Switzetiand and Sweden, as well
as fpnoer communist nations were
nwetin£w^tte 16
NATO^jiations in the .new 44-

. CbunaL' .

-i vTXbdayi-.Europe's security is not
a. matter : of competition but of
corapetition on behalf of common
gods.'TUS President Bill Clinton

"^i ^serjpining other leaders in
signiogthe NATO-Ukraine pact

f British Prime Minister Tbny Blair

;

sakLpkrainiaire “have suffered more
featrajost titan warm Europe." He

: said feecharter “will help to ensure
thisitoyerhappens again."
.' The NATO-Ukraine linkup par-
allels die agreement concluded in

May between the Western military
alliance

.
and Russia. It provided

Moscow a voice, but not a veto, in

NATO deliberations.

. Russian Foreign MinisterYevgeny
Primakov, meanwhile, said in

Moscow that Russia considered
NATO’s expansion “a big mistake —
maybe its biggest mistake since die

end of World War EL” President

Boris Yeltsin was on vacation.

NATO Secretary-General Javier
Solans and all 16 NATO leaders
signed the accord in a ceremony
that accorded Ukraine attention

that it rarely commands on the
world scene, as Western leaders

concentrate on Russia.

“We take another step toward
that new Europe," Clinton said.

He said Ukraine had taken bold
steps , including its renunciation

of nuclear weapon that “have
made this continent more stable

and more secure.”

President Leonid Kuchma said

German Chancellor Helmut Kohl (seated, right) makes a point to British Prime Minister Tony Blair (standing, left) before a sign-
ing ceremony with the Ukraine at the NATO summit in Madrid yesterday. Looking on are (from left) French President Jacques
Chirac, Canadian Prime Minister Jean Chretien, Luxembourg Prime Minister Jean-Claude Juncker, Italian Prime Minister
Romano Prodi, and Walter Neuer, the head of Kohl’s staff. (Raaers)

Ukraine “is ready to take part in

providing peace and stability" in

Central Europe. He also pledged
to modernize Ukraine's economy.
“The signing of this charter

today is a visible symbol ofa new
Europe,” Solana said. “Not a

Europe of the past, not a Europe of
divisions, not a Europe of conflict

between East and West but, on the

contrary, the Europe of die future
- a united Europe and a Europe
where East andWest are partners.”

France's President Jacques
Chirac, extolling the linkup to

Kiev, said, “We extend our hand to

a new partner who has shown a
sensitivity to peace.”

German Chancellor Helmut
Kohl said the signing symbolized
that “conflict has been superseded
by even closer cooperation."
Last week, Kuchma's prime

minister, Pavlo Lazarenko, was
forced to resign. He was blamed
for sluggish reforms, especially in

privatization.

Kuchma in May signed a friend-

ship treaty with Yeltsin. Kuchma
achieved the pact in part by warn-
ing Yeltsin he would push Ukraine
into the Western camp if frayed

relations were not mended.
US Defense Secretary William

Cohen, in Madrid for the decision

to expand NATO, was due to leave

after Wednesday's ceremony to

attend the windup of a NATO mil-

itary exercise in Ukraine.

The decision to hold NATO
expansion to three Eastern and
Central European countries stifled

a move by France and a majority
of the allies to invite Romania and
Slovenia to join as well.

Chirac, who led the drive for a

bigger expansion, said “France,

for the moment, has conceded
nothing.” He referred to the open-
door policy stressed in the

alliance's windup communique,
which could put Romania,
Slovenia and other countries on a
track to membership later on.

Slovenian and Romanian leaders

expressed disappointment that

their nations were not invited to

join NATO this time.

"We expect to be included very

soon, one year or perhaps two
years from now,” Slovenian Prime
Minister Janez Dmousek told a
news conference in Madrid.

Romanian President Emil
Constantinescu said also pledged
patience in pursuit of eventual
NATO membership.
“I believe in a favorable result in

the long term for Romania,"
Constantinescu said, as he depart-

ed his capital of Bucharest for

Madrid.

in brief

Russian security chief quits

inten,al security troops, who command-

drafhewi,
dun

r
n® lhe Ch«h«t War, announced yesterdayS^re

.
S,Snm

.
s for hea,Ih *«»!. Col. Gen. Anioly

SJitSin
of l0p c°mmanders that a medical cora-^fpund h,m k> be only “partly suited” for service,

JKlSj® *?•?.
gov®rn

.

menl Press statement. “This is my own
a ret

luest “ be transferred to reserve
duty, die report quoted Shkirko as saying.

inSS?Mh2,ed IPnitary formations controlled by the
wh“£ responsible for internal security.The force has some 200.000 men. AP

Senator China sought to influence US policy
The chairman of the US Senate investigation into political

Tuesda>‘ China sought to influence
money-

“Qur investigation suggests the
plan continues today, Sen. Fred Thompson said. China has
repeatedly and angrily denied such allegations.
Meanwhile, a key figure in the investigation, who had refused

for months to testify or provide some documents without immu-
nity, made a last-minute offer. Democratic fundraiser John
Huang is willing to testify about allegations he was a spy but
sull insists on immunity for testimony about fund raising.

I think it is very important and I think it is encouraging,"
Thompson said of Huang’s offer, but "serious questions" must
first be resolved. Hung, a former Commerce Department offi-
cial, is alleged to have helped transfer funds from large Asian
companies to the Democrats. He is a former employee of the
Lippo group, an Indonesia conglomerate. AP

First death in Albania multinational forte
A 19-year-Old soldier serving with an Itaiian-led multinational

security force in Albania died yesterday when an explosive
device he was handling went off. Defense Ministry officials
said. The dead soldier, Corporal Diego Vaira from Fossano,
Italy, was the first casualty from the 7,000-strong force. Three
Italian military personnel were injured in the incident in a store
tent at a field hospital near the southern Albanian port of Vlore.

Italian Defense Ministry undersecretary Massimo Brutti said
lhe death was apparently not the result of an attack by armed
Albanians or a stray bullet. He had no further details. Reuters

Brazil track explosion kills 15
Two tracks carrying ammonia and diesel exploded in the

northwestern Amazon, killing at least 15 people, a major TV
network reported Tuesday, "rite trucks blew up Monday near the
remote jungle town of Sapucaia, 2,500 kilometers northwest of
Sao Paulo in Amazonas state, Globo TV reported.
The truck carrying ammonia stopped on a highway after one

of its tires caught fire. The flames engulfed the vehicle, causing
it and a nearby track loaded with diesel to explode. Most of the
15 people killed in the blast were in a van passing near the
explosion, Globo TV said. AP

After Barnacle Bill, Mars
rover prepares to meet ‘Yogi’

Royals, officials flee Cambodia

By MICHAEL MILLER

PASADENA, Calif. (Reuters) -

Having tangled with the likes of

“Barnacle Bill,” the Mars rover

Sojourner prepared yesterday to

mm its attention to “Yogi” in its

continuing quest to determine

wbat Mars is made of and whether

life ever existed on the Red Planet.

The little six-wheeled buggy’s

geological probings of “Barnacle

Bill” - so named becanse it has lit-

tle markings all over its surface -

have already shown that far from

being alien. Mars is a lot like

Earth, much to the surprise of the

scientific team gathered at NASA’s
Jet Propulsion Laboratory here.

But they expect yesterday's

robotic analysis to show that

“Yogi,” - which some scientists

said looks like a bear win be
different again to “Barnacle BALL”

“From what we can see from the

photographs, this is a totally dif-

ferent rock and probably with a

somewhat different composition,”

said scientist Matthew Golombek.

The Sojourner had been origi-

nally scheduled to scan “Yogi"

with its alpha proton. X-ray spec-

trometer earlier in the mission,

following the Pathfinder space-

craft’s landing in fee Ares Vailis

basin of Mars last Friday.

But the initial photographs from

the lander craft showed the front

of the rock was sitting in a hollow,

perhaps formed when it was

deposited there, either by a flood

or being blasted from a nearby

volcanic eruption millions or bil-

lions of years ago.
This, explained Golombek at a

media briefing, could mean feat if

the rover was to venture to that part

of the rock it might slide into the

hollow and bump its solar panels

against fee rock, depriving its batter-

ies ofvaluable energy from fee sun.

So the Sojourner spent much of

Tuesday taking high resolution,

close-up pictures of “Yogi" to

determine where it should place its

spectrometer against the rock,

where it would bombard fee sur-

face with protons.

Based on what the probe discov-

ers, scientists hope to be able to

determine lhe rock's composition.

.Instructions were to be sent to

the microwave-oven-sized rover

in the early hours yesterday telling

it where to take its measurement,

probably at the side of the rock

where there did not appear to be a

depression, Golombek said.

Meanwhile, the atmosphere at

the Jet Propulsion laboratory

remained charged with excitement

as Mars .continued to surprise the

mission scientists.

Not only did the analysis of
“Barnacle Bill” show that Mars
was more similar to the Earth than

even the moon, it went a long way
toward proving that a meteorite

believed to have come from Mars
and thought to contain fossil evi-

dence of ancient life did indeed

come from the Red Planet

“Barnacle Bill,” said Hap
McSween of the University of

Tennessee, a participating scientist

in the Pathfinder science project.

was probably one-third quartz in

composition because of the

amount of silica it contained.

“I was just floored when it came
out silica, and I am still struggling

with what the implications are.

This is more like Earth than our

own moon, which has no quartz

on it,” he said.

The rover’s analysis also
revealed fee rock's “chemical fin-

gerprints," which McSween said

were identical to the 12 meteorites

found on Earth that scientists

believed originated on Mars bil-

lions of years ago.

“So now we can say we have
analyzed 13 Martian . rocks,” he
said during a press briefing,

adding feat one of them was the

meteorite designated ALH80041
and discovered in Alaska that has

been found to contain organic

molecules and iron mineral com-
pounds commonly associated wife

microscopic organisms.

Meanwhile, interest in the Mars
mission continued to capture pub-

lic attention, not only in newspa-

pers, radio and television world-

wide, but on the Internet, with 220
million “hits” being recorded on

the Pathfinder’s three Web pages

from the July 4 landing to

Tuesday morning, according to

JPLweb manager Rich Pavlovski.

“It’s an incredible response. I

doubt if there’s a busier Web page

in the world right now," he said.

The Web pages can be accessed at

http://mpfwww.jpl.nasa.goy or

http://www.emertainmentdigital.c

om/raars/jpl or http://mars3gi.coin.

PHNOM PENH (Reuter) - Almost a dozen
members of Cambodia's royal family left the

country on evacuation and special flights yes-

terday, three days after the ouster of Prince

Norodom Ranariddh as first prime minister,

witnesses said.

Ranariddh's sister, Princess BophaDevi, and his

son. Prince Norodom Chakravufe, were the most
prominent members of the royal family to leave.

The Princess was believed to have been on a

flight to Bangkok while Chakravufe left on a

later flight to Singapore.

Nine other members of the family, as well as

senior officials from Ranariddh's royalist

FUNCINPEC party and his cabinet, took
flights out of the country to Singapore and
Bangkok, the witnesses said.

Tire airport was heavily guarded by forces

loyal to Cambodia’s powerful second premier,

Hun Sen, but no attempts were made to stop

the family members or the party officials from
leaving, fee witnesses said.

Officials at fee royal palace in Phnom Penh

.

were not immediately available for comment
Hun Sen ousted Ranariddh from power on

Sunday after a weekend of heavy fighting

between forces loyal to the two premiers in

Phnom Penh.

Ranariddh left the country on Friday, the eve
of fee fighting, for France.
Meanwhile, US-based Human Rights Watch

yesterday urged fee international community to

help prevent any purge of supporters of ousted
Cambodian premier Prince Norodom
Ranariddh.

“Human Rights Watch...called on the interna-

tional community to unequivocally condemn
the coup in Cambodia on Saturday by
Cambodian People’s Party (CPP) leader and co-

Prirae Minister Hun Sen...and to take all neces-

sary measures to prevent fee CPP from carrying

out a massive purge of its opponents,” fee orga-

nization said in a statement in Bangkok.
A senior official in Ranariddh's FUNCIN-

PEC party, Ho Sok, was arrested by Hun Sen’s

troops on Monday and later shot dead,

although it was not immediately clear who had

killed him.

“Other reports indicate that some 20 FUNC-
INPEC members were arrested in Prey Veug.

The publisher of a newspaper called Sangkros
Kher that had been critical of the CPP has dis-

appeared; human rights monitors in Phnom
Penh fear he may be in custody," New York-
based Human Rights Watch said.

It said the FUNCINPEC police commission-
er in Batiambang in northwestern Cambodia
was arrested, along with 12 of his bodyguards.
Human Rights Watch/Asia said anyone

linked to FUNCINPEC or fee other two oppo-
sition parties appeared to be in danger, as did .

anyone who had publicly criticized the CPP.
"Hun Sen and the CPP must be held fully

responsible for fee human rights abuses,” said

Sidney Jones, executive director of Human
Rights Watch/Asia. Jones called on
Cambodia’s donors, investors and neighbors to

help those in danger.

Donor countries pledged $450 million in aid

to the Cambodian government last week in

Paris.

In a separate statement issued on Tuesday,

Amnesty International said more than 50 peo-

ple were currently in hiding or in need of pro-

tection in Cambodia.

Indians suspect Sikh militants in fatal train blast

BHATINDA, India (AP) -

Police raided the hideouts of Sikh

separatists in Punjab yesterday to

look for clues in fee bombing of a

train feat killed 36 passengers and

injured 70 others.

There was no immediate claim

of responsibility for Tuesday’s

blast near fee Punjab province

town of Bhatinda, 275 kilometers

northwest of New Delhi. Punjab

was fee scene of a 20-year seces-

sionist revolt by Sikh militants

who wanted to carve out an inde-

pendent homeland. The rebellion

was crushed in the early 1990s,

but sporadic violence continues.

State police chief Poaran Chand
Dogra refused to give details of

the raids, saying it could prejudice

the investigation. He said police

are working on various theories.

Dogra said the bomb could have

been placed in the train when it

stopped for seven minutes after it

left a small railroad station near
Bhatinda. The train had halted

there to give way to another

express, he said in an interview.

The blast occurred soon after fee

five-car Ganganagar-Ambala
commuter train with 500 people

on board left Bhuchu, 15 kilome-

ters east of Bhatinda, he said.

Train guard Suijeet Singh said

the train was moving slowly when
the blast occurred.

Thousands of people thronged
fee Bhatinda District Hospital,

hoping feat their loved ones had
escaped the blast.

Twenty persons were in critical

condition at the hospital.

Saddam slays Shi’ite pilgrims

CAIRO (AP) — Saddam

Hussein’s elite Republican Guards

killed at least 109 Shi Modern

pilgrims in clashes near fee;
holy

city of Karbala, an opposition

group said Tuesday.

The Iran-based Supreme

Council for Islamic Revolutions

Iran said the deaths occurred late

““I t— chfites were

Prophet Mohammed, was killed

by rival Moslem forces in the year

680.

The Iraqi government usually

does not comment on charges

from opposition groups, and there

was no way to get independent

confirmation of the allegations.

The Shi’iies, who make up a

majority of Iraq’s 21 million peo-

jj- ’i -

—
T - chi’ifes were maiomy vi o ** r

—

last month as Iraqi Sbites ^ have long had a tense relanon-

rnring to ship wife Saddam's regime, which

shrine ofthe Shiite
Imam Hussein

by of fee

in Karbala. , gunni sect
.

The group^ *e guari un ^^ng bySlu'ites^ south-

blocked the pilgrims way
em -Iraq after the Gulf War was

Karbala, 100 to braalty put down by Saddam's

Baghdad. It said *e tops men
bli(aI1

Thousands of

opeuedtoon d^pto shfftes were killed, [toipang the

through^d'ate^Sm
platens

“^“o explanation for

P1^rju^eS,^™marked the

&f^ the. anniversary
of

u$ and its Western allies to set up

a “no-fly zone" over fee South to

nroreet fee Shi’ites.
. . .

At least 100 Shi’ites died trying

to get into Karbala on foot anddrat

dozens were wounded. Nine other

pilgrims were killed in neightar-

ing Hilla province when they tried

to leave to Karbala.

Israel Airports Authority

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION ON
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING FOR AIRPORT

FIRE FIGHTING PERSONNEL
The Israel AirportAuthority is considering lhe acquisition ofnew

protective clothing (coat and trousers) for its tire fighting

personnel.

Suppliers/manufacturers who are NFPAand EN469 approved

and have at least 5 years experience In the field of protective

dotting for fire fighting personnel and meet the rest of the RF1

requirements are Invited to apply In writing to:

Purchasing Deportment, tamelAirportsAuthority, P.O.B. 7,

Ben GurtontanAirport 70100tenet, no later than 7.8.1997.

The RFl documents are obtainable atthe purchasing department

office at Ben GurtontanAirport, ma/n terminal, second Poor,

room 233, (ttoe 972-3-9711296) tffl 24.7,1 997

Reply should include details of manufacturers experience, range

and specifications of products afxj Bsts ofairports which said
(

products are in use. I

SuppHers/manufacturers who are found suitable for IAA’s

requirement will be requested to provide samples of clothingfor

fast and evaluation.

Takes
Jerusalem Shabbat

with yog

wherever yon go

with the tonsafaHn
Travailing Shabbat Kit

from Barbara Shaw.

Kit includes beautifully

padded pouch with

Jerusalem skyline design.

A set of silver plated

travelling Shabbat candle

holders. Two Shabbat

candles. Travelling Havdallah

candle. Lace spice sachet.

Hailah cover with Jerusalem

design. Service

for Shabbat and Havdallah.

All conveniently packed

to fit into your suitcase.

IP Special pries: MS 109

ibook
departm ent

Books, The JerusaJem Post. POB 8 i. Jerusalem 9 10QG

Please send me sets of:
|

JERUSALEMTRAVELLING SHABBAT KIT at N1S J09 each
*

Postage in Israel: one set N1S 6, two or more NIS 10

ToitiNIS

Enclosed check payable toThe Jerusalem Post, or credit card detail*
.

Please list gift recipient's name, address and message separately.

Visa Isc/MCD Diners AmEx

CC No. FStp.

Name

Address.

City _CodtL

Phone (dayL

Signature—

JDNo^
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A taxing agenda

F
inance Minister Ya’acov Ne’eman enters

his new job with a long list of tasks await-

ing him. Among the items competing for

his attention are the need for an almost immedi-
ate NTS 600 million budget cut; requests for

more funding from the health and defense sec-

tors; moving forward the Netanyahu govern-
ment’s ambitious privatization plans; demonop-
olization; tackling the trade and current account
deficits; negotiating new public-sector wage
agreements; and last, but not least beginning to

work on the 1998 budget
While he is attending to these matters, the

finance minister would also do well to give due
consideration to the annual report on taxation

released this week by the State Revenues
Administration. The report based on 1996 fig-

ures, reveals a disturbingly distorted tax system,

riddled with exemptions and discounts, and
based on a surprisingly small tax base relative to

the population.

According to the report’s findings, as much as

47% of income earners in Israel fall below the

lowest tax rung and therefore pay no income
tax. At the other end of the scale, 5.4% of
income earners are in the highest tax bracket

and they pay 53.4% of all income tax collected.

The sum total of cunent exemptions and dis-

counts totals NIS 15.1 billion, or 13 percent of
all tax revenues. The average monthly wage in

the country is NIS 5.595, but only 40% of the

population earned more, than this, with the

worst-paid tenth of the labor force taking home
only NIS 467 at the end of the month.

The report’s authors are quick to add that

these statistics should not be used to draw
conclusions about living standards in Israel.

The findings refer soiely to taxable earned

income, and do not take into account National
Insurance Institute transfer payments, tax-

exempt income and what are called “trans-

fers-in-kind" such as health and educational

benefits. Transfer payments, both direct and
in kind, do raise the living standards of the

lowest percentiles of income earners.

Nevertheless, the report raises serious ques-

tions regarding the distribution of earned

income and the tax burden.

The taxation system is no minor matter in

determining a nation’s wealth. Running a mod-
ern state requires,considerable revenues which
can only be raised through taxation. On the

other hand, the way in which the tax burden is

distributed, as well as its absolute weight, can

have a considerable effect on employment and
work incentives. The types of products and
activities taxed can also significantly affect the

relative success and failure of economic sec-

tors and the overall investment and savings

rates.

Unfortunately, Israel's taxation system

appears to have been determined on an ad-hoc

basis in the early years of the state, based on the

relative political strengths of different sectors. A
succession of highly competent economists

have, over the years, proposed complete over-

hauls of the tax system along rational lines

which .would encourage greater economic
growth, but such proposals inevitably run into

the opposition of entrenched political interests.

Whatever improvements have occurred - and

there have been some - have been of an incre-

mental nature.

A well-designed tax system should contain at

least three main features: as low a tax burden as

possible, rationality, and a fair distribution of

the burden. In Israel, determining a fair distrib-

ution of die tax burden is difficult due to the

abnormal situation, depicted by the State

Revenues Administration report, in which 47%
of wage-earners fall below the minimal taxable

income level - an anomaly in what is consid-

ered to be a highly educated and skilled work

force.

Steps which can be taken include efforts to

close off many of the loopholes and exemptions

in the taxation system. According to Economics
and State Revenues director Tsipi Gal-Yam, a
serious reduction in such exemptions would

enable reducing the 50% tax bracket to 40%,
lowering tire company tax rate from 36% to

29% and VAT from 17% to 16%. All of these

reductions would go a long way toward improv-

ing economic conditions and employment
opportunities.

There are a host of other tax reforms which

must also be implemented, including expanding

tax brackets to moderate die marginal tax rates

paid by middle-income earners; integrating the

income. Nil and health taxes to ensure the pro-

gressive nature of the tax system; decreasing

purchase taxes on durable goods, which
includes continuing the reform of vehicle and
fuel taxes; and abolishing a myriad of anachro-

nistic and difficult-to-collect taxes. As the

recent Peruvian experience has shown, the

fewer the taxes levied, the larger the actual

amount collected.

The issue of tax reform in Israel is long over-

due and highly complex. One hopes the

appointment of Ne’eraan as finance minister

will enable the subject to receive the attention it

deserves at the highest levels of decision-mak-

ing - after all, Ne’eman brings to the job

decades of experience as one of the country’s

leading experts in tax law.

^LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Sir, - On June 25, 1 was guiding a

group of American Christians on
die Temple Mount and began to

explain the history of the Second
Temple period. The tour leader

took out a sketch of the Second
Temple and I proceeded to explain

a little about its construction and

location.

We were standing a the time

about 30 meters north of the

Dome of the Rock. We were then

approached by one of the Wakf
people who demanded to see the

sketch. He teen took it and began
to confiscate any other sketches

which were in the group. He

Sir, - Incitement is an interesting

word. I would like to quote some
direct interviews with leading
Moslem and Palestinian figures to

judge whether there really is peace
or even a peace process with
Moslems and Palestinians who are

influenced by these spokesper-

sons.

. “Israel is attempting to obstruct

peace. If Israel continues to succeed
in this approach, then she is

destroying the peace process. The
oily option remaining for us willbe
an alternative option ... wan Allow
me to saythat it takes only one side

to starta wan At tee end of tee path

on which Israel is proceeding, a

declaration of war awaits." - PA

Sir,- hi the Knesset debate on (he

government’s performance during

the last year, the opposition critics

focused largely on the prime min-

ister’s failures, especially regard-

ing the peace process. They were
wrong, wrong, wrong. Mr.

Netanyahu has succeeded - suc-

ceeded in countering the Oslo
accords and in bringing a halt to

the process. It was for this that he
was elected.

Anyone who listens to phone-in

programs on the radio will be
aware that he still enjoys large and
fanatic support - note the latest

US assessment teat he would be

THE TEMPLE MOUNT
asked who the guide was and
when I identified myself, he
began to berate me and said that

the sketches were not allowed cm
the Temple Mount. He went into a

nearby office and returned a few

moments later with another man
who, 1 assumed, was also from the

Wald. He came to me and said

that these were not allowed and
that the 1 44 dunams on the Mount
were Moslem territory. He also

said teat I was lucky that a mem-
ber of Hamas had not seen teem,

or else there would have been vio-

lence.

The anger in me was building.

PLANNING WAR
Minister for Jerusalem Affairs

Faisal Husseini in a newspaper
interview (fti-lttihad, May 18).

“The Zionist entity exists on
seized land. The Jews remain ene-

mies because they expropriate

lands, build settlements and pay
high sums to buy properties. They
are the greatest enemies of us

Moslems.” - PA Mufti Dcrama
Sabri in a newspaper interview

(The New York Times, May 18).

“The struggle we are waging is

an ideological struggle ami the

question is:, where has the Islamic

land of Palestine gone? Where are

Haifa and Jaffa, Lod and Ramie,
Acre, Safed and Tiberias? Where
are Hebron and Jerusalem?" -

NETANYAHU'S SUPPORT

reelected if elections were to be
held now. His policies satisfy his

supporters’ hatred and distrust of
the Arabs and tee left, and his

attacks on the media echo their

own frustrations and need to find

scapegoats to blame for tee deteri-

orating situation.

This constituency does not care
that the standards of government

morality have plunged to new
depths. They never thought that

Israel could afford morality -
which is for yefei nefesh (beauti-

ful souls) only. “We voted for

Netanyahu," they say, “anyone
who doesn't like it can get out”

But I kept my cool and just nod-
ded ray. head and apologized.

What was I supposed to do in

front of a group of tourists? He
handed back the sketches and
told me not to do it again, or I

would be thrown off. The tour

leader was furious. I was furious.

Am I supposed to change history

to please tee Wakf? Do I need to

be abused and scolded like an
ignorant child in front of my
group? I mean, whose city is this

anyway?
RONNIE COHEN

(Licensed Tour Guide)
Jerusalem.

Yousef Abu Sneineh, preacher at

Al-Aksa Mosque, in a Friday ser-

mon (Voice qfPalestine, May 23).

“It is our right to ban the sale of

land [by Arabs to Jews] in Lod
and Ramie, and other cities inside

the 1948 borders.” - PA Justice

Minister Freih Abu Medein,
explaining that tee death penalty

imposed on Arabs who sell land to

Jews will be applied to Israeli

Arabs as well (Agence France
Presse, May 27).

With each passing day and each
new statement, we realize that

there can be no peace when tee

Arabs plan war
TOBY WILUG

Jerusalem.

Thus, their former idols - Levy,
Livnat, Meridor and company -
must now be condemned as dis-

loyal. It has always been clear

that there can be no peace

process on terms acceptable to

the Israeli right, that Netanyahu
was making empty election

promises, knowing them to be

empty. This was clear to those

who elected him and they love

him for defying tee world in gen-

eral and theArab world in partic-

ular.

AMIELSCHOTZ
Beer&heba.
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An American vassal?

Less than a week- ago, Nasa
experts worked frantically

to sort out a communica-
tions hitch across 500 million

kilometers between Earth and
their buggy, Sojourner. The six-

wheeled buggy was proving
reluctant to roll its wheels onto

tee red dust of Mars.

But even this magnitude of
problem was pale in comparison
with the complex crossing of

' wires involved in our premier's

maneuverings to appoint a

.
finance minister:

The first person to explode over

the airwaves a day after the prize

.went to Ya’acov Ne’eman was
Shimon Shiffer, the top-rated

[political reporter of Yediot

Aharonot

.

; Shiffer declared on Army Radio
that Defense Minister Yitzhak
Moidechai was just one of the

^messengers America had used to

pressure Netanyahu not to include

Ariel Sharon in his “kitchenette
”

Moidechai, he said, was only too

happy to piay along, fearing that

once Sharon, with his vast mili-

tary experience, became pan of
the “in" group, he himself would
be overshadowed.
Moidechai held secret conver-

sations on this matter with
' Ne'eman and Netanyahu, as well

as with Martin Indyk, the outgo-
ing US ambassador.

“Indyk’s role, particularly his

involvement in transmitting mes-
sages from Washington (designed

to] to block Sharon securing a seat

in tee key ‘kitchen cabinet’ needs

further senttiny,” Shiffer said.

Commented the startled radio

interviewer, “Menachem Begin
once told a US ambassador.
‘We’re not a vassal state.’ Are you
saying we are?"

Replied Shiffer “I have no
doubt whatsoever that Indyk
played a very, veiy important role

during this last political crisis....

Certainly there is increasing evi-

dence teat be passed on messages
to all concerned. Put simply, he
stressed the US’s opposition to

Sharon being part of Israel’s key
defense and political unit There’s

no doubt about it," Shiffer con-

cluded.

The repercussions of this accusa-

tion led Indyk to call Sharon with a
denial. Responded Sharon, with a

sardonic laugh: “Of course not!

Who could imagine tee greatest

democracy in the world interven-

ing in the internal affairs of the

UR! DAN
DENNIS EISENBERG

only democracy in the Middle East

- particularly in a minor matter like

choosing an finance minister?"

A leading government official,

an expert on Israel-US relations,

told the writers of this column:
“It's no secret teat tee US has in

the past been involved in influ-

encing policy matters in Israel.

Right now, however, tee situation

Israel Is feeling the
cutting edge of IIS

interference

is that Washington is' treating

Israel like a banana republic.

“How else can you interpret die

decision taken by the US admin-

istration to reject Netanyahu’s
decision to appoint Dore Gold as

Israel’s Washington ambassador?

The US insisted teat their nomi-
nee, Zalman Shoval, be chosen.

Certain that Washington's diktat

would be obeyed, Indyk held a
celebration dinner party for

Shoval.

“I don’t remember any other

case in Israeli history that such a
tiling has been attempted or heed-

ed m Jerusalem. It was only
because of the table-thumping
determination of Eltahu Ben-
Elissar - including flying back to

Israel to fight to keep his job -
teat the plan to replace him with

Shoval fell through.” Shiffer’s

remarks evoked an indignant

reaction from a US embassy
spokesman, wbo said it was total-

ly untrue that either Martin Indyk
or Washington had tried to pre-

vent the appointment of Sharon as

finance minister.

“The US has never interfered in

Israeli domestic affairs, and didn 't

do so on this occasion," he said.

THE embassy's protestations

would be more convincing were it

not for the blatant interference in

Israeli domestic affairs by
President Clinton during last

year’s elections. Repeatedly,
openly and publicly, he pressured.

Israelis to return Shimon Peres as

prime minister to “save the peace
process"
To ensure the message got

through, Clinton flew all. the way
to Sharm-e-Sheikh in March last

year to star in an International

Peace Summit
This desert wingding was aimed

at boosting Peres’s “peace poli-

cy,” which had cost the country

over 200 “victims of peace."

No flagrant policy of interfer-

ence in Israeli domestic policy

could be conducted by the White

House without tee support and

advice of its ambassador in

Israel.

During tee elections, in accor-

dance with Clinton's policy,

Indyk plunged into our heated

election battle, in support of

Peres. As a result, relations

betweea the ambassador and

Netanyahu after the surprise elec-

tion result were cooL
It took an unprecedented five

visits by Netanyahu to' tee White
House over a 10-monte spell for

the US administration to get the

message teat tee new Israeli pre-

mier wasn’t such a bad fellow

after all.

Unhappily, however, tee White
House interpreted Netanyahu’s
approach as inviting US interven-

tion in Israeli affaire. Whether or

not this was die premier’s con-
scious agenda is irrelevant; what

is important is tee effect it had In

the US.
To aid the campaign of

American interference in Israeli

affairs, the New York Tunes, as if

on cue, last week vigorously
attacked Netanyahu’s plan - to

appoint “the destructive former
defense sminister Ariel Sharon"
to a major government post
In answer, Sharon told Fox TV:

“Was I being ‘destructive’ in the

past, when I eliminated Arab
Palestinian terrorism in Gaza, in
Israel itself, and in Lebanon?”
Whether Indyk has interfered in

internal Israeli matters may be
clarified when he appears on oath
before a Senate committee prior

to assuming his new post as assis-

tant secretary of state for the

Middle East
Certainly US interference

became easier once there was no
longer a Menachem Begin ready
to challenge Big Brother across
the Atlantic with the defiant cry:

“We are not a vassal state."

The writers are authors of The
Mossad: Secrets of tee Israel

Secret Service and other books oh
the Middle East.

PICTURE POSTSCRIPT

. f I

t o *

Hirofumi Nakqjima ofJapan and Ed ‘The Animal* Krachie ofNew York City (you can guess which
is which) enjoy a nosh at the 82nd annual Fourth ofJuly Hotdog Fating Contest in Brooklyn, The
skinny Nakajnna made minced meat of the local hero, outearing him 24S hotdogs to 22 in a mat-
ter of 12 minutes, breaking his own world record. (Reran)

POSTSCRIPT
“ ^ ~

SOMEONE FROM The US arrived

for an appointment in Jerusalem.

Upon arival at Ben-Gurion Airport,

and being rather ignorant about
Israel, he asked when teenext flight

to Jerusalem was. He was told it

would be 1 0 ajn. the following day.

So he took a cab to Tel Aviv,
stayed there at a hotel and the fol-

lowing day took another taxi back
to the airport, flew 'in to
Jerusalem, and had die
During tee meeting be told what

had happened and tee people

where too embarrassed to tell him.
about tee country's size. Sohe
stayed at a Jerusalem hotel, and
flew back tee next day to Tel Aviv,

and from there to tee US.
Someday he'tifind out, and boy

is be gonna
-

be mad! -

's tee Internet a source of psy-.,

chologica! problems, or ttoes

\

.it provide a cure? -

v • ;^.-

For every book or article tread ?

about the detrimental effects of

spending time online,.
^
I xe-,

another that lists Web stes.ftri:

people seeking psycIfologK^.

counseling.*

There has been a lot of specula • -

tion about tee effect of computer^, <

and tee Internet on the.psy^^ ..

but not a lot of
:$ubstanb^ •

research.
'

' .

: '•

While some psychologists hag
, : ,

reported treating people suffering;

from “Internet Addiction,^

these cases would haye "
.
i

• as anecdotal evidence.
‘

Usually, these people aieflgjg--'.;

the Internet as a way
other troubles in their Uves,«Bglh.-.-.

bad marriage, a physical prc^Irart.-

or social isolation. .. ..

.

If a person has no one to.taSyri.

at home, at work or •

no wonder that he uugnt. ^et

addicted to the Internet .
*

While we' can all lament- the^Y.1-

fact that many young ^

would rather socialize . oh

Internet than in “real .

Americans have only teemselwsr ;

and their elected officials

blame for what led them to tlii;.'
..

scary state. ...... •••'

-

Bad urban planning, budget,

cuts for civic activities anff tee-
•

closing of public parks has effect
-

tively de-socialized American -

communities.
.

’
-1

.

At a time when playing mihe:~
T'

street might mean joining a gang, !
-

the Internet might be one of tee. .

only safe places left’ to make
friends. If anything, interactive,

media is providing remedial help

for people who have no other

form of interaction available. ; .
*

.

The other main accusation

made against Internet users ; is .

that they run the risk of fracturing

.

their own sense of self by devel- .

oping alternative, online per- -

sonas..

A few books have emerged '.

Cyber-counseHng -

Is It for real?

.

claiming teat if people present

themselves online as someone
they are not— a man creating and'-

playing the character of a Tittle :

girl, for example - an identity

crisis will ensue.

I’m not entirely convinced that

such role playing isn’t healthy.

The Internet might be much
more akin to a public dream
space. Role playing is a common ~

;

form of social therapy. Rather''

than repressing our behaviors in

the ether; we should invite even
more daring forms of play within'
safely contained environments.

:

Instead of blaming the Internet
-

for eliciting perverse behaviors,
we might look at what sorts of
social repression in daily life lead
people to vent their alter egos
online. *

If die brawny foreman at tee. .

\

loading dock wants touse a Little

Orphan Anm>. avatar (character .

picture) to represent himselfman .

online discussion room, he r
s-

obviously experiencing and -

expressing a part of himself be
may need to get in touch with. As ,

long as he’s not doing it to seduce
children, let’s not stand in ibis -

way.
_

-
. ?

--

I believe the Internet is psycho- ,

.

logically curative. Mere partici-
r

pation in the right sorts of activi- .

ties and conversations force a
level of social intimacy, and seff--.

observation that teaches people
about themselves and their abalfr'

ty to maintain relationships.
.

BUT many psychologists have;
decided to take this even further.
An increasing number of.psycho-^
logical counseling sites have-;,
appeared on the Web and-within.
subsenption services like*. -

America Online.

Some sites are simple peer-lb- •

peer counseling groups on issues
ranging from eating disorders ..

and agoraphobia to cancer and
mourning. Others are hosted by

.

professional therapists, who use
private chat rooms for “group

1

therapy.” Their clients pay. ;
Many psychologists even •

accept private patients whom
they never meet in real life, but

.

simply counsel, on one-on-one
chats.-.

Sites like “Cyber Counseling
Interactive Network" offer the >

servicesof licensed therapists for
about the same rate as Jive ,

striptease sites— aboiitS2 or 33 '

peT minute. I doubt they are any * :
•

more curative.

These therapists claim they can •

'

tell almost as much about a1
-

patient from his words as they; -

could from being with him in-
pejrspn, ^Frankly, 1 “think :

that-
claim, is hard to back up. :

- "•' -

.The Internex itsdfisa form of; •_

sodal-and psychological therapy, *

But upJess yoii • . live .in.

Antarctic, sedking
7

professional
counseling online

, is
- ' both

'

avoidaptandredundairt.-

.
(New York Timed) .*
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An incubator graduate: Elam’s Yoel Ganor with the electroluminescent fiber developed by his company. (Ariel Jetacotinski)

Hothouses for success
TT former Muscovite Josef
IH Zinman was 78 when he firstA approached die Haifa-based
Eltam incubator with a plan for a
system that would purify materials

used in the diamond industry.

Speaking ably Russian and barely

able to comnnmicate the complexity

Of his idea, his chances elsewhere

wouldhave been zero athis advanced

age. Butdieincubator’s management
team researched die idea and discov-

ered that while his product would
have no (Radical use in diamond

manufacturing, it couldsave a vital

role in die semiconductor industry.

That was in 1991. Today
Tinman, who Still puts in an eight-

hour day, is 84 and has founded
his own company, .- Sizary

Materials Pprificarion, ri^ fTbe
«OTpany,has $5 mflhom m; invest-

.

ments from capital funds in- Israel

and the US, and anticipates anoth-

er $3m- Located in the Tefen
industrial park, it employs 16 peo-

ple,- and has developed a non-

chemical process that removes
impurities from the silicon wafers

used to make computer chips.

At present, Sizary is carrying

out product testing for Mitsubishi

Silicon America in die US. and

next year should set up trials for

two more international companies.

Hya Roitman, president and co-

founder df Sizary, said he antici-

pates sales of $lm. next year.

$5hl in 1999, and $2Qm. in 2000.

Zmman’s story is not unusual

fix* die incubator program.

Since its inception in 1991, 580
projects have been accepted into the

program, in areas ranging from

agriculture and health care to com-
puters, electronics, biotechnology

and cosmetics. Inventions are imag-

inative and diverse — edible eating

utensils, robots that pick fruit, bone-

injection guns and liquid beaters.

Though it’s too early to gauge die

long-term effects of the ircubatora,

in die shorttorn things look promis-

ing. Over 300 projects have already

graduated fromjbe program. Fifty-

six percent of diem are independent

companies. Of these, 40% have

found commercial investments and

20% are in negotiations orare Bring

off sales. That leaves afeflure rate of

40% This may sound high, but

compared to the US, where the fail-

ure rate after three years is 90%, die

figure is impressive.

^People from all over the world

- even America - are coming to

study our system/* says program

manager and founder Rina Pridor.

According to Pridor, the pro-

gram was set up to fill a gap in

Israeli R&D- While entrepreneurs

with advanced ideas were given

enormous support, less well-

developed ideas were being aban-

doned because investors weren t

prepared to take the risk. “Wedid-

Kvmu the good ktaM‘to top-

pear, so the government.decided
to

this risk,” says PndOT.

It was no coincidence, however,

hat the program began
at the same

astlre huge

wave from the former Soviet

Union. An unprecedmtedn'™^

of highly skilled screndaveng-

neeis and technicians flooded ™.

Sine with them many bnUiant

Russian imrogmn®^.
prance,

"CSSS®* supper^

ifc ££?«* - » pse?

from

to Du***
°f

$80 million has been invested-

Edible eating utensils, smart cards and fruit-picking

robots are just a few of the products hatched in

technology incubators around the country,
Nicky Blackburn reports

Incubators are non-profit organi-

zations, and are set up under the

auspices of local authorities, busi-

ness or research institutes. Some
are a mixture of all three. High-

caliber volunteers from industry,

business and academiahelp advise
prospective entrepreneurs.

Bach incubator has 10 to 20 pro-

jects cojhegoata time, andnewones
joipevay yean Each project receives

a two-year gran| of up to $340,000,

andentrepreneurs are given premises,
tools, guidance, administrative aid

aid even English or Hebrew lessons

if necessary. “Wfe do everything from

hand bolding to finding investors and

strategic partners,” says Lesley Anne
Rubenstem, executive diiectcr of the

Beersheba incubator, the Initiative

Centerof the Negev (ICN).

In return, die innovators develop

a prototype of their idea. After two
years, projects leave the incubator

and continue alone, usually mobi-

lizing government or private sup-

prat to reach the next stage. While

Pridor recognizes that sophisticated

products take longer than two years

to develop, she says: “We give them

a chance to stand on their feet”

The incubators do not, however,

effereasy cash.“We afterasweet car-

rot, but there’s a very hard stick/

admits Pridoc. “Just because you get

approval, doesn’t mean you can do

whatever you want You have to

accept our discipline. Wfe give timeta-

bles, demand reports, restrict budgets.

Ifthere’sa difference ofopimon,incu-

batcr management resolves it This

isn’t easy for oftea-brifliant inventors

who don’t take arias cr advice read-

ily. We have to push them toward the

nearest goal. Theymay have nine bril-

liant ideas and one unexciting one. but

if ftiisone is tiremost marketable then

they have to concentrate on that first”

“Engineers don’talways consider

the end users,” agrees Rubenstein.

"They forget 'to take tilings out to

the market because they want to

add more functions. They don’t

stop to find out if people actually

want these extra buttons.”

ONE OF the incubator program’s

recent successes is Elam LtiL, a

company which graduated from

the Har Hotzvim incubator in

Jerusalem last year, and. expects

sales of $3 million by the end of

the year. Elam has developed a

revolutionary electroluminescent

(EL) fiber; called Livewire, which

looks like a cable and has the same

versatility. It canbe used in a wide

range of applications from harard

lighting to safety jackets, signs

and Christmas decorations. In two

years, the company expects to be

making over $10 million a year-

Livewire was the brainchild or

two Russian scientists, both doctor

in semiconductor physics. On

anival in Israel they took jobs as

cleaners to mate ends meet, but m
1992, theirproposal for the ELfiber

was accepted. In 1994, foventech

Investment Company ai^apnvale

US investor funneled
$500,000mto

the project Two years later.anomer

$3 million investment was mao®-
.

Elam’s stay at Har Hottyim

was particularly beneficial

because it enjoyed the support ofS a™* lite

AVX, which are boused m the

same high-tech park-

-Our initial

oped on Intel equipment ays

SK Ganor. Ham’s op#**™
manager. It is no surprise, then, mat

many Elam staff wotted at Intel

before joining the company.
“The incubator made it easier to

find investors and to link up with the

chief scientist” says Ganor. "We
learned bow to present ourselves

and draw up a business plan.”

“I see people

who couldn’t

succeed

without us- I

watch as they

develop an

Idea into a

company within

two to three

years.”

There are plenty ofother success

stories.

Elementrix Technologies Ltd., a
graduate of the Eltam Technology
Incubator (which was set up by
Ebon Electronics Industries and
has now merged with the

Technion’s incubator in Haifa),

was established to commercialize
a breakthrough in die field of data

encryption. The idea came from

Eli Yanovsky. a stubborn entrepre-

neur who lobbied industrial firms

and venture-capital funds for five

years before finally reaching an

agreement with Eltam. Yanovsky
has now left, but Elementrix has
become a subsidiary of Elion. The
company has nearly completed its

product line and sales are sched-

uled to begin soon.

Nanomation left the Technion
incubator at the start of the year to

open a plant in Yokne’am. The
company, which was set up in

1991, develops small linear

motors that can be used in the

auto, textile and computer indus-

tries. It is now negotiating several

joint-venture agreements with

international companies.
Adi Toister, Nanomation s con-

troller, says the company’s inven-

tion was more accurate, powerful
and reliable than competing prod-

ucts. Last year the company saw
sales of $300,000. This year the

figure is expected to rise to $13
million, but more impressively

Toister says be expects sales in

2000 to reach at least $100 million.

Other successes include Di-

Pharm Ltd., Nanonics Ltd. and
Levitech Software Systems, all of
which have left incubators to form
promising companies.

In June, Pridor announced that in

the next few years, the incubators

would be reduced from 26 to about

20, mostly through meigers. The
two main reasons are declining

Russian immigration, and a level-

ing off of ideas. When the incuba-

tor program began it received thou-

sands of ideas a year. Over the past

three years that figure has stabi-

lized at around 1 00 a year.

ftidor insists that this is not a fail-

ure on tiie part of the program. “In

the past we received many applica-

tions which weren’tworkable. They
were theoretical essays rather than

business ideas. Today we get less,

but the quality is higher.

BUT NOT everyone believes

incubators are good for business.

Some critics complain that there

are too many start-up companies
diverting resources from larger

companies with more potential.

Pridor maintains that just the

opposite is true. “People involved in

the incubator program often would-
n’t have had a chance to be absorbed
or employed elsewhere,” she says.

“No one else would look at these

proposals,” agrees Rubenstein, wav-
ing a recent two-page application.

“\fcnture capitalists want big busi-

ness plans with figures and market

predictions. They want projects close

to capitalization fe sexy fields like

biomedicine, medicine, Internet and
Intranet. They aren't risk oriented.

“I see people who couldn’t suc-

ceed without us. I watch as they

develop an idea into a company
within two to three years. How
many stait-ups can boast that?”

She adds that the incubators also

help create exports and jobs (most

projects employ about five people),

which in turn helps the economy.
“The program definitely gives

Israel’s high-tech industry a head
start,” says Uzia GaliL, chairman
and CEO of Elron. "By allowing

entrepreneurs to develop their

ideas, it gives the industry a chance
to see what they have to offer.”
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Sez You!

Jerusalem
solutions

Put stone-throwers in the
army. Disnify Jerusalem.
Import WASPs.

The column on the haredization
of Jerusalem provoked heal, hate
and hats off. One Orthodox man
from Petah Tikva resented the col-
umn "because, unfortunately, I

have to agree with it”

Dan Odenheimer jumped on my
words - as I knew somebody
would - “...we Jerusalem taxpay-
ers are gening squeezed. And like
a pimple pinched from either side,
eventually we're going to be
forced oue”
“I thought it a bit odd,” he writes,

“that you compared yourself to pus,
until I reread your article and real-

ized just how obnoxious were your
thoughts. But I still think it’s unfair
to include the rest of the Jerusalem
taxpayers in your simile.”

“Make a law like in China: one
child only for each family, and give
Jerusalem an additional name:
'The Chinatown of the Middle
East.’” — Zoltan Green, Tfcl Aviv.

On the other side of that coin is

this, from Burt Ravins:

“That baredim observe more
commandments than you or I,

especially that to ‘be fruitful and
multiply,’ they are better Jews than
we are. That they do not send their

kids to national service they are
worse Jews than we are.... Please
do not refer to them as if they were
a ‘tertium quid' in the composition
ofJerusalem.”

She brings up another sticky

Jerusalem issue: “It would be
wonderful if ‘Non-Jewish’ [i.e.

Arab] Jerusalemites who married
a *Non-Jewish' person from, oh,

let's say, Ramallah, was able to

automatically live together in

Jerusalem. I can only imagine the

column you would write if the

Ministry of Interior told you that

your folks in Ra’anana or Haifa
would have to apply for a special

permit to live with you. 1 can only
imagine the second column you
would write when you discovered
that these requests for ‘family
reunification* are almost always
turned down.”
Award one point to Allison.

You’re right: it’s a sneaky,
immoral way. of thinning out the

city’s Arab population. «

“T like many of my ‘non-Jewish'

friends, also long for foe day when
1

1 can walk down Salah a-Din Street

without having k> confront hun-
dreds of Border Police with billy

clubs. Hey, Sam, when was the last

time a soldier came up to you while
you’re sipping tea in a restaurant

and demanded to check your ID?
Bet it doesn’t happen much on
Emek Refaim.”
Subtract one point from Allison.

1, like many of my Jewish friends,

long for foe day we can walk
down Salah a-Din Street (and in

Bethlehem, Ramallah, etc.) with-

out fearing hostile “Non-Jews.”
Your friends don’t get stabbed.

The city could be sub-divided into

arrondissements (districts) headed by

democratically elected mayors. The
mayor of Greater Jerusalem will be

elected by his peers, alternating

between a secular, a Moslem, a haredl

and a Christian.

I bad to look that up: it means “a

third party of ambiguous status.”

Burt added both a dig and a
plug: “I suggest you atone for your

hostile attitude toward large

Jewish families by making an
offering to Efiat, the Society for

foe Encouragement of Childbirth

for the Jewish People, POB
98109, Jerusalem 91060.”

(Make a note of that address,

Zoltan.)

Noralee Halpert, Tel Aviv: “If

the haredim can throw rocks on

Shabbat, they can serve in foe

army. No more exemptions.”

Good idea there: conscript ’em
into a rock-throwing brigade and

put ’em into battle against like-

minded Palestinians.

Claire Leefsma of Yokne'am Blit

says to hell with the men, it’s up to

foe women to improve matters. "I

advise haredi women to stand up
for their rights m?/ to be perpetually

pregnant, mid to wear size 14 dress-

es from time to time if foey want.

This goes for Arab women tool”

She suggests her haredi sisters

“entreat their husbands and sons to

come home right after foul and
thus refrain from breaking foe

Sixth Commandment (because

stones con kill) and desecrating

the Shabbat. As a result, Jewish

policemen too could stay home or

even go to foul themselves!”

Jerusalemites Ruth and Max
Weiner are troubled by “the

increasing theocratic power of the

fundamentalist Orthodox in

Jerusalem. With their religious

commitment to multiplying, a
solution in Jerusalem is a most
formidable task.” The root of the

problem, they say, is not in Mea
She’arim but nearby, on Knesset

Hill: “foe disproportionate power
of minority groups like the fimda-_
mentalists, who use that power to

chip away at the democratic rights

of others.
”

- Yaei Kagan Levy, of Petah
Tikva, says it’s cultural, and
endemic to Israelis as a whole.
“The problem is a very, very deep
one and it is called hutzpa. Maybe
it comes from the histrionic

European ancestry where just a
’hello’ is a whole melodramatic

escapade. Or foe Sephardi ances-
try which is horifin its own way.

This country needs mega doses of

WASPs: polite, stiff upper lip,

never let ’em see you sweat’”
With a million WASPs here,

we’d behave better, for fear of

what The gqyim will say.

“I have lately become an avid

reader of your column as I find

your unique mixture of arrogance

and ignorance amusing,”

Jerusalemite Allison Hodgkins
writes. (Have 1 been insulted here,

or complimented?) “However, I

am writing to express my unquali-

fied support for your plan to make
Jerusalem an intra-national city...

I wholeheartedly suppoit your
desire u> see three self-supervised

cantons in Jerusalem.”

foot, incinerated or blown to bits

on Emek Refaim.
On foe other hand. I'd feel hostile

too if I was constantly bounded by
soldiers and police - but they’re

there only because of foe hostility.

It’s a chicken-and-egg tiling.

Among the more novel solutions

to Jerusalem was Allison's pro-

posed Jero-Disney. “The world's

first theme park to celebrate

monotheism in all its glory!

Hezekiah’s Flume, Mohammed's
Midnight Ride (a dizzying

roller coaster that takes you
the rock of Abraham to the heav-

ens ... and then back down!),
Herod’s House of Horrors,

Mameluke Merry Go Round,*
Farid’s Falafel Ferris Wheel,,
Bouncing Bagel Bumper Boats” —
well, you get the idea.

More soberly, visiting French

social sciences professor

Wolfgang Freund offers this:

“Being neither an Israeli nor a

Palestinian, I feel nevertheless

strongly committed to the

Jerusalem issue. The Paris model
should work in Jerusalem. The
city could be sub-divided into

arrvndissemenis (districts) beaded

by democratically elected mayors.

The mayor of Greater Jerusalem

will be elected by his peers, alter-

nating between a secular, a

Moslem, a haredi and a Christian.”

"As to the ultimate quandary:
Jerusalem, capital of what? I say,

the capital of both: Israel and the

future Palestine - just like.

Mulhouse Airport that belongs to

both France and Switzerland.''
But monsieur! No Frenchman

nor Swiss would choose as his last

words: “If I forget thee, O
Mulhouse..."

To Marie Levinson of Heizliya,

Jhe final say:

“We Israelis have hoped foe
Arabs would get along with us bet-
ter as they gradually Westernized.
Accordingly, we should give them
not East Jerusalem, but West
Jerusalem. The more Euxopean-
style surroundings might have a
pacific effect on their psychology
as well as bringing foe long-
demanded improvement in then-

living conditions.

“At foe same time, the dream of
foe secular yuppie Israeli has
always been an authentic old-style

Arab dwelling. The population of
West Jerusalem can move into

Bast Jerusalem and renovate it

“This leaves only the haredim.
They should switch off with die

kibbutzniks. The labbutzniks are

embracing an urban lifestyle and
giving up on farming, so let them
Dve in town. The haredim may be
better suited to the kibbutz, where
they can enjoy plenty of room for

their families, and be productive
in agriculture, where having a
large family is an advantage rather

than a burden.

“Everybody wins."

And Mark should move to
Jerusalem and become mayor.

t
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The long goodbye

Raymond Chandler. He took to writing crime stories after being fired

for drunkenness and absenteeism.

RAYMOND CHANDLER: A
Biography by Tom Hiney. New York,
The Atlantic Monthly Press. 310 pp-
$26.

By R.W. B. Lewis

Raymond Chandler, who died in

1959 at the age of 70. is the first

mystery writer to be honored by
the Library ofAmerica, which brought
out two well-packed volumes of his
work in 1995. They contain 13 of his

short crime stories from Black Mask
and elsewhere; the seven novels fea-
turing Philip Marlowe, from The Big
Sleep (1939) to Playback (1958); his

1944 screenplay for Double
Indemnity; a group of his essays on the

arts and misdirections of detective fic-

tion, including “The Simple An of
Murder" ( 1 944); and a selection of bis

letters, mostly mulling over the same
phenomena.
These teats were edited knowledge-

ably by Frank MacShane, author of a
solidly informative biography of
Chandler two decades ago, and editor

of Chandler's notebooks and corre-

spondence. The Library of America
publication recognized, by implication,

the literary reality of crime writing at

its most pungent, and it made the right

choice for its representative. Of the

three key figures in die "realistic" or

"hard-boiled" vein of American mys-
tery writing. Chandler is the one whose
work has definitely settled on a high
plateau of achievement Dashiell

Hammett is, of course, die great prog-

enitor, and his contribution remains
potent but too often his narratives

lurch off into wildest melodrama. Ross
Macdonald, the heir apparent of
Hammett and Chandler, was an elegant

performer at times, with a detective.

Lew Archer, of considerable appeal,

but his plotting could get extraordinar-

ily complex (Chandler, by contrast,

despised plotting), and yon needed

paper and pencil at hand to chart the

labyrinthine genealogies within which
the crime’s solution lay buried.

The new biography of Chandler by
the English journalist Tom Hiney is

.therefore extremely timely and wel-

come. Hiney skillfully sorts out die

successive phases of this sometimes
troubled and muddled life. There were

the early childhood years in a grim

Chicago household, and then there

was the long period in England (where

his Irish-born mother took him after

her divorce), from 1895, when
Raymond was seven, to 1912, when

f
he was 24. After a few years back in

'

the United States, Chandler married

Cissy Pascal, the irresistible former
wife, of a concert pianist,- herself

airhost 18 years older than Chandler.

Chandler procured a job in the Los
Angeles oil industry, and through the

1920s lived a life of big moaey, new
cars, fast society, tremendous drinking

and a deepening experience of the

multi-tiered Los Angeles area.

From this, luckily for us. Chandler

was rescued by being fired for drunk-
. enness and absenteeism. He took to

writing crime stories, some of them
first-class, for pulp magazines, and in

1938 Alfred Knopf suggested he try

his hand at a novel.The result was The
Big Sleep, published when Chandler
was 51. There followed Farewell, My
Lovely (1940) and The High Window

(1942). In 1943, be began working for

Paramount, consorting over foe next

years, to greater and lesser effect, with

Billy Wilder and Alfred Hitchcock,

writing an original script for The Blue
Dahlia and watching his Marlowe
novels being brought to the screen. Of
these, foe best is still The Big Sleep of

1946, with Humphrey Bogan and
Lauren Bacall (partly scripted by
William Faulkner and directed by
Howard Hawks), though its predeces-

sor. Farewell, My Lovely - needlessly

retitled Murder, My Sweet - with a

transformed Dick Powell, is crisp, ani-

mated and eminently re-seeable.

After The Lady in the Lake (1943)

and The Little Sister ( 1 949) and delays

and distractions. Chandler brought out

The Long Goodbye (1954), his longest

and literarily mott ambitious - also, in

Hiney s view, his most autobiographi-

cal - novel. In the same year. Cissy

died at foe age of 84. Until his own
death in 1959, Chandler was almost

continuously drunk. His final Marlowe
novel. Playback, Hiney tells us, was

entirely written while its author was
drunk. Chandler was in and out of clin-

ics and fell to making spur-of-the-

moment proposals of marriage to vari-

ous women. Hiney handles this closing

phase with deftness and sympathy, but

it makes sorry reading.

Not surprisingly, Hiney is especially

felicitous in recounting Chandler's

English years, particularly foe period

from 1900 to 1904, when be was a day
student at Dulwich College. Much of
the data here can be found in Mr.

MacShane 's biography, but Hiney
brings an attractive freshness and inti-

macy to foe story. At Dulwich,
Chandler absorbed ancient and mod-
em languages and literature, played

nigby. won prizes and came under the

lasting influence of foe 6-foot-5 head-

master, A. H. Gilkes, who crusaded

with happy ferocity against all forms

of pretentiousness. A part of Philip

Marlowe's pretension-piercing char-

acter obviously derived from those

schoolboy days, and it was only fitting

that foe detective should be named
after Dulwich’s Marlowe House.
No less impressive and illuminating

is Hiney's discussion of the Marlowe
novels, one by one. He subjects The
Big Sleep and its successors to close

critical scrutiny, treating them as the

genuine and original literary products

that they are. He notes that in foe

longer form, as against foe short story.

Chandler could “reduce the mystery

element of his story in order to con-

centrate on atmosphere and charac-

ter." Exactly so, but by no means an
insight easy to arrive at or to formu-

late. Again, The Big Sleep was not

after all “about who had done what, so

much as what Marlowe had made of it

all." The Marlowe who broods over

the events. Hiney persuasively argues,

is a stand-in for Chandler as be seeks

to "explain his own eccentric reclusiv-

ity," his taste for alcohol, his twisty

humor. As to Chandler's method of
composition, Hiney remarks acutely

that he sought to make each scene

“self-contained and of interest in

itself," and that he “placed an almost
cinematic emphasis on strong scenes

over a strong structure.”

These admirable analyses fix

Chandler’s esthetic accomplishment
in foe language that becomes ix. They
do so, it must be added, within a
somewhat hazy context: that is, of foe

history of the detective-story genre in

this century. It is never clear, at least to

this reader, why it seems necessary to

belittle the “traditional" detective

story, as practiced in England by
Agatha Christie, Dorothy L. Sayers
and Margery AUingham, in order to

salute foe more tough-minded and (as

may be) more richly textured

American kind. Chandler - and here

he is followed by his biographers -
regularly denounced Christie as

“bunk" and Sayers as trivial and
affected, as though suffering from fits

of Harold Bloomian anxiety of influ-

ence. But for some of us, it is possible

in one mood to enjoy following

Marlowe down those mean streets,

and in another, more relaxed, mood to

savor the clever deceptions and neatly

choreographed denouement of a
Christie whodunit.

Hiney is also a trifle hazy about

some aspects of the American scene.

He tellingly observes the enthusiasm

of both English reviewers and literati

for Chandler from the outset, but

when he quotes Evelyn Waugh in the

late 1940s proclaiming that Chandler
was “the greatest living American
novelist," he apparently foils to realize

that this was a masterpiece of snidery,

a put-down in foe classic English

manner- at one stroke sweeping away
Faulkner, Hemingway, Steinbeck,

Lewis and all the other American fic-

tion writers then living.

Chandler knew all these writers; in

his frequently grampy way, he was
exceedingly well read. An engaging
literacy, no doubt going back to the

Dulwich College classrooms, shows in

some of his tides. The Lady in the

Lake, with a change of preposition

(“in" for “of”), comes from the Sir

Walter Scott poem; TheLong Goodbye
has a distinct poetic ring; and
Chandler's first title for what became
FarewelL My Lovely was “The Second
Murderer," a slyly abstruse reference
to Richard III (I, iv).

Robert B. Parker followed suit with

the beautifully appropriate

Shakespearean phrase Perchance to

Dream as the tide for his own Marlowe
novel in 1991, a book presented as a
sequel to The Big Sleep. Parker had
previously taken over foe manuscript

of Poodle Springs (Chandler’s private

name for poodle-infested Palm
Springs), of which Chandler had writ-

ten only a few chapters before his

death, and carried it to completion with

commendable authority. Parker’s two
additions to the Marlowe canon are dis-

tinguished testimony to the hardening

cultural grip of Raymond Chandler.

The same and more can be said ofTom
Hiney’s thoughtful and finely rounded
biography. (New York Times)

Backyard ecology
THIS PLACE ON EARTH: Home and
the Practice of Permanence by Alan

Thera Duming. Seattle, Sasquatcb Books.
326 pp. $22.95.

REFLECTED IN WATER:' A Crisis of
Social Responsibility by Colin Ward.
London, CasselL 147 pp. £12.99.

HYDROPOLmCS: Conflicts OverWater
as a Development Constraint edited by Lief

Ohlsson. London and New Jersey, Zed
Books. 230 pp. $25.

By Nachman Spiegel

As a Washington, D.C-based activist,

Alan Tbein Dinning toiled for years

on behalf of environmental causes.

These pursuits eventually took him to the

Philippines, where he interviewed members
of hm tribes about their livelihood. At one
point an elder he met asked him to tell her

about his “place.” Unprepared for the query.

Doming replied, “In America we have
careers, not places." Though brief, the

encounter turned out to be crucial for

Duraing; It heightened the uncomfortable,

rootless feelings be shared with his wife

about living in foe inhospitable outskirts of
foe state capitaL More centrally, it propelled

Duming to wonder if locally based environ-

mental efforts might in feet pack more clout

than those that strive constantly for the big-

time sweep. “Greater rootedness," he muses,

“might be the force that would defer us from
eating oar habitat alive.”

Seattle, where Duming grew up, becomes
the testing ground for seeing what role endur-

ing bonds to a particular place may play in

the preservation of its environmental

resources, fifteen years away don’t erase

either childhood memories or -the sense of
belonging. In terms ofDuming's priorities as

a shaper of environmental policies and
awareness, these factors are secondary. What
matters more is Seattle as a locale within that

part of North America called the Pacific

Northwest “No part of die industrial world
has as large a dime of its ecosystems intact,"

says Doming. This is surprising given foe

extensive exploitation of the region’s

resources, which he chronicles.

Homeboy or not, this is more than another

case of “not in my backyard" passion for the

environment. There is no compelling impera-

tive for the blunders marie elsewhere to be

repeated wherever the opportunity arises.

Rather, there’s a need to prevent these recur-

rences, through planning, organization and
articulate response. His comments concerning

the harmonious relationship between urban

sprawl and increased reliance on private cars

hit borne. Only well-planned areas of urban

population density win provide a suitable

alternative to the Los Angelizahon of the

world. The proviso applies no less to suburbs

of Portland, Oregon or Seattle than it does to

places in Israel such as Misgav, where those

with the means take refuge from hectic Haifa,

are totally dependent on Iheir cars, and theflgo

radically environmental whenever another

factory wants to setup shop next door.

naming’s success in helping to build an

appreciable environmental coalition, suggests

tiw>t his idea about foe worth ctf locally based

efforts is right. Itwould have been no less so had

te skipped foe talk show type confessions about

hisvasectomy and fas link to population growth.

COLIN WARD’S Reflected in Water:A Criste

of Social Responsibility also grapples with

questions of limits and policy, particularly as

they pertain to water as a basic human right

and necessity. Ward feds that Thatcherism

went overboard when it privatized water sup-

ply arid thereby a commodity ofan item

without which people cannot survive.As engi-

neering firms and others likely to cash in begin

increasingly clamming for qmiiar solutions to

Israel’s water problems. Ward’s argument

demands urgent attention. He notes that, in

England, the call for restrained use was heed-

ed to a greater extent before water became a

commodity. Once it became another item for

unlimited use was no problem for those

who could pay.

Ward goes well beyond England to cite other

instances where government water policies

resulted in problems much greater than those

they were meant to solve. It is more than coin-

cidental dial Ward, like Duming, sees growing
importance in locally based efforts to shape

water policy by foe people who stand to be

.

most affected by it. Such people. Ward
acknowledges, may be powerless and thereby

{dace foe burden of protest elsewhere, hi die

case ofChina's catastrophic plans forahumoo-
gous dam on theYangtze River, groups such as

Probe International fight to prevent their imple-

mentation. They might not have any influence

on Beajmg but they can dam die flow of fund-
ing directed toward it from outside.

NEITHER EDITOR Lief Ohlsson nor the

other geographically diverse contributors

assembled in HydropoBcdcs: Conflicts Over
Water as a Development Restraint seem to

foaw much optimism from technological or

privatization panaceas. When it comes to

looming worldwide water shortages, there is,

however; a consensus that cooperative interde-

pendence arri use erfresooxreswffl provide foe

only answers. “It will turn out to be a case of
preserving foe productivity and diversity of

natural systems," writes Ohlsson, “precisely

because this is die only viable way of safe-

guarding human welfare." In Rivers of Eden:
The Strugglefor Water and the QuestforPeace
in the Middle East (Oxford, 1994), David

HIDel also stressed the primacy of regional

cooperation in dealing with the area’s water

problems. “To go on investing,” he wrote, “in

ever more elaborate schemes to meet the

already excessive and ever-expanding

demands without examining and attempting to

moderate those demands will inevitably lead to

economic, ecological aid political crises.”

STEIlCLATZKY’S
BESTSELLING PAPERBACKS

1. Clinic by Jonathan KeJIerman.
Warner, Bantam.

6. Cauldron by Colin Forbes. Pan.

2. Airframe by Michael Crichton.
Arrow, Ballantrne.

7. Third TWIn by Ken Fofiett.

Fawcett, Pan.

3. English Patient by Michael
Onaaatje. Vintage, Picador.

8. Icon by Frederick Forsyth.
Bantam, Corgi.

4w Laws of our Fathers by Scott
Turow. Penguin.

9. Mortal Fear by Greg lies. Coronet.

5. Executive Orders by Tom Clancy.
HarperCollins, Berkley.

IO.Next of Kin by Joanna Trollope.
Black Swan.
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BOOK BYTES
D aniel Evan Weiss is a

young American novelist

who cannot get his

books published (or read) in

America. All four of his works,

including his latest, are pub-
lished in Britain. Weiss is also a

sadrist, and a Jew. That combi-
nation has inspired him to write

a lesson in American history

called The Swine's Wedding
(Serpent’s Tail). The themes of

the book, detailing a Jewish-

WASP wedding, are foe poisons

of prejudice and complacency.
Asked why be cannot find a US
publisher, Weiss says, “I’ve got
to say in all humbleness that 1

am a skillful writer. It’s got to

be something else that’s bother-

ing them."

f IN HIS review of Tom Clancy’s 1

j

latest; novel, SSN, the London -

Evening Standard’s David .

1

Sexton mentioned that Clancy
*

recently celebrated an unnum-
; berpd birthday. However, it

' mijst have been quite a mile-
• stone, because his wife sur-

prised the bestselling author
wjth a Sherman tank to mark the

occasion. The tank is now
parked on his lawn.

j
WHEN THE poet and novelist

James Dickey died in January,

> his biographer Henry Hart was
still in the throes of his

research. According to Hart,

Dickey's most notable novel
Deliverance (in the film version

of which the author played the

sheriff) was not necessarily foe

only great tale be ever told. “He
loved to embellish and invent,"

Han recalls. “Dickey was trying

to make his own life conform to

’an American ideal. He mytholo-

gized his life, treating it as a

poem or a novel. He was mak-
ing it up." For instance, Dickey

• never denied the myth that he
'was a decorated Korean War
pilot. In fact, he was an airborne

radar observer.

After much reluctance on

I

Dickey's part, Han managed to

spend a week with his subject

before he died. He prepared a

list of "500 to 600 questions.

We worked for five or six hours

every afternoon, going through
them. He answered very gener-

ously and was bothered by noth-

ing that I asked."

The biography, to be published

by Picador, hasn’t been titled

yet, but Dickey, who defined

poetry as “a creative lie." sug-

gested his own title: “James
Dickey: The World As a Lie."

ANOTHER PASSING. Helene
Hanff, author of Eighty Four
Charing Cross Road, died in

New York in April at age 80.

Hanff ’s charming book record-

ed her 20-year trans-Atlantic

exchange of letters with the

manager of a London second-
hand bookshop. The book was
"reworked, first into a long-run-

ning West End stage production
and later as a successful film.

Hanff once commented that

the book was “no bestseller, it

didn't make me rich and
famous, but it got me hundreds
of letters from people I never
knew existed; it got me wonder-
ful reviews; it restored my self-

confidence and it changed my
life." She never married, prefer-

ring “always to be home alone."

THE WRITERS ’ Guild of
America, East (WGAE). repre-

senting 3,400 professional writ-

ers. has established an On-line
Script Registration Service
(http://www.wgareg.org. >.

Members and nonmembers
alike may now register screen-

plays, radio plays, scripts and
other works directly over the

Internet. Registration provides
evidence of an author's claim to

authorship and the date of com-
pletion. Most producers require

scripts to be registered before
they are considered.

David Brauner

BESTSELLERS
Hardcover

Fiction

1. Plum Island by Nelson
DeMille. (Warner S25.) A
detective probes the murder of a
Long Island couple who may
have been involved in germ
warfare research.

2. Special Deterery by Dandle
Steel (Delacorte, S16S5).
Romance comes to a mature
couple.

3. Fat Tuesday by Sandra
Brown. (Warner S24.) A cop
turned outlaw and the wife of a
sinister attorney go on a tear m
New Orleans during Mard Gras.

4. The Partner by John
Grisham. (Doubteday S26.95.)
The search for S90 million stolen

by a Mississippi lawyer, believed

dead, who is hiding in Brazil.

:
5. Up Island by Anne Rivers
Siddons. (HarperCollins S24.) An
Atlanta woman, after a bad

’ marriage and her mother’s
death, seeks a new life.

6. Chasing Cezanne
by Peter Mayle. (Knopf S23.) A
photographer pursues a painting
taken from a house in the south
of France.

7. London by Edward
Rutherfurd. (Crown S25.95.) Two
thousand years of life in Britain's

capital as seen through the eyes
of six families.

8. The Notebook by Nicholas
Sparks. (Warner SI 6.95.) A
World War 11 veteran meets an
old flame who is about to be
married.

9. The President's Daughter
by Jack Higgins. (Putnam
S23.95.) The president of the US
copes with kidnappers who
threaten to kill his child.

10. Pretend You Don't See
Her by Mary Higgins Clark.
(Simon & Schuster S25.) A
chance witness to a murder is

obliged to live anonymously to
save her life.

Hardcover
Non-fiction

1. Angela’s Ashes by Frank
McCourt. (Safcner S24.) An Irish-

American recalls his childhood
amid the miseries of Limerick.

2. Into Thin Air by Jon
Krakauer. (ViSard $24.95.) A
journalist's account of his ascent
of Mount Everest in 1996, the
deadliest season in history.

3. The Bible Code by Michael
Drosnin. (Simon & Schuster S25.)
A journalist contends that

important events have been
predicted in the Btole.

4. The Perfect Storm by
Sebastian Junger. (Norton,

S23.95.) An account of the
nor’easter of 1991 . (bousing on a
crew of fishermen from
Gloucester. Mass.

5. Brain Droppings by George
Carfn. (Hypenon SI955.)
Comments on Bfe and the ways
ol the world by the stand-up
comedian.

6. The Gift of Fear by Gavin de
Becker. (Little, Brown S22.95.)
Intuitive signals that can protect

us from becoming the victims at

violence.

7. MkMght In the Garden of

Good and EY1I by John Berendt
(Random House S23.) The
mysterious death of a young
man in Savannah. Ga.

8. Just As I Am by BJUy Graham.
(Harper SanFrandsco/Zondervan
S28.50.) The autobiography of

the crusading preacher.

9. The MHonaire Next Door by
Thomas J. Stanley and Wffiam D.
Danko (Longstreet. S22.) An
analysis of tee fives of wealthy

Americans dsdoses (hat they have
seven characteristics in common.

10. Conversations with God;
Book 1 by Neale Donald Walscri.

(Putnam 519.95.) The author
addresses questions of Ble and
love, good and evi. guffl and sin.

Paperback

Fiction

1. Songs in Onfinary Time by
Mary McGany Morris. (Penguin
Sia95.) Adimmed woman and
her three children, simmering in

Vermont in I960, are menaced by
a con man.

2. The Deep End of foe Ocean
by Jacquelyn Mtahard. (Signal

$7.50.) The dsappearance of a
three-year-old brings a tamBy
anguish and redemption.

3. The Claybome Brides;
Parts 1-2by Juie Garwood. (Pocket

$239 each.) "Oie Pink Rose” and
One Write Rose* relate the 19th-

century romantic adventures of three
Montana brothers.

4. Exclusive by Sandra Brwn.
(Warner Vision $7.50.) Should a
television reporter broadcast the
secrets confided to her by the first

lady? .
5. Demon Seed by Dean Koontz
(Berkley $7.50.) Obsessive desire
foroomjtete privacy is threatened
by the ultimate computer.

6. MaHce by Dariefie SteeL (Del
S760J Awoman struggles to
overcome memories of betrayals
and assaults.

7. Prayers tor the Dead
by Faye KeOerman. (Avon S6J99.)
Peter Decker and Rita Lazarus
in pursuit of the murderer of a
famous surgeon.

8. The Runaway Jury by John
Grisham, (tsiandfoe* 57.99.1 A
woman in a Mississippi Gun Coast
town sues a tobacco company for
causing her husbands death.

9. The Fourth Estate by JeSery
Anfoet (Harper Paperbacks,
57-50.) An Austraian and a refugee
from Nazism vie to became tee
worfcfc most powerful press kxxL

10. Memnoch the DevB. by
Ame FUce. (Bafentine, $71*9.)
The vampke Lestat is snatched
from In© world by an adversary
who dams to be tee Devil.

Paperback

Non-fiction

1. The Heart of a Woman by
MayaAngetoa (Bantam $12.)
Volume 4 of the poet’s
autobiography.

2. Undaunted Courage by
Stephen E. Ambrose.
(Touchstone/S&S $16.) The
story of how Thomas Jefferson
sponsored Lewis and Clark.

3. Emotional Intelligence by
Daniel Coleman. (Bantam
$13.95.) Factors other than IQ
that contrtxite to a successful
and happy fife.

4. Into the Wild by Jon
Krakauer. (Anchor/Doubleday
SI2.95 .) The story of a young
man whose obsession with foe
wildemess had a tragic end in

Alaska.

5. The Color of Water by
James McBride. (Riverhead
$12.) A black writer and
musician recalls tris exp--

5-

growing up with hfs whL.
mother in a Brooklyn housinq
project

6. A Cfvtl Action by Jonathan
Harr. (Vintage $13.)
Householders sue industrial
polluters.

7. Reviving Ophelia by Mary
Pipher. (BaKantine 512.50.) The
everyday dangers that beset
teenage girts.

8. Spontaneous Healing by
Andrew Weil. (Fawcett $T2jfe.l
How the body heals itself.

9. How Could You Do That?
by Laura Schlessinger. (Harper
Perennial $13.) Self-indulgent
morality, and ways to
overcome it

1 0. The Dilbert Prii._
Scott Adams. (Harper

I ^
$11 .95.) A satirical took in words
and cartoons at the foibles of
business and management '

Paperback
Miscellaneous

1. Don’t Sweat the Small
Stuff _ and It's All Small
Stuff tw Richard Carlson.
(Hypenon $8.95.) How to enjoy
life much more and contribute
to foe world we live In.

2. Chicken Soup tor the
Teenage Soul compfled by
Jack Canfield, Mark Victor
Hansen and Kimberly
Kirberger.(HeaJth
Communications $12 .95.)

Inspiration.

3. Chicken Soup for the
Woman’s Soul compiled by
Jack Canfield, Mark Victor
Hansen, Jennifer Read
Hawthorne, and Marci Shimoff.
(Health Communications
$12.95.) Inspiration.

4. Dr. Atkins’ New Diet
Revolution by Robert C.

'

Atkins. (Avon $6-50.) Ways to
lose weight and achieve a
healthy body.

Hardcover
Miscellaneous

1. Slmpt© Abundance by
Sarah Sari Breafonach. (Warner
SI7-95.) Advice forwomen
seeking to improve themselves.

n ,

to
,

OP**™*1™HeaHn byAndrew Weil. (Knopf
$23.) A physician's diet, exercise
ana psychological program.

3.

fOtto Are Punny (Warner
S1 b.) A collection of jokes
sjwmnted by children to The
Rosie ODohnatt Show.

4- and Venus on a Date
b£John Gr^ MarperGoWns
S2£L) Steps to take to achieve a
lastmg, loving relationship.

i ; ;;i.
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Before the Guillotine
X»V li 'T

By DAMEL ROGOV

Tn three days, 55 million French
JLmen and women will be cele-

brating Bastille Day, die anniver-

sary of the onset of the French
Revolution in 1789. With the

exception of Marie Antoinette’s

most untimely remark about let-

ting the hungry masses ofParis eat
brioche (not cake- as most people
think), historians , have tended to

ignore the role of food, .in.the

FrenchRevolution.

Nearly everyone who lives in

Fiance is quite certain, for exam-
ple, that the revolution started out

as an attempt to relieve the barbar-

ic conditions of die prisoners at

the prison known as the Bastille. It

is commonly and incorrectly

believed that the prisoners in the

Bastille were forced by the regime
to live on a near-starvation diet

The truth is that life in the Bastille

was not all that difficult In fact, for

many of those residing there, the

Bastille may have been one of the

best pre-revolutionary restaurants

of Pans. During his own stay there,

for example, the Marquis de Sade

passed his time washing down truf-

fled sausages with fine Bordeaux
wines. On die day the Bastille was
actually liberated, there were 'only

six prisoners in attendance.
'

On the day the Bastille was
stormed, one prisoner, imprisoned

for failure to pay his debts, insist-

ed on staying in his three-room

suite long enough to finish his

roast pheasant dinner. Another
demanded that the crowd help him
carry away the more than 50 bot-

tles of wine that he had set aside

for his use.

In fact, when the crowd tore

down the Bastille, they were
unknowingly carrying out a plan

for which Louis XVI already had

set aside funds. In what may be

another interesting footnote to his-

tory, of the six liberated prisoners,

three were eventually executed by

the same people who freed them,
two emigrated to America and
one, Andre Dubois, harmless but
quite insane, went oh to become a
member of the Bench senate.

French gastronomes of all class-

es were concerned with the influ-

ence of die revolution on their din-

ing habits. Griraod de la Reyniere,

a well-known banker and gas-

tronomp, of. die ancien regime,

considered the revolution little

more than “arj^unpleasant inter-

lude when austerity-had to be sim-

ulated and chefs given their

notice. If it had lasted," he wrote,

"France might have actually lost

the recipe for fricassed chicken."

One of Grimod’s chefs, Antoine
Broissard, took it a bit more seri-

ously. When Broissard discovered

that he could not locate any
Nantes ducklings to serve for din-

ner one evening, he hanged him-

self in his kitchen.

Many of France’s most devoted

gourmets ended both their revolu-

tionary zeal and their gastronomic

endeavours by a meeting with the

felling blade of the guillotine. It

may be of some historic interest to

know what some of them ate just

before keeping their appointment

with the Widow, as the guillotine

was known.
Georges-Jacques Danton, surely

flie most charming of the revolu-

tionaries and a great gourmet,

dined on stuffed squab, fresh

asparagus, and raspberry sorbet

before his execution. Robespierre,

Damon’s rival but not a man who
especially appreciated good food,

supped on a thick lentil soup just

before his own moment of truth.

The Duke of Burgundy dined ele-

gantly . on salmon mousse and

apple pie, while Armond, the

Prince of Conde, had a light snack

of salmon in mousseline sauce.

As to the women, the only form
of equality between the sexes that

the legislators of the revolution

believed in was the guillotine.
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which decapitated njeq$ers of

'either sex with ..equsf-'tiispatch.

Roland,
rlotte Corday, the three
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taken off to her iii^’htiinSii^on.

The ^5-year-old Charlotte Corday,
who bad slain the revolutionary

leader Marat, declined a final din-

ner but nibbled on a chocolate

eclair while standing on the plat-

form of tire guillotine, annoying
tiie executionersomewhat because
of what he considered an unneces-

sary delay in carrying out his duty.
Madame Roland, the feminist of
the group, dined simply on
poached eggs, a small wedge of
Brie cheese, and an apple.

Madame du Barry, the last great

courtesan of the royal days, and a
woman of elevated taste in food as

well as in lovers, is said to have
dined on raspberries with fresh

cream before being carted off to

the guillotine. Du Barry’s final

words were: ‘T have lived all my
life in the name of good taste.

Now I am to die by the hands of

people of bad taste."

The recipes that follow were
dedicated by various chefs to

those they considered revolution-

ary heroes.

COTES DE VEAU GEORGES-
JACQUES DANTON

12 thin veal cutlets

2 Tbsp. paprika

salt and pepper to taste

>/z cup butter or parve substitute

450 gr. mushrooms, sliced

I 1/2 cups sweet cream or parve

substitute

Sprinkle the cutlets with papri-

ka, salt, and pepper.

• *

In a skillet large enough toroid
all the cutlet^melt haj^

ter and in this$rutf*e cutlets.' Add
more bijjler' on^ if the skilled

dry. 'pry until nearly

done
-

, tuming'several times.

. . When the cutlets are nearly done

/ add the sliced mushrooms and
V continue cooking on a low flame,

;

/adding more butter if necessary,
'
‘

s until the cutlets are done. Transfer

tbe cutlets to a preheated serving

platter.

To the skillet, add the remaining

butter and the cream. Heat, stirring

constantly, until the mixture is sim-
mering and then pourover the meat.

Serve immediately. (Serves 6.)

SORBET DU BARRY

1 1/: kg. bananas, cut in chunks
2 small pineapples, cut in

chunks (may substitute tinned

pineapple chunks)
2 oranges, peeled and cut in

sections

2 lemons, peeled and cut in

sections

1 cup sugar

2 Tbsp. lemon juice

1 egg white

Puree the fruits, sugar, and
lemon juice in a blender or food

processor, adding more sugar to

taste if necessary.

Transfer the puree to a large, flat

metal dish and freeze until nearly

solid.

Remove from the freezer and
beat the mixture until fluffy. Add
the egg white and beat for 1

minute longer. Return to the freez-

er. Once again, remove from the

freezer before the mixture is solid

and beat well.

Transfer to an ice-cream mold or

individual dessert glasses, return

to the freezer, and freeze solid.

Transfer the sorbet to the regular

refrigeration compartment about

1 5 minutes before serving. (Serves

6-8 .)

By PHYLLIS GLAZER

As the summer heat confounds
us, most of us would rather not

be in die kitchen. One way to make
your stay in the kitchen shorter is

by concentrating on salads.

Another way is by using a wok.
Wok cooking is fast and easy - if

you know how -to do it correctly.

Wok is a Cantonese word for a
pot designed especially for the slid-

ing and flipping movements of stir-

frying. A round-bottomed wok -
the traditional shape - is designed

for cooking over gas, since propane
gas was the cooking feel in China.

Stir-frying was developed in China
in response to the price of fuel; tbe

technique of short, rapid cooking
over high heat uses a minimum
amount of oil.

Incidentally, stir-frying isn’t tbe

only thingyou can do with a wok.
Steaming or^heating foods in a
bamboo ^imer basket over a tiq-

.utfMSHed wok is amazingly fast,

fragrant, and infinitely tastier than

using a microwave.
Flat-bottomed woks, which can

he used on gas or electric stoves,

are also popular today. Although
some wok aficionados claim you
can’t do true stir-frying in them,
my flat-bottomed wok is probably
the most frequently used pot in my
kitchen. Electric woks, however,
are a different story; they are inap^
propriate for stir-frying, but are
good for steaming or deep frying
if the heat range is hot enough.
Woks come in all different kinds

of material: stainless steel with
copper bottoms, iron, aluminum,
and tempered steel. The best wok
for cooking is the traditional

Chinese steel wok, though some
food experts, like Craig Clairborne,
prefer iron. Don’t be surprised if it

blackens with use, however. The
better the patina, the easier it wQl
be to cook in and clean it

Woks range in sizes from 30 to

60 cm., the biggest for restaurant

use. The 36-cttl wok is probably

the most popular and useful size.

You can also find them with a
wooden handle, two metal handles,

and with small ear-shaped handles.

Don’t expect your wok-cooked
foods to taste just like those in a

good Chinese restaurant The
home heat source is roughly half

as strong as that found in a typical

restaurant. Higher heat more
effectively seals in the juices of
the ingredients, locking in more
flavor and nutrients, and makes
tbe sauce cling better. Foods will

also be more crisp since the high-
er heat firms the surface of the

food before the inside becomes
overcooked.
The higher heat makes the

chemical reaction that heightens
the color of tbe vegetables work
more effectively, so the restau-

rant’s food also may look better

than yours.

Seasoning a wok is vital to suc-

cessful wok-cooking. If it is new,
wash it well wife soap, dry com-
pletely, and use a paper towel to

nib die inride with any regular oil.

Repeat nibbing with clean paper
towels until the toweling comes
away clean. Then bake it in a
190°C oven or place it over high
heat chi the stove till it is felly dry.

To clean it after use, rinse with

hot water using no or little deter-

gent, mb it with a bamboo brush
or nylon pad, and dry immediately
over the stove. Let it cool, mb
lightly with oil, and store.

Rogov’s Shopping Basket

Litchis and Other Summer Fruits
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By DAMEL ROGOV

TT Then it was first cultivated in

VV China, nearly 5,000 years

ago, the litchi was considered a
fruit so delicate and rare that it

was served only in the homes of
the extraordinarily wealthy.

Nearly 1,000 years ago, under
the rule of the Sang Dynasty, hun-
dreds ofthousands ofdunams were
planted with litchis and the fruit

was soon available to nearly all

Chinese. If its delicate taste was
not enough to make it popular, the

fact that many believed the fruit to

be an aphrodisiac was useful in

making it universally adored.
Even though it is not truly an

aphrodisiac, litchis, which are now
cultivated extensively in China,
India and the Philippines, are

extremely popular throughout the

Far East Litchis have also become
popular in tbe West where, until

recently, they were available only
in tins. Several years ago. litchi

shrubs were imported into Israel

from China and fresh litchis are

now readily available at local

greengrocers.

The litchi looks like a large

berry, about the size of a cherry.

The thin, hard shell, which is

green at first, then pink, and final-

ly red when the fruit is ripe, comes
away easily from the fruit, which
is white, sweet, and musky in fla-

vor. Far tastier than those that

come in tins, the fruit makes a
delicious treat when eaten plain,

much as one would cherries, or as

an addition to mixed fruit saJads.

Many also find that litchis make
excellent accompaniments to

cooked chicken or fish dishes,

especially those that are served

with a sweet sauce.

To make litchi marmalade,
remove the shells and seeds from

1 1/4 kg. of litchis. Place these in

a saucepan and pour over 1 1/2

cups of water. Bring tbe mixture to

a bofl, reduce the flame, and sim-

mer gently for about 10 minutes.

Put through a sieve and measure

tbe remaining mixture. For every

cup, add 1 cup of sugar and, mix-

ing constantly, simmer until the

mixture thickens. Store in well-

sealed sterile jars.

Those who want to try this very

special fruit should be aware that

the litchi season is a short one and
will last only another month.

Advice About Other Summer
Fruits

• Peaches, nectarines and apri-

cots should be firm but not hard,

free of blemishes, and covered

with skin that is smooth and
unwrinkled. They should have a
good color when they are bought
and should not have any soft spots

or black patches cm them.

They also should have a pleasant

aroma. Do not buy green peaches or
apricots because they will not ripen
and will soon lose their flavour.

• Cherries and grapes should be
firm even when they are ready to

eat Do not buy cherries or grapes
if they are mushy or have wrinkled
skin because they are probably far

too old to give any pleasure.
• When you buy a watermelon.

ask the greengrocer to cut a small

triangle from the melon so that

you can taste it If the watermelon
is not ripe enough, too ripe, or too

sour, ask for another one. A green
: .

grocer who will not let you taste

die watermelon you are buying is

not worth returning to.

When you have finished eating

your watermelon do not throw

away the rind but clean it and

make watermelon pickles.

• With the exception of water-

melons, melons, and litchis, near-

ly all fruits should be washed

before serving or using in a recipe.

Do not, however, wash fruits until

shortly before ready to use them
because washing makes them
spoil more rapidly.

• When serving fruits for dessert,

they should always be well chilled.

Cherries and grapes can be stared

in tire refrigerator fra* up to a week
without spoiling; peaches and apri-

cots refrigerate well for four or

five days if they are ripe when pur-

chased; and a watermelon can be

stored for up to two weeks.

Once a melon or watermelon has’

been cut, cover the surface with

plastic wrap to keep it fresh. Never

freeze fresh, uncooked fruits as this

will destroy their texture and taste.

•*Tf you find that fee apricots or
peaches you purchased lack fla-

vor, do not despair, but serve them
with fresh lemon or use them to

make a compote. To do this peel
the fruits and remove the pits.

Soak every 1/4 kg. of fruit in 6
cups of water for about 1/2 hour
and then bring to a boil. Add 3/4
cup sugar and 2 Tbsp. of lemon
juice, stir well, lower the flame,

and let simmer gently until the

fruits are completdy tender (about

30 minutes). Refrigerate, covered,

and serve cold wife the liquids as
a first course or dessert.

• When cooking keep in mind
that any recipe calling for peaches
can also be made with apricots.

lips for Gastronomes
hi foe three years in which Marie

Antoinette Iras been open, it has

become increasingly evident that

David Lazar is one of those chefs

who enjoys playful experimenta-

tioninhis kitchen and lovesnothing

more than sending out happy culi-

nary surprises to those who visit his

restaurant It also has become
apparent that Lazar adores berries

so much that they appear in nearly

half of foe dishes on his menu.
During a recent visit, I focused

entirely on dishes that are more or

less new to the menu. My first

course, a “tartar of avocado," con-
sisted of small, gently seasoned
cubes of avocado that have been
sprinkled over with just the right

amount of lemon juice, placed in a
mold, and inverted onto a large

serving plate over paper-thin

lemon slices.

What converted tins simple, but

excellent offering into a dish to be
deeply admired was that on the

same plate were six perfectly

cooked shrimps in a pale, exquis-

ite cream sauce that was absolute-

ly exploding with flavor.

Continuing on the theme of

shrimps, 1 sampled another first

course, this one of shrimps that

had been placed on skewers

together with slices of green and
red peppers, cherry tomatoes, and
onion. Coated with a just-sweet-

enough sauce that 1 believe con-

tained honey and soy sauce, and
sprinkled with sesame seeds after

having been grilled, the dish was a
marvelously tasty fusion of
French, Mediterranean, and Far-
Eastern cuisines.

The 1995 Gewurtznaminer wine
of Concha y Toro was perfect with
both dishes.

I continued with a pork dish
made elegant by its simplicity. The
dish consisted of thick, round,
well-seasoned slices of pork fillet

that had been grilled until almost
crisp on die exterior but retained
just a hint of pink on the interior.

Tbe chef's choice of a berry sauce
that was almost as thick as a puree
could nothave been better, the pro-
nounced flavors of tbe sweet-sour
berries proving a perfect marriage
to the juicy, finely textured meat
The greeting one receives on

entering is genuinely warm, tire

service is friendly and efficient,

die wine list is well thought out,

and foe decor is intelligently sim-
ple - the stylized wood donkeys,
elephants, and giraffes standing on
the tables cannot help but bring a
smile to the face.

The food, regardless of whether
one selects the playful or foe more
“serious" choices, is excellent, the
portions are generous, and it is

apparent that foe restaurant goes
from strength to strength. The
average bill, of aboutNIS 250 per
couple (not including wine), rep-

resents excellent value for money.
Marie Antoinette: 6 Rehov

Florentine, Tfel Aviv. Open
Monday-Friday from 7 p.m. to
midnight and on Friday ftom 1

p.m. to 4 p.m. TbI. (03) 682-3403.
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Eaters, beware!
By SUZAJME ROSTUER

While ihe US fs believed

to have the world's

most stringent lajys

when it comes to food safely,

more Americans than ever before

are suffering from foodbome dis-

eases, health experts say.
_

Salmonella, E. coli and

cydospora are just some of the

pathogens that have turned up

recently in the US food supply,

causing everything from' mild

stomach cramps to chronic liver

disease, paralysis and even death.

The incidents have called atten-

tion to a rise in the number and
severity of food-related illnesses

over the past 20 years, prompting

new federal food safely initia-

tives designed to halt the singe. .

“Food poisoning is not just a

bellyache anymore,” Caroline

Smith. DeWaal, director of-food
safety with the private consumer
health group Centeis for Science

in the Public Interest said.

“Bacteria arid pathogens, are .

tougher and stronger and they are

surviving efforts to kill them.”

Some scientists deny- that the

US food supply hasbecome more
contaminated, or that enforce-

ment is lax. Rather, better labora-

tory techniques for identifying

city health' department that

decides which :regnlations to

adopt and how- to-enforce them. -

The .result can be a lack of uni-

formity that leaves consumers in

some areas vulnerable to bacteria

and diseased

“It is very random,” said

CSPFs Elizabeth Dahl, who leda,

national survey last year an food

safety in restaurants.

“[Food safetyj depends on

what county, city or state you-

happen to Eve in, ,bow well the

local department is funded, and

which standards it chooses to

enforce.”

The FDA’s Madden agreed

that limited resources can mean
fewer restaurant inspections but

he said most health departments

.adopt the' entire code or the-

major portions.

Still, three years after the wide-

ly publicized deaths of three chil-

dren from, eating hamburgers
contaminated by E. coli at a

national restaurant chain, a third

of health departments surveyed

did not set a minimum cooking

standard for ground beef. Only. -

only 31 percent enforced the rec-

ommended cooking temperature’

for poric, while 89 percent did not

follow the FDA's advice

refrigerator temperatures.

on

"Food poisoning Is not Just a

bellyache anymore. Bacteria and

pathogens are tougher and stronger

and they are surviving efforts to kill;

them."

From the Guy Laroche collection

French chic and pampering in TA
By GREER FAY CASHMAH

T he shops on Tel Aviv’s Rebov
Dizengoff are gorgeous, but mostly
empty lately. Even sales are not

tempting people to readily part with their

money. Some say the political uncertain-

ties are being reflected in the market-

place, but the generally uninspiring fash-

ion is reinforcing any other reasons for

the reluctance to buy.

Given this, it took a lot of courage for

Ronit and Mickey Mor and Patrick Malek
to open Premier, located on the premises of
the former Sukiyaki restaurant.

Premier, which is the exclusive
Israeli representative for Guy Laroche
clothing and accessories, also stocks
accessories from other luxury labels

such as Nina Ricci, Cfaloe, Christian

Dior and Cerruti 1881.

The latter brands have been floating

around Israel for several years and can be
found in upmarket outlets all over the

country, but Guy Laroche has been
brought in only sporadically by private

importers.

The exciting thing about Guy Laroche
is that the company’s recently appointed

creativity' manager is Shenkar graduate
Albeit Elbaz.

A former resident ofHolon, Elbaz, 35 -

who wasn’t born when Guy Laroche
launched his fashion house in 1957 -

flew home a couple of months ago for the

official opening of Premier and will

probably return for major showings.

As yet, none of the clothes in the store

are of his design, but the upcoming
fall/winter collection will definitely

include his input
Before moving to Paris, Elbaz spent

several years in New York, most of them
working for one of America’s leading
designers, Geoffrey Beene.
Notwithstanding the enviable achieve-

ments of fellow expatriate Israelis such
as Elie Tabari and the Nakash brothers,

Elbaz can arguably be called the most
successful of all Israeli designers.
Fashion-conscious locals are certainly

waiting with bated breath for the new
season's collections to see his impact on
men's and ladies' fashions.

But even before Elbaz. Guy Laroche
clothing merited a second look, particu-

larly by people who value quality as
much as style. The sample items on view
at Premier's triple-story salon are clean-

lined, uncluttered and unmistakenly
stamped with French chic.

Personally, I was more taken with the
menswear lines, especially the elegantly

finished buttonholes on the sleeves of
suit jackets and the splendid cut of the

'shirts. But I was assured that I will be
equally enchanted by the less conserva-

tive women’s garments, which should be
in stock by late August
Even if one is “just looking,” a visit to

Premier Is worthwhile, if for no other

reason than to experience a very un-
Israeli attitude to customer service. Sofas
are provided for accompanying relatives

or friends who are waiting for the pur-
chaser to make a selection and light

refreshments are provided for bona-fide
customers and their escorts.

Tiny extras perhaps, but they make a
big difference.

By the way you don’t have to be rich to

shop at Premier. Although suits and dresses

are priced in excess of NIS 2,000, prices for

accessories start at under NIS 100.

foodbome diseases have fostered

the illusion that the number is on
the rise.

. “If doctors know cyclospora is

- out there they will ask for the

test,” Marta Ackers, a medical

epidemiologist with die Centers

for Disease Control and
Prevention, said. “It is always
hard to tell if we are seeing more
of something or if surveillance

has increased.”

Better detection may be part of
the story, but increased food
imports, mare frequent restaurant

dining and greater use of animal

antibiotics are also to blame.
Scientists say several of the bac-

teria that infect farm animals
have become resistant to certain

antibiotics. When these organ-

isms infect humaqs, they are

harder to fight because of their

acquired resistance.

“An infection a physician
would have treated with an
antibiotic in the past may not
respond today,” Joseph Madden,
a microbiologist wife die Food
and Drag Administration, said.

Other health experts blame the

trend on a steady increase in

restaurant dining, exposing more
Americans to contaminated food
more often. CSPI said 46 percent
of all food dollars were spent in

restaurants in 1993, up from 27
percent in 1960.

“Consumers are eating out
more than ever before and they
are relying on restaurants to con-
trol the safety of their food,"
Smith DeWaal said.

That is precisely what worries
health experts, who charge that

inspection and enforcement stan-

dards are lax.

While fee FDA issues safety

recommendations every two
years addressing everything from
cooking temperatures to hand
washing, it is the state, county or ~

“The enforcement of baric food

safety requirements should not be

..optional,” Smith DeWaal said.

“Consumers are paying for lax

enforcement wife unacceptably high

numbers offoodbome illnesses.”

The private Council for

Agricultural Science and
Technology says as many as 33
million foodbome illnesses occur

each year and up to 9,000 people

die as a result.

Medical and productivity costs

associated with foodbome dis-

eases range from $6.5 billion to

$35b. a year, Tanya Roberts, an
economist with the US
Department of Agriculture, said.

“We are no longer going to fee
pathogens, the pathogens are

coming to us,” she said, adding
feat food imports allow contami-
nants to spread swiftly from one
country to another.

Just one infected food handler
could transmit bacteria to thou-
sands of people across the globe,
as was seen this year when 236
people in the US contracted
hepatitis Aand thousands of oth-
ers became sick after eating con-
taminated strawberries from
Mexico.
Economic and human costs

associated with food-related ill-

nesses have spotlighted the need
for more effective safety proce-
dures on all fronts. In January,
President Bill Clinton asked
Congress to earmark $43 million
towards a national food safety
initiative that would reinforce.!
existing food safety programs
and allow health experts to iden-
tify outbreaks early.

About $23 million will be used
to upgrade FDA inspection, ,

research and risk assessment .

facilities for seafood. The USDA .

will use $8.5 million for similar
'''

meat and poultry programs,

(Reuters) !

CAVEAT EMPT0R!

Prizefight
By ROTHE BUUM

come in different shapes and sizes
...the long and the short and the tall and they come with different talents and ambitions,

and they come rich and poor and mostly in between. And some come, usually through

no fault of theirown. disadvantaged.

Thafls where we come in.
• * i* *

For nearly fifty years, readers of The Jerusalem Post, both in Israel and In some 100
countries around the world have been sending money to help those less fortunate.

The ForsakeWe Nor fund, together with social workers and volunteers In the field, use

your donations to help old folks Mig in distressed circumstances.

With your help we’ve been able to alleviate suffering and provide a little hope.

Help us to help people by sending a attribution today to:

The Jerusalem Post, P.O. Box 81

,

Jerusalem 91000, Israel

Friends of The Jerusalem Post Funds,

20 East 56th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022, U.S.A

Together, we shall overcome.

Last year, I wrote about one
of my particular pet
peeves: the wooing of

consumers through advertising

gimmicks aimed at children.

Clearly I am not alone in my
irritation at such marketing

,

techniques, since the
' Consumer Protection Law ded-
icates a whole chapter to this
very subject. And though, tech-
nically, seducing us via our
offspring is against the law in

this country, the “gray” area
regarding what constitutes vio-
lating this law seems to be so
vast as to make the whole thing
pretty ridiculous.

Anyone with children must
surely be suffering from the
Coke-cap scam. Even geniuses
in child-rearing are likely to be
having a tough time withstand-
ing their children's pleading
glances on a grocery shopping
trip. Particularly when the kids

swear that they only want the

product because they crave its

taste.

And so it was for H.B., who
was visiting Israel wife his three

young sons. At a kiosk at one of
the Dead Sea spas, H.B. pur-
chased a bag of Elite potato
chips - one of those bags of
potato chips wife fee shiny rib-

bon attached to the outside,
enticing fee consumer wife the

lure of hidden cash.

Lo and behold, while munch-
ing away at fee snack, H.B.'s
son actually came across a
voucher for NIS 20! So rare an
event was this that even the

owner of the kiosk was taken
aback. And since H.B. was
unable to read the fine print —
in Hebrew, no less — the kiosk
owner was kind enough to trans-

late it for him.
What the voucher stated was

that fee cash could be obtained
either from a postal bank, or

from any number of Elite shops
(the locations of which were
listed on the back).
The next day, while strolling

along Jerusalem’s Ben-Yehuda
pedestrian mall, H.B. came
across an Elite shop. In he
traipsed — his three young lads
in low — to collect his cash.

“Sorry, not in here” was the
- response of the saleswoman.
“Try in our shop on Jaffa

Road.”
So H.B. continued on his trek

in fee blazing heat, to show his
children feat grown-ups mean
what they say, even when they
are marketing moguls. To no
avail. H.B. was greeted by a
similar “not in here” response
from fee Jaffa Road saleswoman
as well.

Oh well, thought H.B., trying
not to despair, other Elite shops
will turn up.

Indeed, en route to Cairo the

next day, H.B. ran smack into an
Elite shop in Ben-Gurion
Airport Here again, however,
fee saleswoman gave a cart:

“not in here,” and sent him to

another Elite shop in the airport
Obediently, H.B. went on to the
next, much larger, shop.
The saleswoman’s rude

response: “Not in here” was fol-

lowed by “Stop wasting my
time!” when he asked if she
could assist him in his search.

And this is in spite of the fact

that the voucher specifically

lists Ben-Gurion Airport as one
of the collection points (though
you practically need a magnify-
ing glass to decipher this).

H.B. was outraged on behalf

of his children. “It’s bad enough,
that not a single Elite employee
bothered to say ‘congratula-

tions’ to the kids for having won
the prize.

But to be treated rudely, all

because we were trying to

locate fee. right place to be
given the money, that, was just

inexcusable.”

Gidi Landsberger, Elite mar-
keting manager in fee savory

products’ division, agreed feat
there is no excuse for rudeness
on the part of Elite employees,
whom he claims are given strict*

instructions to be courteous'to
customers..;

Expressing my ;personai

indignation — more as the
mother of four prize-hungry
kids than as a consumer colum-
nist — I extracted a promise,
from Mr. Landsberger that a
memo wonld be distributed
among all Elite salespeople
insisting that they exhibit gra-
cious behavior,, especially
towards young children. <

After all—’ I raised my voice
to a shrill pitch — children are
fee target of all of feesemarket-
ing maneuvers.
And when their business is

being courted, butter wouldn’t
melt in the month of the mar-
keters. I just want to make sure
that the same sugary sweetness
is applied after the sought-after
shekels have been handed over.
Mr. Landsberger ' gave his
word. :

He also sent a 20-shekel ribte
to the hotel room ofKB. and-his
family, along 'with, a letter of
apology and a pared : of.

Efite

products of the savory-treat
variety.

“Whenever a .customer com-
plains;” said 'Landsberger, :>^we
investigate fee cqiriplaintj. -and.-

compensate . the. '• consumer.”
Good,news indeed..
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Korean delegation due Satwday

inrfnS^SS
1 ofS?* officials .flo® Sou* Korea’s Ministry oftottoaiy. Trade and Energy will arrive here on Saturday for a*

5™

^

Trade Ministry announced yester-

jteJJ*j
3-member delegation, which win beheaded by Man-

. GiPaik. director-general of South Korea’s technology policy
- bweau will explore joint venture possibilities in theeiierev and^liwology seeipre. Other participants include the dlrectorof the

oil corporation -

SS^fr-
l

?f
Ban^ P°Wer CorP°ration and Wpresenta-

tives of LG, a large Korean conglomerate. Jennifer Friedlin

Kleinerto head coalition at finance committee
MK Michael Kleiner'(Gesher) has been appointed to replace

Silvan Shalom (Likud) as the leader of the government group inteKjmiFinana Committee. With Shalom’s appointment as
deputy defense minister, Kleiner takes over the post - which
gives tos first right of speech in debates. Committee officials
ray that for the nine being Kleiner will also continue to chair
the Insurance sub-committee. David Harris

‘Lot's Wife1 boat for sale
•- Lot’s Wife, the boat plying the Dead Sea, is for sale, the direc-
tor of the company -announced yesterday. Motti Gonen said that
with the current tourism slump, the company, which is made up
of three partners and a public company, either needed an investor
or would have to be sold. The situation was made worse, he said,
by the failure to attain an expected permit to sail to Jordan. Gonen
said the company was worth about $300,000. Haim Shapiro

MKs, Generali agree on
$12m. Holocaust fund

By DAVID HARMS

Knesset Members and Italian

insurance giant Assicurazioni

Generali made their peace yester-

day as they shook hands oyer the

establishment of a $12 million

fund for the families of policy

holders killed in the Holocaust.

Generali chairman Gianfranco
Gutty told Knesset Finance
Committee chairman Avraham
Ravitz (United Torah Judaism) the

payments from the fund will strike

a balance between ex gratia pay-
ments to families and a variety of

•

» •
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Ne’eman: Central bank should
move closer to Treasury’s views

By DAVID HARRIS awl Jerusalem Post Staff

“The Bank of Israel should be closer to
the Treasury, not geographically but spiritu-

ally," Finance Minister Ya’acov Ne'eman
said yesterday during his first ministerial

speech, which was addressed to both senior
Treasury civil servants and journalists.

He made this remark after meeting Bank
of Israel Governor Jacob Frenkel twice
during the day. The first was a private

meeting between the two for an overview
of the economy and the second was with
Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu in

his office.

Bank of Israel spokesman Gabi Fiszman
said he doesn’t see anything out of the ordi-

nary in Ne’cman's comment and said there

was no need to respond to it.

Ne'eman comes to the Treasury after a
bitter dispute between his predecessor and
Frenkel concerning the central bank’s
strong-shekel policies, which played a role

in Meridor's resignation last month.
Describing himself as a professional,

Ne’eman said he has ttw full backing of
Netanyahu, support (hat Meridor said he
failed to receive.

A statemem from Netanyahu described

the latter meeting as being held in an atmos-
phere of cooperation, with discussions
focusing on progress toward economic
growth and liberalization targets while also

maintaining stability. The three agreed to

hold a series of working meetings during

the coming weeks.
This morning Ne’eman was scheduled to

begin working meetings with senior min-
istry officials, led by director-general

Shmuel Slavin, who told reporters that

work on the planned NIS 600 million bud-
get cut would begin in earnest next week.
Ne’eman said be expects to hear full details

on future programs from his team of civil

servants.

From as early as next week Ne'eman said

he intends to implement some of those

ideas, as well as some of his own.
“We have difficult tasks ahead," said

Ne’eman, who was not prepared to answer
specific questions about the current state of

Holocaust-related institutions.

MKs, led by insurance sub-com-
mittee chairman Michael Kleiner

(Gesher), were at loggerheads with

fee company which refused to pay
out on policies purchased in

Eastern Europe. Generali continues

to argue these policies are no
longer in its hands as its assets were
seized by communist regimes.

Clearly still upset by Generali's

approach to the issue, Kleiner

again blasted fee company's claim

feat it had “no moral obligation"

to the families, but added it is now
time for bygones to be bygones.

South Korean motor strike

Striking South Korean workers walk past rows ofcars at the Daewoo Motors plant in Bupyong, South Korea, yesterday. More
than 10,000 employees at the plant came out on strike yesterday. (Reutosi

Trade deficit down 22% to $43b.
By Jerusalem Post Staff

The trade deficit for fee first six months of

1997 totaled $43 billion, a22 percent dropcom-
pared wife fee same period last year, the Central

Bureau of Statistics reported yesterday.

The figures are based on exports worth $10.2b-
and imports worth $14.5b. This semi-annual fig-

ure shows a slowdown in export growth from

0.5% a month last year to 02% in recent months.

In annual terms, fee increase is heading for

23%, compared to 63% in 1996. Ax the same
time, fee growth in imports (excluding ships, air-

planes, diamonds and fuel) has registered a

monthly 035% rise since February, compared to

a decline of 1% a month from March 1996 until

January.

Despite the semi-annually calculated improve-

ment, fee trade deficit has increased at a month-

ly 03%, following a decline of3.9% a month in

fee March to January period.

The June deficit reached $770 million, as a
result of the slowdown in the growth of exports

and a slight increase in imports. Imports totaled

$2.43b., of which 45% was raw materials

(excluding diamonds and fuel), 15% investment

goods, 14% consumer items and the remainder

diamonds and fuel

Exports last month stood at $1.66b„ 75% of
which comprised industrial goods and software.

23% diamonds and 3% agricultural produce.

The trade deficit, along wife the budget and
current account deficits, has been haunting the

economy during fee past four years of rapid eco-

nomic growth.
Newly appointed Finance Minister Ya’acov

Ne'eman is expected to support his predeces-

sor’s plan to cut NIS 600 million ftom fee bud-

get, a move designed to further accentuate the

government’s struggle to meet its goal of a 2.8%
ratio between (he gross domestic product and fee

budget deficit

A smaller budget ultimately results in a nar-

rower trade deficit, since it entails a reduction in

imports.
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Texaco appoints its first
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WHITE PLAINS, New York
(AF) - Texaco Inc. has nominated
Maty K. Bush, president of an

international consulting firm, to be
the first black woman on its board

of directors.

Peter Bijur, Texaco’s chairman,

said Monday the nomination is part

of Texaco’s “continuing effort to

bring a diverse array of ideas and

talent to the board.” Texaco already

has one black and one woman on its

12-member board.

“This is very much a step in the

right direction," said Tim Smith,

executive director of the Interfaife

Center on Corporate Responsibility.

The group was among the sponsors

of an unsuccessful proposal at' this

year’s shareholder meeting calling

for greater diversity on the board.

Texaco's racial policies became
fee subject of widespread debate

last year with fee release of tape

recordings on which company offi-

cers allegedly belittled black

employees and plotted to destroy

evidence in a race discrimination

case. The case was quickly settled

for a record S176 million. Criminal

prosecutions are pending.

Bush, 49, is president of Bush and

Co., a Washington firm that advises

government and corporate clients

on financial strategies She also is

host of Markets and Technology, a

national cable television show on

global business.

She has been managing director

of the Federal Housing Board, vice

president for international finance

at fee Federal National Mortgage

Association and US alternate exec-

utive director of the International

Monetary Fund.

the economy or his plans for its recovery.
These tasks must be approached with

"responsibly” and “caution," he urged. “We
will try to base fee program on increasing
growth, and I'm not speaking about harsh
measures."
Asked about fee coalition demands for

added funds as a pan of the recent wave of
appointments and agreements, Ne’eman
said it is possible to pay for anything if there
is money in the bank, something he will be
checking in the coming davs.
Until August 15, Ne’eman indicated he

will be continuing his work as chairman of
fee public committee on conversion, which
he quipped is an even tougher job than feat

of finance minister.

GM,
Elbit to

discuss

joint

R&D
By JENNIFER FRSDUN

General Motors, the world's
largest industrial corporation, will

send a delegation of engineers to

visit defense manufacturer Elbit

and research ways of incorporat-

ing military technology into GM
cars and trucks. Harold Kutner,

GM's vice president of worldwide
purchasing, said yesterday.

"Elbit is a leading high-tech

company, and we want to know if

there are ways to take defense

technology and translate it into

parts for cars and trucks," said

Kutner, who is currently in Israel

to explore potential deals. He
added feat he is particularly inter-

ested in the possibility ofadapting
military safety systems.

It would take one or two years

to develop such technology.

Kutner said.

Israeli products comprise $36m.
of the $70b. in purchases the com-
pany makes annually, placing

Israel for behind countries such as

Brazil, Germany and France,

which supplyGM with (he bulk of

its goods and services. However,
Kutner said business wife Israeli

firms could grow significantly

due to fee high quality of Israeli

products.

After visiting the Dead Sea
Works yesterday, Kutner said

there is “great potential" for a

long-term supply agreement for

magnesium. GM is also planning

to explore deals with other

unnamed high-tech companies.
Universal Motors Israel, which

distributes GM cars locally, also

conducts research into new tech-

nologies and advises GM on

ways feat it can use local tech-

nologies to make cars and trucks

more efficient.

UMI sells about 15,000 GM
vehicles in Israel per year.

During his visit, Kutner, who is

here as part of a United Jewish
Appeal program known as

Partnership 2000, met wife Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu and
Minister of Industry arid Trade
Natan Sharansky.

Earlier in the week he met with
automotive parts suppliers in

Nazareth Blit.
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SHARES

mWwYORK

TASE ROUNDUP

Mishtanim

303.95 0.03%

Maof

309.07 0 .40%

Shares closed off .their highs

yesterday as investors took profits,

traders said.

The benchmark Mishtanim
index of the top 100 shares gained

0.03 percent, or 0.20 points, to

303.95, on an all-share turnover of

NIS 210m. against 228m. on
Tuesday.

Key Representative Rates

US Dollar NtS 3^690 -0.11%

Starting JMIS 6.0139 - (L57%

.
-NIS 24)254 -0.46%

NEW YORK MARKET INDEXES
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The Maof 25 blue-chip index
closed 0.40 percent lower, at

309.07.

Traders said that the session
opened with mild gains following

the rise of Israeli shares traded in

New York. But by midday the

trend changed, and die market
started falling.

“I don't lmow why the market
lost momentum. The market is

still strong and it seems that the

positive trend will continue. The
weakening might be a healthy cor-

rection.” said Zvi Hoffman at

Meitav Investments and
Securities.

“I believe that this is only a mDd
correction, as investors were made
nervous by the rapid rise in the

market," said a trader at United
Mizrahi Bank.
“Perhaps the reason for the

change is that investors feared dial

the spending promises [{Mime

minister Benjamin Netanyahu)

has given to the coaltion members

would hurt the fiscal restraint,”

Hoffman said.

The Mizrahi trader added that

the market was also affected by

.

the heavy activity of Maof options

speculators. “The Maof players

were moving the market In the

next few days I believe that we
will see more profit-taking, bnt

the trend is still very positive,”

she said.

The most active shares were

JCoor Industries, which rose 3.25
.

percent to 34322 agorot on vol-

ume of NIS 13.3m.; Teva
pharmaceutical Industries, which.,

gained 035 percent to 23327 on

turnover of NIS 11.8m; and Bank.

Leumi, which fell 0.25 percent to!-

570 agorot on turnover of' NIS
103m. (Reuters)
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WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

World stocks mixed
I *T

’

' LONDON (Renter) - The UK's
leading blue-chip index finished

little changed after an earlier Wall

Street-inspned rally reversed and
dragged British shares off their

best levels, dealers said. The
FTSE 100 closed at 4,762.4, up
3.9 points or 0.08 percent.

FRANKFURT - Germany's
DAX index surged to its seventh

consecutive record closing high in

bourse dealings, underpinned by
fee dollar rising to 1.76 marks in

European dealings and higher
German debt prices. The DAX-30
index closed at 4.055.86, up 49.46

points or 1.23%.
In later screen-based trade fee

IBIS DAX index ended at

4,026.97, down 3.13 points, or
0.08%.
PARIS - Stocks rose, bolstered

by record gains on Wall Sheet, but
sharesclosed offtheirhighs as late

weakness in the bond market and a
huge sale of Alcatel Alsthom

shares weighed on the bourse, bro-

kers said. The CAC-40 index;
1

closed at 2.95036, up 20.75

points, or 0.71%.
ZURICH - Shares failed to 1

maintain an early upward drive,
-j

snapping a four-day bull rub to
|

end lower as bourse heavyweights

such as Novartis, UBS and Nestle

turned negative on early Wall ...

Street losses. The Swiss market'

index closed at 5 ,977.1, down35J5

points, or 039%.
TOKYO - Stocks closed moder-

ately lower. The 225-share Nikkei

average closed at 19,697.17, down
156.72 points, or 0.79 percent
SYDNEY - Shares closed an a

;

strong tone as gold stocks moved
higher for fee first time in four

days and yield-sensitive^ stocks ?

rose onhopes of another.inteiest-r
rate cut i

The All Ordinaries index closed

at 2,696.1, up 16.9 points or-
0.63%.
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Dow plummets 119 points
The Dow Jones industrial average raced lower as investors nailed

down profits yesterday, after fee blue-chip index failed for the.second
straight day to punch through the S.OOO-point mark.

The Dow ended down 1 19.88 points, or 1 .51 percent, at 7,842.43. Air
early rally stalled at 7,991.26. In the broader market, declining iiwi iies

.

led advances 17-1 1 on heavy volume of 593 million shares on the New
York Stock Exchange. (Renters)
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WHERE TO GO
Notices In this feature are charged
at MS 28.08 per line, including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month
costs NtS 520.85 per One, Including
VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours -

HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, in EngSsh,
daily Sun.-Thun, 11 am. from
Bronfman Reception Center, Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a. 9, 23,
26, 28. For Info, cal 5882819.
HADASSAH. Volt the Hadassah instal-

lations, Chagall Windows. TaL 02-
6416333,02-6776271.

TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Andres Serrano:
The Morgue. Soviet Photography from
the Museum coSection. Lucian Freud:
setecton of worts. Tzvi Hector
Sunflower. Portraits: By a group of
IsraeB artists. Vttual Reafity: Tne
domestic and realistic in contemporary

RUBtHSTHN
Fcm conthuporary

ART.atoSen^MKiAmon
Ben-David, The Inverted Campaign.
Hows: Weekdays 10 am-6 pm^Tue.
10 am.-l0p.rn. Fit 10 am-2 pm.

Art Education Center; TeL
'

Choosii^noosing the

TEL AVIV
Museums

HAIFA
VmATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-
8374253.
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GENERAL ASSISTANCE

Thursday; July 10
EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Amona, 9 Leib Yaffe, 673-
1901; Balsam, Salah e-Dto, 627-2315;
Shuafet, Shuafat Road. 5814)108; Dar
Aldawa, Herod'S Gate, 628-2058.
Tel Avhc Cfed Pharm Gan Ha’ir, 71 ton
GvftoL 527-0317; Simeiphann Gimel,
1 Ahmeir, Ramat Aviv Gimel, 641-
7171. 711 midnigW: Superoharm Ramat
Aviv, 40 Einstein, 641-3730; London
Mmistore Superpharm. 4 ShauJ
HameteGh, 696-0115.
Ratenana-Kfar Sava: Mericaz
Ra'anana, 120Ahuza, Ra'anana, 760-
37®B.
Netanya: Kupat Hoflm Maocabi, 15
SmSansky, 860-5204.
Haifa: Hantta, 22 HSnita. 823-1905.
Krayot area: Kupat HoSm Clam
ZfivUun, 192 Derech Akko, lOryat
Biafik. 878-7818.
HeiTfiya: CtaJ Pharm. Belt Merkaam, 6
Masks \cnr. Sdercrt HagaBm), Herzfiya
Pftuah, 955^472, 9558407. Open 9
a.m. to midnight.
Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm, Lev Hair
Mali, 657-0488. Open 9 am. to 10
pm.

cBal 101 (̂ etotwt) or

•narskf'^

SSS 1 10 7TZS*?****'

911 (B’flfch) in most parts or the
courtiy. to addtion:

101 (Hebrew) or
911 (Engfish) In most parts of Jhe
couritry.Tn addtion:
AswarassiMS- w^Sasra- 0902222
Ashkflion 6551332 Nahariya' 9012333 -

Beeretwba- 6274767 NetanyeT 8604444
Be* Sham**, 6523W Peleh-HoM*8311liT
Dan Region* 5703333 RahovcC5MSl333
Bat* 6332444 Kslwn* 0642333
Hate* B512233 Sated 6820333
JenMtam* B52B133 TeiAviv' 5460m
KarmiaT 9985444 Tinte* 6792444

*

* MbMe Irtenslve Care Unit (M1CU)
service to the area, around the dock

fiflte J: a-;: ‘Vr*r‘ j-,..,. .

—
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tor tow^TtoEngfeh). 5S St

The National Poison Omfrol Center atRambam Hospital 04-852^9205, 24 -
hours a day, for information to case of

SL***
***** :h-^ iVi ier2^
Is
i&s- 'ion'
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DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem; Bftur HoHm (fntemal, ENT);
Shaare ZSdefc (surgery, orthopedics,
obstetacs); Hadassah Bn Kerem

Tel Aviv: TelAviv Me<fical Center Dana
Pecfiatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tet Aviv
Medical Center (surgery).
Netanya:. Lartiado. .

POLICE 100
RRE 102
FIRST AID

Ban - Emotional First Aid -1201,-
;

'

:

1 -0303, TelAViv
•

862-5110, Kamuei 988^0770. Kfar •

' '

Kadera 634-6789-

“

bstte^ women: " ,
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(also m Amha^v _
•
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No Dumping
Egypt’s producers are suffering

from low-priced imports

CRe“*®«) - Egyptian works, die department has rec-
1M ^Jjons ommended anti-dumping duties

00 ^ from

2Ln?Hito *? government's eastern Europe and the formerspan anti-dumping department Soviet republics, which sell at
for relief.

But in many cases die depart-
ment is giving them the cold
shoulder, saying their case is

not strong enough -and their
companies will have to sink or
swim in a com-
petitive market
The pace of

damping* com-
plaints has quick-
ened through the

1 990s as the
government cuts

World Beat

much lower pices than the local
equivalents.

“The prices of final (steel)
Products from the former Soviet
Union have nothing to do with
real races." srnd Ahmed Ezt,

chairman of the

Ezz Group, one
of two corn-

imports of steel

reinforcement
bars.

The specialist
import tariffs as WITH Esmat Salaheddin weekly newspa-
part of a classic

economic liberalization pro-
gram approved by the
International Monetary Fund
and the Worid Bank.
Egyptian tariffs remain high

by world standards, at 16 per-
cent of the total cost of imports,
hot even at this level, some
industries find it hard to keep
their heads above water.

Newspapers are full of reports
on damped imports - those sold

at below production cost -
threatening domestic producers
of everything from steel rein-

forcement bare to sugar, cloth-

ing to macaroni.

“Anti-dumping has become die

most popular trade remedy
among the industrialized coun-
tries— Developing countries have
also joined the trend,’' Haiyang
Zhao, an economics professor at

flie University of Hong Kang,
told a recent seminar
But a government official,

who declined to be named, told

Reuters, “Most cases are not
strong enough to take mea-
sures.... There is no protection

for bad industries.”

“We are for good (local) pro-

ducers, whose products can com-
pete locally and abroad,” added
the head of parliament's industry

committee, Amin Mubarak.
“We are not for producers

who produce bad or expensive

products due to mismanage-
ment, overstaffing or other fac-

tors. We are not with them and
cannot encourage them,” he
told Reuters.

So far the anti-dumping

department,, set up in the

Ministry of Trade and Supply in

1992 has taken its most decisive

action in the case of stainless

steel sink imparts from Europe.

“The Greek firm Pyramis and

the Spanish firm TEKA were

informed in March that an
investigation into their exports

of sinks to the Egyptian market

has started,” an official said.

In a major case now in the

per al-Boursa
said Egypt would impose a 20
percent duty, but the official said
it would be lower.

It was up to the competent
authorities to decide, he added.
The department, however,

refused to start an investigation

into a complaint by the Egyptian
state’s Sugar and Integrated
Industries Company (SHC), tra-

ditionally the country's sole pro-
ducer of refined sugar.

The sugar company com-
plained that private importers
were undercutting their prices

on the local sugar market
“I don’t protect a producer, I

protect an industry.” said Sayyed
Abu al-Qumsan, the head of the

foreign trade department in the

Trade and Supply Ministry.

“In the sugar case, I must be
fully neutral, because one
monopolist (SIIC) stands

against over 400 local plants

using this product and over 60
million individual consumers.
“The worid price declined, so

what? For race let us respect the

(Egyptian) consumer” Abu al-

Qumsan told Reuters.

In the old days, the statecom-
pany would have complained
directly to the government,
which would probably have
responded with a temporary
duty mi cheap imports. Now
Egyptian companies have to go
through the anti-dumping com-
plaint procedure and back up
their claims with figures. Some
still .find it difficult to. put their,

case together. ^
“Dumping complaints are

recent in Egypt, and we don’t
have enough experience to file

complete complaints.” said an
executive in the steel industry.

The government official iso
cited cases where dumping
accusations were difficult to

announce for political reasons.

“There are political decisions

that prevent taking any mea-
sures, as in die case of Libyan or

Saudi steel,” he added.

Housing isn’t everything
Going against the local industry’s grain, mortgage specialist Bank of Jerusalem is in the

process of diversifying into a fully fledged commercial bank

ByDORTTBAR

The Bank of Jerusalem is

charting its own course
through die turbulent waters

of Israeli banking. While the pre-
vailing current in most of the
banking sector is for banks to
more closely define, and often to

reduce, die scope of their activities
- reflecting a combination of eco-
nomic forces, growing competi-
tion and the impact of new tech-
nologies - The Bank of Jerusalem
is in the process of changing from
a narrowly based mortgage bank
to a full commercial bank.
The bank’s name has already

been changed to reflect it’s new
focus. The former Jerusalem
Mortgage Bank was, until recent-
ly, involved almost exclusively in
mortgage-related business, as one
would expect Once it decided to

broaden its range of specializa-

.

tions to include three new fields,

namely private banking for for-

eign residents, real-estate financ-

ing and capital-market activities, it

was both natural and necessary for

the name to become less specific,

hence die Bank of Jerusalem.
The bank’s traditional activities

centered on granting mortgage
loans to Israelis with rights for

government-subsidized loans. The
bank also engaged in the extension

of long-term, index-linked bank
credit, and provided project
financing to contractors of hous-
ing projects in which the client

base was similar to the bank's
genera] market. On the funding
side, it raised capital by selling

bonds to institutional investors.

But, as the government reduced
its level of involvement in housing
loans and cut die budgets ear-

marked fix' this purpose, profit

ratios dropped and management
realized that it had to branch out

into new areas if it was to retain a

respectable level of profitability.

At the same time, the financial

markets have become far more
competitive, leaving no room for a
small, independent bank market-

ing a single product

Aside from increasing profits, the

bank’s new business philosophy is

aimed atreducing risk—in oneway
by reducing its exposure to die

cyclical nature of die housing mar-
ket — and enhancing competitive-

ness and efficiency. The principle

behind there aims, and upon which
die bank believes there aims can be

reached, is the development offour
profit centers in {dace of die single

one in operation hitherto. The plan

is for die profit from mortgage
activities, which until now has con-
stituted 100 percent of profits, to

comprise only 55% of total profits

withm a few years.

Zalman Shoval, chairman of the

Bank ofJerusalem's David Bloomberg:
4Within five years, we want to have doubled our profits.’ (IPPA)

board of directors, says that the bank
has entered a new era: The imple-

mentation of a policy ofdefined and
controlled expansion will enhance
the bank’s level of competitiveness

and will increase its share of busi-

ness within the Israeli banking sec-

tor: Shoval notes that die emerging
trend worid over is one where an
ever-widening range and combinar
tion of financial services is being

offered, and the Bank of Jerusalem

is responding to this call by moving
into fields in which it has a compar-
ative advantage.

One key element in the adoption

of die new business outlook has
been the acquisition of die Unitrust
brokerage firm, whose name has

been, changed to Jerusalem Capital

Markets. Hie brokerage is a full

and veteran member oftheTel Aviv
Stock Exchange and, apart from
share trading, is active in the fields

of portfolio management for insti-

tutional investors and fix domestic

and foreign clients, as weD as

mutual-fund management and
managing new share issues. The
Bank of Jerusalem is placing the

capital market at the center of its

future activities, underlining its

belief in die long-term attractive-

ness of die Israeli market
The bank’s corporate division,

which has offices in both Tel Aviv
and Jerusalem, has also extended
its project-financing activities in

the construction industry and has
prepared an operational infrastruc-

ture that will enable die extension

of commercial credit In addition,

it has set up its own insurance

agency, Ir Shalem , and initialed a
line of deposit and savings

accounts for the local market

SMARTmOPPm

Bedtime Story
Choosing the right mattress can end the nightmare of sleeplessness

By RACHEL HEBMM

Tossing and turning in the

heat of a sweltering night is

a common summer phenom-

enon. Next time it happens, since

you can’t deep anyway, consider

the following: According to the

US National Commission on

Sleep Disorders, adults today are

getting 20 percent less deep than

they did 100 years ago.

Not to worry. Amnon Schwartz,

general manager of the Aminach

group, a brand name furniture

manufacturer which has become

svnonympus with »
dedicated to making the best of

this tiresome problem.

the assumption that the quality of

those 6-8 hours can make up for

the loss in quantity, Ammacfi^s

founded an tn-house deep

research laboratory,

come up with practical appucaS for product
,

devdop^t.

Spoors Association for

2ft=
,

’*3S,S-

well, but today Jhere are

none sold there- gotten
Mattresses have

l
Sedto

wider. “The 120
T̂w£? it’s 140

be the modpo^-^’’people
era.-150 cm.

want what s And
(al20cnL-w|^su^teheo ^
nope* -

object- Israelis, he say^
,
s

to pay well for a8^ under

Sena.
license to mattress’

-People prefer the
spnngn*

ability to air itself out. There's no

mildew problem, and it doesn’t

fall apart after prolonged exposure

to UV rays.”
__

Schwartz categorizes mattresses

marift under die Aminach brand

nante as “bade," King Kofl as “pad-

range” andSerta as “top ofthe line.”

How are these classifications

measured? Schwartz says it’s a

question of the grade of materials

used, and production quality, in

terms of design, manufacturing

and finish.

In most spring mattresses, the

metal spring unit inside is com-

posed of hundreds of wire metal

ccals held together either by wire

(as in the conventional coil system)

or individual cloth pockets. The

gauge, or thickness, of the wire

from which the innerepring coDs

are made, affects die flexibility of

each coH which ultimately deter

mines the level of mattress firm-

ness. The thicker; heavier gauge

wires are frrTnftr and less flexible.

The more flexibte a wire cofl is, the

more it will contour to individual

b<

Ow{cc^t, or the number of coils

in a mattress, is also important.

Inuerspring mattresses with a high

coil count fit and conform better to

the body. More contouring general-

ly prams more overall comfort.

Polyester fabric, such as poly-

olefin, is the material most com-

monly used to cover mattresses.

According to the FabncLmk

resource for fabrics and textiles,

polyolefin .is ^nvetgU
strong; abrasion-resistant, stain-,

static-, sunlight- and odor-resis-

tant; has high insulation .charac-

teristics; resists deterioration

^chemicals, milefew, pero-

ration, rot and wcather; is^
drying and non-afleigenic* In

short, it’s a dream fabric in terms

of ticking mattresses.

Material such as Dacron
pmvKte

soft cushioning and is generally

found in more expensive, higher

quality mattresses. In most cases,

the more of this material, the more
expensive the mattress will be. It’s

important to know that soft cush-

ioning doesn't mean a soft mattress.

A mattress can have lots of cush-

ioning, yet still have firm inner-

spring coils for support.

Inside, polyurethane foam
cushioning of different densities

and thickness “produce different

levels of support Urethane, or

furniture foam, is a plastic that

loses resiliency and shape over

time, one reason why a metal coil

mattress, aged 8-10 years, has to

be replaced.

Not to be confused with foam

rubber, latex has become more
popular lately, due to trendy

motorized adjustable beds, which

require a flexible mattress. Latex

is a milky-white liquid composed

of rubber particles dispersed in

water, whipped with air to form a

foam, and frozen in place, some-

timesby using fillers or extenders.

Natural latex is hypo-allergenic,

anti-microbial, dust-mite resistant,

and breathes.

TUere is no quality standard,

either local or international, for

mattresses. There are standards

for the materials used, including a

US Consumer Product Safety -

Commission Standard for the

Flammability of Mattresses and

Mattress Pads, issued in 1987, to

protect the public against risks of

fires that have resulted from the

l^UUUU w. -

Aminach mast meet Die Israeli

standards for polyurethane, metals,

and fabric. In manufacturing, says

Schwartz, the company has chosen

to meet “some US standards."

As for as the company is con-

cerned, they are “the only furniture

manufacturer in Israel to meet ISO

9002 production line standards.”

Aminach was founded in 1948,

in Jaffa by Amnon ’s father Mesne

But perhaps the most crucial of
the new activities is the develop-

ment of an international division.

Shoval says that a strong emphasis
will be placed on foreign residents.

“Our aim is to offer our clients

asset-management services which
will include varied investment
options— deposits, securities, both

in Israel and abroad, and more.”

To this end, the Bank of
Jerusalem has obtained a license

authorizing it to trade in foreign

currency and is in foe process of

refurbishing a building in foe heart

of Jerusalem to serve as its

International Private Banking cen-

ter. This unit has started making
foreign-currency mortgage loans as

well as accepting foreign-currency

deposits from foreign residents.

The granting of a full commer-
cial banking license is expected in

foe near future, and will put foe

seal on foe bank’s transformation.

These new ventures have neces-

sitated the recruitment of top-level

professionals onto the bank’s ros-

ter. These include General
Manager Ya’acov Eisner; Head of
foe Savings and Loans Department
Yo’av Nandi, Head of International

Banking Stuart Hershkovitz and
Alex Goldberg, bead ofJerusalem
Capital Markets.
Shoval stresses that “all the

developments up till now have
been achieved with existing capi-

tal. Export Investment Corporation
(owned by the Mayer family) cur-

rently holds 80% of the bank’s

equity, so when foe need arises to

raise further capital, it can be dome
without affecting the control struc-

ture.” In fact, although the new
business strategy is primarily the

creation of another new arrival at

the bank, Vice-Chairman David
Bloomberg, Shoval notes that pri-

vate banking is not a new concept
for foe Mayer group as a whole.
“As early as the 1960s, then

within the framework of the
Export Bank (which later merged
with others to form First

International Bank), we were
among foe first institutions that

attempted to introduce private

banking,” he recalls. He adds that

the reason for failure was the

absolute control that the govern-

ment had at the time over die cap-
ital and money markets, a state of
affairs that has been sharply cur-

tailed over die past decade.

Shoval, of course, is best known
as a Likud politician and former
Israeli ambassador to foe UN. It is

therefore not surprising to hear

that, nnlike others, Shoval does
not believe that there Iras been a
decrease in the readiness to invest

and do business in Israel, whether

by Jews or non-Jews.

He says that “foe business worid
is very alert and has the ability to

see foe long-term picture. They
believe that a political agreement
will eventually be reached and
therefore temporary upsets, how-
ever severe they may be, do not

put them off."

Vice-Chainnan David Bloomberg,

former CEO of Mizrahi Bank and
of mortgage giant Bank Tefobot,

says that only a very few of the

banking institutions in the country

actually define themselves and
their strategy, although many of

them need to do so. He empha-
sizes that it is die actual definition

of business activities and the

At the Mall

branching out to four sectors that

is important.

“Within five years, we want to

have doubled our profits and attain

a 15% return on equity.”
Bloomberg asserts that the bank's

name - Jerusalem - has huge
appeal and is therefore a major
asset At the same time, he recog-

nizes that it is also somewhat prob-
lematic, as the name presumes to
define a limited geographical area
in which the bank operates. This is

of course not true, and a recent

publicity campaign was designed
to highlight the bank's 20 branches
scattered throughout the country.

But foe appeal of the name was
emphasized when, two months
after the bank had changed from
Jerusalem Mortgage Bank to the
Bank of Jerusalem, an Arab bank
applied ro the Supervisor of Banks
to receive the name Jerusalem
Bank, only to find the slot filled.

Bloomberg adds that the classi-

cal or old-style mortgage bank
was characterized by the fact that

its customers had a one-off rela-

tionship with the bank, namely
arranging a mortgage. “We are

now trying to create a situation

whereby clients will deal with the

bank not only when they need a

mortgage, but throughout their

financial life cycle,” be says. "We
would like to be able to extend a
number of different loans, for car
purchases, household renovations,
children's education and the like. I

believe that foe 65,000 clients we
already have constitute an interest-

ing platform for the introduction

of retail activities, without the

need for current accounts.”
With regards to the capital mar-

ket, Bloomberg says that in Israel

people will always talk and com-
plain about the problems and
scandals, but the fact is that over

the past 15 years, the Israeli

economy has experienced phe-
nomenal growth. This optimism
is not limited only to the capital

market, but also applies to the

real-estate market: “The large

advantage in Israel is the fact that

foe housing market is fundamen-
tally both constant and very

firm.” He does not foresee a large

drop in prices, “There may be a
downward price correction, but

not a crash in prices, and this due •

to the fact that in Israel there is

virtually no inventory construc-

tion and the supply matches
demand as it arises.”

In fact, according to Bloomberg,
while the market was booming, sup-

ply could not keep up with growing
demand. In his opinion, though,

over foe current year we can expect

a drop in activity, with only about

40,000 building starts and 150,000

transactions, a trend that shows that

!

supply is rapidly adjusting itselfto a
;

reduced level of demand.

Schwartz, who supplied mattress-

es under contract to the Jewish.

Agency. In 1956, foe company
began producing the spring and in

1965, moved to its present loca-

tion in Nir Zvi.

The Aminach group is a private

company, which includes Rim, the

Aminach Center and American
Comfort chains. The group has

600 workers, including the

employees at its 20 stores.

The company also makes so-

called “youth sofas,” brightly

upholstered fold-out sleepers for

teens and pre-teens. “Inside, the

mattresses are made of the same
materials, components and tech-

nology as Aminach. Outside,

they are very fashion-oriented,”

says Schwartz.

“Ours is the largest furniture fac-

tory and company in Israel We
have five technologies in five facto-

ries at Nir Zvi: polyurethane, wood,

youth sofas, metal and mattresses.

And we have the sleep research lab-

oratory, hearted by Prof. Jean

AsheJmazi ofTfel Aviv University, a

specialist in sleep disorders.”

The laboratory specializes in

sleep research used in product,

development. “We felt there was

great potential far improving prod-

ucts. People today get less sleep,

which is exactly [the problem]

we're working on."

Tobe comfortable, the body must

be relieved at foe pressure points,

located at the shoulders, hips,

knees, elbows and heels. Under

pressure, they cut off circulation to

soft tissue. Sleepers toss and turn

during the night to relieve pressure

and restore blood flow. “When they

are comfortable, people turn over

less and wake up fewer times dur-

ing the night. Their quality of sleep

improves so they need less sleep.

Obviously, the body needs sleep

and the brain needs to rest. But, like

a battery, if your recharger is good,

you need less recharging time.”
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Alomar’s hometown heroics Tyson banned,
- % i a ^ ^ . _

Cleveland catcher’s HR liftsAL to 3-1 All-Star win
CLEVELAND (AP) — Sandy

Alomar's hit restored some pride

for Cleveland catchers and won

the same for the American League

3-1 over the National League on

Tuesday in the All-Star Game.

While NL hitters did little no
matter what side of the plate they

batted from - Larry Walker even

turned around after Randy
Johnson playfully threw a pitch

over his head * Alomar’s two-nin

homer in the seventh inning gave

the .AL the win, ending its three-

game losing streak.
"
"You only get one chance to

play before your hometown crowd
in an All-Star game," Alomar said.

“I don't know how to explain it.

Everv thine f see looks like a beach
ball."

Alomar, who took a 30-game
hitting streak into the All-Star

break, made the most of his only
at-bat with a two-out drive against

San Francisco's Shawn Estes and
earned the MVP award.

Before Alomar's home run,
Indians catchers were known for
only one thing in All-Star play. It

was 1970 when Ray Fosse was
bowled over by Cincinnati's Pete
Rose for the winning run in the

1 2th inning.

The AL cut its deficit in the

series to 40-27-1.

Kansas City's Jose Rosado
wound up the winner despite giv-

ing up a tying, solo home run to

Javy Lopez in the seventh.

Mariano Rivera of the New York
Yankees pitched a perfect ninth,

finishing a combined three-hitter

for eight AL pitchers.

Edgar Martinez homered in the

second inning for the AL as home
runs accounted for all of the scor-

ing.

Alomar and his brother, All-Star

second baseman Roberto, pinned

black ribbons to each other’s jer-

sey sleeve in memory of their

grandmother. Tonee Valazquez,
who died last week at age 96. She
was buried in Puerto Rico on
Monday.
"I know my grandmother is in a

better place,” Sandy Alomar said.

'This game was dedicated to her.

The rest of the season will be ded-
icated to hen”
The fans booed Albert Belle

when he was introduced in his first

return since the Chicago White
Sox visited in June, an appearance
that prompted the former
Cleveland star to make an obscene
gesture at his former rooters. He
did not play.

"He said he’d be uncomfortable

playing.” AL manager Joe Torre

said.

Walker, who leads tire majors in

batting at .398 and the NL with 25

homers, made his lefty vs. lefty

matchup with Johnson, baseball's

fined $3
LAS VEGAS (Reuters) -

Former heavyweight boxing

champion MikeTyson was banned

from boxing and fined S3 million

yesterday for biting opponent
Evander Holyfield’s ears during a

fight last month that shocked fans

around the world.

Tyson was not present when the

five-member Nevada State

Athletic Commission voted unani-

mously to impose the maximum
punishment and revoke his license

to box-in the state, effectively ban-

ning him from boxing in the US.
The 31 -year-old boxer, who

once dominated the sport, can
apply for reinstatement in one year

but if his application for a new
license is denied he must wait

another year to try again.

The revocation could constitute

a lifetime ban.

In the June 28 title bout, Tyson
twice bit champion Holyfield's

ears, taking off a portion of his top

right ear in die third round before he

was disqualified. Tyson at first

15th MACCABIAH

J
Mike Tyson

claimed he was retaliating for being

cut by a head butt, but later apolo-

gized and admitted he’d "snapped.”

Nevada Deputy Attorney

General Gordon Fink was in no

mood to accept an apology and
told the commission: "The events

Broadway magic
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HOMEWARDBOUND - American League third base coach Willie Randolph of the New York
Yankees celebrates with Indians* Sandy Alomar, who belted a 2-run HR in the 7th inning to give
theAL a 3-1 win over the National League in the All-Star Game. (Reuten)
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most overpowering pitcher.

Johnson threw the first pitch far

over Walker’s head and hit die

backstop on die fly. Walker, laugh-

ing, turned his helmet around,
moved to the other batter's box
and took a pitch for a ball right-

handed.

Walker then went back to bat-

ting left-handed, and drew a walk.

“He had fun with it, and so did I,

and I think the fans did, too,”

Johnson said. "It was kind of
humid out there. The ball just

slipped out of my hand."

“It was a fun at-bat It all worked
out I’m just glad it’s over,”

Walker said. "He and I have been

great friends for years.”

Lopez, one of seven Atlanta

players on the NL team, opened
the seventh with a drive off die

left-field foul pole that tied it at 1

.

The shot off Rosado made
Lopez the 1 1th player to homer in

his first All-Star bat and the first

since Jeff Conine in 1995.

Lopez also continued the recent

trend of power provided by NL
catchers - Mike Piazza won the
MVP award in last summer's
game with a home run and dou-
ble.

Before Lopez connected, NL
hitters had been held to just one
hit a single by Jeff Blauser in the

third off Roger Clemens.

National 000 000
American 010 000

David Cone, Justin Thompson
and Pat Hentgen combined to set

down eight straight batters before

Lopez led off against Rosado.

This was the first year that fans

elected a designated hitter to the

All-Star team, and they made a

smart choice in Martinez.

Martinez, batting .342 with 16

home runs for Seattle, led off the

second with a drive off Greg
Maddux that landed among the

fens standing above the 19-foot

wail in left field.

100—1 3 0
20x—3 7 0

Joshua Avshalomov has come to

the aid of the 15th Maccabiah.

Having heard that the Polish
and Bulgarian delegations were
financially strapped and in dan-
ger of having to cancel their par-

ticipation in the 15th Gaines,
which begins on July 14,
Avshalomov, who owns Broad-
way Sneakers in New York,
donated $5,000 to the cause.
Now the 5-strong Polish delega-
tion and the 10 Bulgarian com-
petitors will appear, wearing
"Broadway Sneakers” t-shirts.

Carlos in goal

Galo Carlos, who played along-
side Zico, Socrates and Roberto
Falcao, superstars of Brazil's 1982
World Cup side, will arrive here
tomorrow to take part in the
Maccabiah celebrations.

Carlos will coach the Brazilian

soccer team which is taking part in

the Games.
The goalkeeping veteran, 41, is

still interested in playing and has
expressed a wish to tiy and find a
team here which may need in his

services.

Event-fiil

The festivities and celebration of
the 15th Maccabiah, July 14-24,

do not belong exclusively to the
athletes.

Besides the sold-out opening

ceremony at the Ramat Gan stadi-

um including a spectacular multi-

media presentation, the public is

invited to attend special functions

as well as the sports events.

Tickets are still available for the

gala musical evening on July 13 at

the Tfel Aviv Center for Performing

Arts where LTS gold medalist gym-
nast Kerri Strug will be malting her

first public appearance in IsraeL

A salute to the Maccabiah guests

will be held on July 13 at

Jerusalem's outdoor Sultan's Pool
with the IDF Choir and Batsheva

Dance Group, among others. MK
Moshe Katsav and Jerusalem
Mayor Ehud 01men will deliver

speeches.

The closing ceremony, the cul-

mination of four years planning
and 10 days of frenetic activity,

will take place at Latrim in a cere-

mony which will inaugurate

Israel’s 50th birthday, celebrations.

Tickets to- each iof die above
events cost NTS 260.
For sports lovers, tickets to indi-

vidual events cost NIS 20 while an
all-sport event ticket at NIS 105
covers entry to all events.

Tickets can be bought at the
Kfar Maccabiah ticket office (03-
6715932), official ticket agencies
or at the sports venues.

Post Sports Staff

ofJune 28 demand the maximum

penalty ... suspension is a mere

interruption.

Holyfield's lawyer, Jim Thomas,

said that while the champion

accepted Tyson’s personal apolo-

gy, “The eyes of the world are on

this commission. No boxer is big-

ger than the sport of boxing."

Tyson's lawyers appealed for

leniency, asking the commission

to not be swayed by a public out-

cry that was demanding the

boxer’s banishment

The commission heard the-argu-

ments and with hardly any discus-

son voted to revoke, his license

and Fine him 10 percent of his

$30m purse.

(Reuters) Under new federal laws, a sus-

pension in Nevada effectively bars

for being Tyson from fighting anywhere in

er apolo- the US.

napped.” The law does not force other

\ttomey states to honor a Nevada ban, but

is in no those states would have to justify

ogy and in writing a decision allowing

e events him to ftghL

Israeli clubs

• take on
minnows

m stadi- r» —
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By DEREK FATTAL

G.Maddux, Schilling (3), KJ.Brown (5). PJ.Maninez (6). Estes (7),

BJJones (8) and Piazza, JJLopez (4), CJohnson (8): RaJohnson,
Clemens- (3). Cone (4), Ju.Thompson (5;, Hentgen (6>, Rosado (7),

Ra.Myers (8), MLRivera (9) and I.Rodriguez, S.Alomar (6). W

—

Rosado, 1-0. L—Estes, 0-1. Sv—M.Rivera (1). HRs—National,

J.Lopez (1). American, E.Martinez (1), SAlomar (1 ).

Atlanta yachting

medalists to appear here
The gold, silver and bronze medalists from Atlanta in the 470-yacht-

fag compeition will all be in action at the world championships in Tel
Aviv at the end of next month.
Ukrainians Yevgeny Bresleves and Igor Matavyenko, who won the

gold, confirmed their participation yesterday.

From Britain will arrive silver medalists John Merricks and Ian
Vecker, who also placed second in last year’s world championships.
Completing the elite trio are Portugal ’s Vitor Roshach and Nono Barto,

the Atlanta bronze medalists.

Officials at the Yachting Association were surprised to receive anoth-
er affirmative response, this time from Armenia. Heather Chait

CLAS SIFIEDS
RATES DWELLINGS

Another fall mars Tour stage

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - AD rates

fnefude VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 134J55 lor 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS
13.45
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
210.60 10 words (minimum), each addi-

tional word NIS 21.06
TWO FRIDAYS - NIS 351 for 10 wonts,
(minimum), each additional word NiS
35.10
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 304.20 tor 10 words
(minimum),each additional word - NIS
30.42.

WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 432.90
(or 10 wonts (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 43.29.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
555.75 (or 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 55.57.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 1053 tor

10 words (minimum), each additional
word -NIS 105.30.

Rates are valid untilAUG 31 1997.

DEADLINES Offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication; for Friday 4 p.m. on
Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before publication; tor Friday

and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday In Tel Aviv

and 12 noon Thursday art Haifa.

For telephone enquiries please call
02-5315644 .

Jerusalem Area

HOLIDAY RENTALS
NEAR KING DAVID, private house. 2J5,

fully equipped, immediate. Tel. 02-628-

DWELLINGS
General

WHERE TO STAY
THE JERUSALEM inn at ihe City Cen-
ter - double rooms with private bathroom,
T.V., telephone, S38-S48 uniil 20/3/97.
Tel. 02-625-2757. Fax: 02-625-1297.

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD.
Short and long term rentals,

Bed and breakfast,

P.O. Box 4233, Jerusalem 9T044.
Tei. 02-56 ft 745. Fax: 02-563-7566.

E-Mail; jere*g>|erei.co.il

NEAR JERUSALEM THEATER, 73 m.,

3 + small office, terrace, fully furnished,
kosher, 12 steps up, no smoking,
sleeps 2 adults, single bed + crib, pull-

out couch. SI 000. For 6 months - year.

Tel. 02-561-7654, Fax. 02-566-9118.
E-mail: debadag>jpo8Lco.il

RENTALS
HAPALMACH / HATAYASIM - 4 - own-
er's deluxe, fully furnished & equipped.
Kosher. July 27 - August 20, or weekly,
central a/c, luxurious. Tel. 02-671-4202,
050-291-629 (NS).

HARAV BERLIN, 3, fulfy furnished &
equipped. September i, annual or
monthly, magnificent view, quiet. Tel.
02-671-4202, 050-291-629 (NS).

GERMAN COLONY, UNIQUE, 3 or 4.
garden, basement, parking, long term.
Immediate. (No commission). DIVlROLU
S1ANI. Ibl 02-5612424.

SALES
_"

GERMAN COLONY, LARGE, unique 2.3
or 4. Basement, garden, immediate (no
commissions). DIVlROLU SIANI. Tel.commissions).
02-661-2424.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

HOLIDAY RENTALS
BEAUTIFUL STUDIO AND 2 room a/C
apartments, Ben Guiion Blvd., tourists/

businessmen, .short/long term. Tel. 03-
696-9092,050-358972.

RENTALS
GORDON STm LUXURIOUS apartments,
sea view. ILTAM REAL ESTATE. Tel.

0945114611.

Sharon Area

SALES/RENTALS
HERZUYA PITUAH , KFAR Shmarya-
hu, for sale/rent, luxurious villa. Long
term. Immediate. Tei. 09-954-0994,
050-338-128.

DWELLINGS
Haifa and North

SALES
HADERA, BEAUTIFUL SUN-FILLED
penthouse, 3 bedroom. 2 bath, in brand
new project, wonderful sea view, across
from beach, immediate, great price. Tel.

02-533-6244 [eve.], or 050-245055
(Gadi).

Eilat and South

SALES
ARAD - BEAUTIFUL VILLA, 6, luxuri-

ous, 200 sq.m., Immediate. Tet. 07-997-
1234, 07-997-7337. 050432-234.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv •

GENERAL
KOREAN SPEAKERS WANTED lor per-
manent job in Ramat Gan! High salary!

Call Mahal at 03-675-8255. '

HOUSEHOLD HELP
SOUTH-AFRlCAN AU PAIR AGENCY
Israel based, requires many South Afri-

can/other girls, live-in au pairs country-
wide. Top conditions + high salary. Won-
derful job opportunities. 03-619-0423.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE, friend-

liest families, best conditions, the agen-

cy with a heart for the Au Pairs. Call HB-
ma. Tel. (03) 9664937.

META PEL ET, PLEASANT FAMILY,
high salary . Live-in / live-out. Good
conditions. TeL 03-537-1036.

PLUMELEC (AP) - Tony Rominger was prophetic.

“There will be some more crashes cm this Tour.
That was not the last mass crash,” Swiss Rominger
said Sunday after a group crash in the first of the Tour
de France’s stages. ‘The way they send us over such
narrow roads here is a scandal

”

Yesterday’s fourth stage was marked by another fall

and brought up the role of safety on the roads. This
time not only a rider was injured but also a spectator.

Injured was Fabio Fomanelli who had a crushed
chest and internal hemorrhaging. He was forced to

abandon the race.

The fourth stage from Plumelec to Le Puy du Foil,

223 kilometers (138.6 miles) was won by Italian

Nicolas Minaii barely in front of Frenchman Frederic
Moncassin.

Third was Erik Zabel of Germany, Tuesday’s stage
winner and fourth was Mario Cipollini, the overall
leader and winner of the first two stages.

Rominger was a victim of the second big crash
which happened in Tuesday’s third stage.

A group fall with about nine km <5.6m) left put
Rominger out of the race with a broken collarbone.
He had to drop out of the race and will be operated on
in Paris.

Rominger said the only thing he remembers from
Tuesday’s fall was that T was drinking something
and saw people begin to sway and to fall on the left

side of the road."

"He fell on his head. He had his helmet broken on
the right side,” said teammate Philippe GaumonL
“Luckily he had iL We saw immediately that he had a
broken collarbone and the leg bloody. He told me he
couldn't move his shoulder”

Rominger, 36, was one of the top riders in the world
in the early 1990s but faded over the last two years.
“I’m not happy to say goodbye to the Tour in that

way,” he said.

He was transferred to Paris overnight then moved
to Switzerland where he will be operated on a multi-
ple fracture of the collarbone.

Rominger said the that the organizers should pick

Fabio Fontanelli (Reuters)

larger roads but, he admitted, “we all take risks” at

the beginning of the Tour.

Zabel gained a little more on Cipollini with his
third ‘place finish. He is now within four seconds of
the overall lead.

Third was Chris Boardman of Britain, 35 seconds
behind.

Zabel, a sprinter for die team Telekom, wore the

green jersey, emblematic of the leader for top 10 fin-

ishes. He has been fourth, second, first and third in

the first four stages.

The first week of the Tour is marked by flat stages,

allowing the sprinters to dominate by picking up
bonus seconds in fast finishes.

The more demanding racing begins when the Tom-
hits the Pyrenees on July 14.

it The Geneva.. Baton was the

g focus for millions of soccer fans

y across the European continent

x yesterday afternoon. The presti-

gious hotel hosted the draw for

s the preliminary rounds of the

it three top continental club conn .

i) petitions.

a A record 188 dubs from 48

£ countries and territories will be

a competing for Euro-honors this

r season.

Israel’s three representatives

in the new campaigns European
;

;

‘

y dub tournaments fared relative-, *’i

; ]y well in the draw. .

National League champions t

> Betar Jerusalem appear to£ace~,x

. the sternest task, being-

i against- Macedonia’s -SflefiarS;.

Kratovo in the Champions*
Cup.

i In the preliminary round of
i the Cup Winners* Cup, Hapoel

Beersheba play against Zalgiris

! Vilnius of Lithuania, while in -•

the UEFA Cup preliminary
;

i round, Hapoel Petah Tikva -

entertain Estonia’s Flora ..

Tfellinn.

Israeli sides have failed to
impress on the European stage .

to date. A succession of bad sea-
sons in the UEFA Cup particu-
larly has led to Israel’s quota for
the competition being reduced
from three at one time to just
one contestant this season.
Betar’s opponents, Sileks,

1 raced to an easy league and
championship double last sea-
son after leading tire league by
eleven points atthe halfway win-

i ter break. Macedonia’s national
side — which indudes a number
of Sileks players - still reveals .

its Yugoslavian ancestry.
The country’s recent 3-2 .

World Cup qualifier victory
over the Republic of Ireland is
farther proof that Betar cannot,
afford to be complacent when
they travel to Kratovo for the
first leg match on July 23, with
the return match befog played -.

at Teddy Stadium on July 30.
Sileks also fields the

Macedonian league’s two top
scorers, Miroslav Drokic and
Vanco Mkevski, who each net
ted 16 goals last season.
The bad news for the

Jerusalemites is that if they
advance against Sileks they will
then go on to face Sporting
Lisbon.

6

Hapoel Beersheba also open
their account away from home
on July 23 against Zalgiris
Vilnius,, with the return leg in
Israel a week later. Although
weakened by the loss ofsome of
their best players, the southern-
ers should have what it takes to
proceed to the next preliminary
stage.

In addition to having .the easi-

/ draw, Hapoel Petah Hkva
have the advantage of hosting
their opening European match -

against Flora Tallinn on August •

14, almost two weeks after the
domestic season opens oh
August 2.
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’ a hotshotTV chat show hort who just can’tS
it comes

GirL ^tars Patnck Kearns and Sadie Nine On
Saturday at the Wix Aoditorium, Rehovot, at 9
JR:®*

^ CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

Zabin' Mehta leads the DPO in the Mahler
®chwtry arrangement of Schubert’s Death and
ate Maiden, and the premiere of Absalom bv
Israeli composer Leon Schidlowsky. In between
Itzhak Perlman plays the Bruch first violin con-

(S:
^))’.Friday <2> md Sunday

QUO) at the Mann Auditorium in Tel Aviv.
HannaZar leads her always exhilarating Ramat
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17^0 Panorama
18rtN> Sea of Thoughts

on Herafeita (1B95) - __

a projector in
' 9rtX) Wid Fire On

Depression-era Texas Screen, Off Screen
convinces a coUcn ftSOTlr 13— A~
farmer that there is oB -opera

21:00 EJaielw iS:«-KSS^ i«w Asian News
22*0 Euro PGA GoH

Pufin9 MsM World Stoort (rpt)

23:00 The Tortght 1&0° Asian News
shnbdik rJ!__ f!™? Aerobes is^n

ssru2^ aEba r
under his land. With IV3?
Robert Duval 5 (rpt)

2350 Four Wedtfinos 12^5 Wonders of

and a Funeral (rpt)
Wenttu*- iwtaWfeather Deserts (rpt)

12*5 On the Road

I STAR PLUS

^ CHILDREN (8) 13*0 WM Fin: Gooldri 23.-30 Insight
""

Thars LBb (ipt) SoTrv ^Sm,8S8Soccor OOrtWWbrid Busin

EiiT Be ESar ISS" flfawS&

imO Later HKWBusfnsssAsa
1:30 NBC News wSh

1 -00Sa®n9 Magazine m30O&Awith Riz
par. Tdmactew .STAB SPORTS ^AmedcBto,

7:30 Water
glipo World Business

WOMnetoR* “»^*stelad

gSiS***"* ilssL
1S0^l8S8 Socoor “WO ^Business

TELEVISION

ElanaChepman

For cheap, predictable, slapstick humor, Itche is

2*5 2* ™n8* original comedy series stars
ben Rivlin as an Argentinian middle-class bloke
to whom strange things happen in everyday situ-
ations. In tonight’s episode, at 8:30, the femily
moves apartments.

fcl5Ti

6:30 Tricky - cartoon
7:00 Breakfast
Magazine
9:00 Meetings
«h00 Pablo
10^0 The Jungle
Book -cartoon
11:00 MonstBr League
11:30 Fudge
12rtK) TishTush
13rt» Plaifus

13^0 The Fresh
Prince of Be!Air

sgs. iss11^1 The Bold and 20rt)0 US F^AlburSiSSaSRS* wSSa* sSSSS
_"a= atr 11^0 Beverly HBs

90210
12:15 ChBdrerfs

ETV2(23) fe&tycfr™

»»s» HE*"
17:10AJ,Tlme

lW
SSKmI

traveler

1&00

I^Srangfandrajrpt) theBeaufluf
1&15 Human Nature, 1«0 Hindi shows

J BeverlyH& Teens

17^)0 Open Ureversay
19:05 Wonders of

Weather Snow
1935 On the Road

lain, part 2
:05

1&30 Art Wofkshoo
19rtXJ Wbrid W&r r
19-^0 Vis a Vts
1&50 Heflo Pnina

15rtlO Cartoon Movie 2fc35Sex.

rS^SSS81118 Censorship and the

l6s4

o

,^^oo,Bus
0 S&kxVArrxind 22:10 Matter on

21^0 House of

§°9t^rf.^”und 22:10 Maiter a.nwM « Bel Air ?ST“BtedTates Pfcasso- writers
IgOOCegrassJu^c

^Phsnnm “^Braagand
1^30TicTac 21:00The QftecfinLine 18.-30 Ct*]

VrSS^"™11 ^1^ SteKL

Norman

21^0 Chinese Soccer^!awi,B " V0CE0F"uac

ift«
6.-06 Morning Concert

"BBC WORLD 9:05 Tchaloraky:

S9
Rano concerto no 1;

News on the hour Berlioz: Masse

sapd-tio gjgKT asss?" ssas 6

s%Mr Ya,Be™ ^^sd’Mu
11^0 Film *97 (rpf) 12:00 Noon with
12£0 Hard Tal (rot) Gideon Hod
13^0 Holiday (raB 14:06 Encore
14.-00 Newsdask 15.-00 Magazaie
15^0 The Sd F3es (rpt) ISrtIO 4 medteval
16:15 Wold Business songs on love and
Report death; Bach: Trio

dte-

IB&OBaywafch
2030 The Boid and
the Baaufiul

21rt)0 Sarta Barbara
22rt» Star News
2&30 Space: Above
andT14^0 TicTac l&aoOAiren's cusstoeai^

Festival 1996 I^S^mxisH Gantan ^^rw?fSLNat,ire 23^0 Kavanewh Q.a ioSoAsiaRacffic
22S0l

1 CtSis(pL7)
ZSriBOpenLWversiy 1:30C?SwSlay

U
'

MWI AnkmiU. 17:30 Tnn

FAMILY
CHANNELS)

16.-00 The Bold and
theBeaitfful
17rtJ0 Rafi Reshsf
T7.-30 Ctoen Cards
1&00 Almost Perfect

3SSSi*2lJ,reGt 7.-00 Good Evening
IfcOO&ywatoh with Guy Pines (tpq

SS£2? Is30 L** Story w3i
g:30 tehe-comedy Ydssi Shas (ipt)
ZUgMermards &00 DaSaeJrp?
(1990) -an uncon- 9rt» One Ufeto Live

2flt00 Arnnariacs
20ao Married with
ChSdran

SUPER CHANNBL CHANNELS
17^0Top Gear
18^30 Hard Tal
Tm Sebastian
19^0

sonata in E minor tor >
organBWV 528

nan); Handel: 2 •

Beethoven;
quintethCpp

29; Barber Souvenirs

7:30 NBC Nightly

_ NwvswBhTbm
SECOND Brokaw

SHOWING (8) 8i00 MSNBC News

ssSWftsr aaa-net- S3tU

wiaimuii -— ^vvtMiui 7 ai v up
2Cfc50 Roseame &0aEuropeA La Carla *te30 BocBes in Motion 1*30 Biflkftig Sights 29; Barter Souvenin
2120 The Cosby Show 6^ T]w Ticket (rpf) 1£fc00 Bodes in Mdon ^“^WoTH Today farpiano; Stravinsky:

21315 DWerentWbrid 7:®0VIP 1&30 The Srxvivors 2iaOHardTak(ipt) Stong quartet nA— 17:00 Soccer American Panorama
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ACROSS

lBoanKpg estabh'shments?
loj-

9He puta a word la when
' reqraced(8>

10 Lure one into a dub (4)

U Receives an order and
. assumes control (5,7)

18 Cathedral plans include
xeUgioiuledncatMaa (8)

15 Quidly take a few notes,
- maybe (6)

•
-

lOft talres mostly hard work
tomake a temda chanqaom

17 Hearing noisy heiriibottr
couldbe one (5)

18 Hear athletaia pufed(4) -

20 Write down some music?
Not anotel (6)

21 Did some reliefworiL? (8)

23 He figures a great deal in-
population surveys (12)

26 Tlie gxri I get in the end (4)

27 Back number (8)

28 Not an odd tune for a
church service (8)

2 Wreck on a chart firmly
fixed (2,6)

8 It’s strictly true, but
unimaginative (6-2-4)

4 Cupboard key (6)

5 Dad’s embarked for hwiWi

resorts (4)

6 The loss in fuel is gigantic
\o)

7 Mounthotly tipped when it
runs (4)

8 Old training hmthi^I (g)

12 Be deadly serimu about
usury (4^)

14 Some music for a
three-piece combination?
(5)

16 He’s not alone in breaking1

the law (8)

17 Warship money (8)

19A time when fire populace
is at cross pmposes7(8)

22 Game between two sides?
(6)

24 Opening commercial with
sex appeal (4)

25 Lazy and backward in
fielding (4)

er strives in a small the Restless (rpt)'

Hoskins and Whona 11:15
Ryder 12rt»

S£SSJ!2.i-u,«w, 1&45 The' Streetsd
00^ SexualTherapy SanRancisco- a fnisbated young 13:35 Wings
manandanunh^piy 14.-00 Dafias

lonelywoman fiving Squawk Box
on a remote South llrt» European
African ranch mudere Money Wheel
her father after he 1530 CNBCUS
seduces his Uackser- Squawk Box

SISI?8®. r*
17:00 Gardening By

^35 Hire Last Days toe Yard
(Goman, 1982) -two 1730Awesome
women come togeth- interiors

iftOOThe Sunrivocs *

J^30
Tomorrow's

S-^SSee, WoMNawdogk
BaJP five from
Jerusalem wifi BONN
togemAtogW Jaabar INTERNATIONAL

WMd K’'0"3^
<k30Pfr«acte Report bS23^0 Extreme Otympcs 7^0 insight (rpt)

minor
l&OONewCDs-
Beethovan; Massenet

,

2tfcOS From the

RecorcSngStucfo-
Haya Livnf (viofri),

Herut Ylsraefi (piano).
Ctaia Schumann: 3
Romances op 22;
Yardena Ahrtm:

married woman emi iIZirwSo. .l
women come togeth- interiors

ssSa'ssr ssas?!-"- :s»ss®;

HnsJghtJrpt)
8:30 Moneyfaie (rpt)

9d0 Vitoria Sport Horn

19rt)0 National

MOVIES

I EUROSPORT

9^0 Athletics v»w^ ivowravun
11SB0 Tour de Ranee 12:30 World Report

Gain: Variations on
12; Varttina Shlonsky:— »»»«*» Hflni

^Clouds,
Newsroom Cetebrafions and Sirens

23.-00 Art of the Song

J^USALEM
^

Jwusateci1 Mai (Malta) »
Oto.Feean^The Chamber

S, 7^15, ft45 • WecMng BM Btun*Nuto
Professor 1130 am, 130 - The
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SOLUTIONS

EHsnaaKmaasaa
aaaom aaaag^aaa

LH W H (3 13 12 a
auai^iunm^ as

n a n
anamaQ mmHQSKmo
ti n n a a hi
sianDsnaca ^aaciata
q u 2 a a a
QBiiac3 Kcnuaantaaaranaaasna
ManajaiDEaaiLD hqhsz:UKUUUtiaQ

acuanEJQaanun

qridtS^nttOB
ACROSSblClwp,S8tyx;7Ls^ica^
8 Platelet, 10 Wery, IX Eyre, 14
Dandrafl; 16 Oleander, 17 Htta, 18
BtTM, is Cebvdde, 22 Nfneeab, S3
BiB^MFnv.
DOWN: 1 Oep, 2 Plot, 3 Kndnded,
4 Soot, S Snowdrop, • X-ray, 9
Loyalty, 11 Befntod, IS KUpdng. 15
Nardsai, 18 Ewer, 19 Cane, 30
Cusp, 21 Enow.
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QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Husky (6)

4 Direct (5)

8 Staid (5)

90bvimu(7)
10 Object (7)

11 Inactive (4)

12Edge (3)

14 Gratis (4)

15 Genuine (4)

18 Entrap (3)

21 Always (4)

23 Unfriendly (7)

25 Cyclone (7)

26 Illustrious (5)

27 Fret (5)

28 Ally (6)

2 Umpire (7)

3Wonnded(8)

4 Slmder (4)

5 Edit (5)

6Decqyed(6)
‘ 7Gem (5)

13 Captive (8)

16 Friendly (7)

17 Give (6)

19 Pulsate (5)

20 Protect (6)

22 Mistake (5)

24A lot (4) ..

wsa?
jfiSg® \ 7 ' AnraKwentoa 930 RAVg™ 1-7 w B792799 Credit Cad
R*wwttoiw » 6794477 Rav-Mecrier

19 Htfoman SL, -fetaiot Hercufes
ffefcBMai 730. 9iS» Hercufes

l5,9j45-A&o^PoMiwConAV7^
*45 - Donnie Brasco 7:15, 045 . catran

PS* W5-ra®iSc*wolWgh 11 am,
1. 5 -TTw BigBeh Ratfent 9:45 - Jungle 2
jtongte 11 am, 1:15, 5, 730 - That Dam
OatxAtadra ii am, 1, 5 • 101 Datmatims

Mfeuswis&n
5700868 Liar UarwlOl Dalmatians 1130
aiu, 4:45. 7:15, 9*5SKADAR *5618168
SetWade Hero 7:45 • Boom Genendion
10 Beautiful Thkig 6
TEL AVIV
GAT Hamtet 4, 830 G.G. HOD 1-4 w
S&B226 Hod Passage, 10! Dfaxnpti SL
The Stupids 1130 am, 130. 5. 730,10 •

K*ng2oe5, 730, 10* Liar Liar 1130am.
130 -The Promiae 10 •The Adventures of
PfnoccMo iHebrew (Satogus) 1130 am,
1^0;

5, 730 • Beavts amf tett-haad 730
10 -tocBJam ^ 30am, 13a 5 LEV The
Bnnsh Patent ii am, 5. 7VTS, 9:45 -SMne
12 noon, 5, 8 • Boom Generation 2. 8, 10rl5
•Secretsand Lies it am, 1:1^ 7, 10 -Se*-
Made Hero 4, 10 - Prisoner of the
Mountains 2, 6 • Beaudfeil Thing 4 GjGl
PPERThMOUFeaNnaoradicunTSO. 10
The Advenam of PinoccNo (Hebrm

a-m-r 5 • Space Jaro»ThH
OU FeefcngS - The Stupids 1130 am, 5,
730. TO - DMarent for Orb 5, 730, 10 •

j
Varqgo 7:15, 10 RAVCHEN * fsvemtn

> Ctongcff Center Speed 2 230, 5, 7^5,9-45
• Henroies(?«rewflbte^iiam,i

> a5
• Hercufes (Engferi (tetogue) TOO, 9:45 •

Con Ah' 230. 7%Q. 9:45 • Jun^e 2 Jungte
. 11 mm, 2^.5, 730, 945- AbsolutePo»W
730, 945 > 101 Dalmatians 11 am. -Metro

• Afaska ii am, 5 - That Dam

6
Etwyone Says —

.

Donnie Brasco 5, 7i15, &45 * Gtihan Ruth
5, 731 &45 • S&ig Blade 430t 7i15, 9:45 -

Absolute Power 5. 730. BB45 Gfi. TH_
AVIV * 5281181 65 PMoer SL Usr Uer 5,

730,10:5,730, 10-The Safes &730. 10-
TTw Ownber 5, 730. 10 TEL AVfV
MUS6JM When the Cat's Away 5,8,10-
Charts and Louise 11 am, 2
HAIFA ,

CINEMA GAFI* AMAM « 8325755
Shine 930 • Breaking me warns &45 •

SectMs apdJJM7- dnpbaoflheScmas
930 GLOBEOTY *8569900 Kttng Zoe
7:15, 945 • The Advenaires or PfnoccMo
(Hebrnw abbots) 1130 am. 5 • The
ShmtoeLter Lfer 1130 am, 4:45, 7:15^

ft4S -That Okf Feeing 4:45, 7.15, 9-45 -

The Nutty Professor 1130 am • Vertigo

73610; space Jam 1130 am, 445
MORIAH >6843654

. Prisoner of the
Mountains 730 - Boom Generaflon 930
ORLY * K81868 The Englsh Patient 6,

9:15 PANORAMA Uar Uar 11 am, 1,

430, 7, 930 • Kolya 7M5. 930 - The
Adventures of Pinoochto (Hebnm dia-

logue) 11 am, 1, 4:15. 6 * Anna KSranfea 7,
930 • Space Jam it am, i, 430 RAW-
GAT 1-2 * 8874311 ^Hd 2»Con Afe

430, 7, 0:15 RAV-MOR 1-7 * 8416898
Hercufes (Englsh dabguS) 7.-15, 930 •

Domfe BrascoMAbsofeite Power 7, 930 •

Z£9\h 930 * "“tom of the Jedi
11am - Con Atr7, 930 • Hltfi SchoolHigh

7. 930 - The Eng^r
SS1* L^Junflfe 11 am,
1-S 4=45, 7 - That Dam Ca»x>Hercuies

il.“hi® * 101
°a«*atians IT uL4:45 • Alaska it am.m 4:45 RAVOR 1-3^824^
KSK S^jS**1*™* *30 -

norciues (neoiTtw dSaSoaue

i

11 am. 1 5-
Aheoluli Power 7, MS^bomteBraroo
9:15 ; That Dam cat 11 am, 1, 4:45 -

-tongfe ii am, 4^ 7

RAVCH?*" 6424047 Speed 2 7, 930 -

£2r $ 7̂ oTcon At ii
ajnv,4s45. 7. 930 -Gargle 2Jun^e 11 am,

ARADS^ «WS0904 Opn Air 1130 am, 5,73qjO-Em|9wSaeoB8 Back TI30 am,
S,* a*” %% 10 ; The Adventures or
MnocchtofHabwr ' " “
N^andM-Amaut

Atoohde Powers
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL * 8647202 WarfeSng Bei Blues
5, 730, 10 • Beavis snd

1 T?»^n*,oThe Chamber
5. 730, 10 G.G. OR1 *711223 Uar
Lfer»The Stupids 1130 am, 5. 730, 10 -

Different for Girls 730, 10 - The
Adventure* of PfetoccNo (Hetxmr cfe-
togue) 1130 am, 5 RAV CHBI *8661120
Spnd 2 7M5, 945 - The Bigtish Patient
*15 • Jun«B2 Juntpe 11 am, 5. 73a &45
• Con Air 730. 9:45 - Donnie Brasoo 5.
7:15^945.Aheohae Powers, 730. 945 .

AMcaooHM School IMi 11 am, 5 • That
D«n Cat 11 am, 5, 7:15 - Return of the
JeJ.il am
ASHKELON
G.G. GtiL* 729977The StwjidsnLiar Liar
D30 am, 5. 730, 10 - Beavis and Butf-
iwecfcoOtnerwtt Girts 73a 10,-The Nutty

«or 1130 am - Marco Pofe> 5 •

Jam 1 130 am, 5 • The Chamber 10

, _ — j Patient 7. 945 - Lh* Uar 11 am,
4^«, W5, 10 - Jingle 2 Jungle 11 am, 5,
Tg^onAfeiiamaiO

TOLONY *6902666 Donnie
£»cg«Al»olulB Power 53a 7:45, 10
HOUDAY DMerant for Gfets a 10 -The
Artrentures of Pinoccldo (Hebrew dte-

jV") 1130 am, 5 STAR * 589068 Uar
Lfir 11 ara, 1, 4, 6. 7145, 10 - The
Adventwea of PfewccMo (Hebrew cSa-
bgue) 11 am, 1, 4.15, 6 - Con Ak 10 -

Ite^2 Jimgte 11 am, 1, 8 * Speed 2 5,

JHASHARON
SL The StupfcWJar Uar 1130 am, 5,
730. 10 - Karaite 10 - The Adventures of
Wwcchto ffbfemrdbbguB) 1130 am. 5.
730 • Soeed 2 1130 am, 5, 730, 10

Sfl 2 ^ 10 • Con
7^ 10- Absolute Power 5, 730, 1

0

J^Lter»TheStupitte G.G. RAMT3

*

9340818 Breokfe^ the Wteres-Secrets
and LtesnSMne 730 SIRKIN' Crash
"BTOne S«w I Low Ybu 73a 10 •

gg am, 130, 5, 730, 10 • DonnieBwwo 10 - Space Jam 1130 am, 13a 5.
730 - The Englsh Patient 930 • The
Adventures of Pfeioechio (Hebrew ofa-
tootbi liapam. 130, 5, 730

WiiaiA The English Patient 9:15 •
t?

1

2

7, 930 - Con Air 11 am, 430, 7,
* Jurtfe 11 am, 4:45, 7 •

GLG. GIL
Akv>The
5,730, 10
Butt-heed
Adventures of

High

7677370

,445

Uar

am. 130,5
WRVAT &AL1K
G.G. GIL

LlamCon
13a
and

. 10 - The
(Hebrew dta-

1130

9*5
Weddng

UarnTMl Old
11 am. 5, 7:15,

am. 5, 7il5, 9:45 -

Blues 7:15. Sfc45 - The
11

Adventures of PfcioccMo /Hebrew tSa-
teguEtMl am, 5 -Beavis and Butt-head 5b
7:15 - The Chamber “ “ -— 9:45 - The

.. .9:45 -The Bigtoh
101 Daferatiants 11 am. 5,
Jam 11 am. 5

Mfwnlurw of PinoccMo (Hebrew
x, 5. 730 RAV CHEN

73qft45-Ai»olutePower5.7rl5,a45-
Jwnli2Jungle 11 am. 5, 7:T5-ThatDam

a?vahr
RAV CHEN Absolute Power 7^5, 9:45 •

Speed 25. 7:15, 9:45 - Liar Liar 11 am, 5,^ a45 - conAir 7:ia 9J45-Tlie Englsh
Rteent 630, 930 - Metro 73a W-
•toHOto 2 am 11 am, 5, 730, 9:46

.

•The Adventures of PtooccMo

.. JLfm. 5 * 101
11am -ThatDam Cat 11 am.

4:45 *Mgh School Moh 11 am, 5

GLG. GIL *6440771 The Stupids 1130
wn, 5, 73a ID * The Chamber 10 The
Adventures of Ptoocchto (Hebrew Ob- uanaen»

MSfeJWifer «—

Patient7.
7i1i9:45
kirVat!
GG GH. *6905080 Speed Z*Uar Liar

IIS am^43a 7, 930 - Beevis and Buu-hwd 7. 930 - Space Jam 1130 am, 430

STAR *9246823 Con Air 11 am, 5, 7A5

(Hebrew dbtogue) »101 Dahnstlans 11am. 5
NAHARIYA
JgGW^HATARBUT The Engferh

UPP^ NAZARETH
GM-Beavfs^ Butt-5SS

5 > 730. 10 • Killing
OM ftefag 73a 10 - SpS

•wwihe Adventures of Ptoocchto

WjMf^
C3NMOFET Kolya 830 PARK Uar
l^noSpBed 2 11 am. 130. 5. 73a 10 -

High School High 11 am, 13a 5, 730 *

Absolute Power ID • Donnie Brasco 73a
10 - Con Afe 730, 10 • That Dam Cat 11
am, 130, 5 • The Adventures or
Ptoocchto (Hebrew cSetogue) 11 am, 130,

RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 * 6197121 Absofate
Power 7:15, 9:45 -The English Patient9*5
* Donnie Brasco 9:45 - i(H Dalmatians 3.

! 3. 5:15 RAWOASlS
7:15. 9-.46.Ltor Uar 1, uTi

&15
CHAV Kb*1® 7301 9:45 ' Jano Eyre

REHOVOT
Sgjjgsy \ G15 ’ RWtaite 8:45 -
Horaewartf Bated 9 n am, 5 -Brewing

BWB?PJTiWSK
Dcnrite Brasco 715, 9:45 • Con Air 730

Uar UarwMrarent for Gfct»»Beavts aid
BUBhhaad 5. 730, 10 RAVNEGEV 1-4^^^to^Owmfe Brasco 7:15.W5 -^n AfeooHerctiies (Englsh daSogue)
73a &46 * Hercules fhinhrnw TtaZS I

Mgh School l

gge-Afesianam,

HLATONH<A speed 2 11 am. 5,73a10 * ” •atl. 5 - Con Afe

a 10
10 .

The
da-

1130

73a 10 - iVw Deira to ttie w
Sk 1** Lfer 1130 am, 5. . .

““rent for Gfets 730. ID
Adventraes of nuedife’
bgue) 1130 am, 5 The

Speed 2 11 am, 5, 7aa 10 • The

G.G GfL 14! * 628452 Lite UteWThe
1130 ml 5. 730, 10 -

73°* 10 * Space

ssMaaciau
RAV ft®1 * 6262758 Speed 2 7. 930 •

«* Afe 11 am, 4045, 930 • Liar Uar 11

|^7|M0.Jungl.9JunBl.7:i5

GJ3. GfL 1-4Secrets and Lies 7:15, 10 .
The Adveotures <ri Ptoocchto (HebreM'rfe-
*8uq)aoTiK Nutty Professor 1130 am, 5*

Eiff0J?* ^ 7:15. 10 •

twferenl for gms 730, 10 • Space Jam

•^^730. 8:45. Hactries^,^ -
bgun) 730. 9-A5 • High School

10 *H^Sdx^lih 1130 ilt 7^
10 Ifad Above flfeter 8:15. 10 - ttS

'
Advermifw of Ptoocchto (Hebrew cfe-

S*Js 7A5, 10 Homewwd Bound D 1130

Y&UD

SSgSSaiiSfgiS:^2 Jungle 11 amH 5, 730'- The
9:45 * 101^^Htia^That Dam CafccfSgh School

WEfteies are pm unless otherwise (neS-
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Supreme Court acquits Abeid
ofKikos murder, upholds rape charge

By BATSHEVA TSUR

f

The Supreme Court, by a major-

ity vote, yesterday overturned the

conviction of Suleiman Abeid for

the 1993 murder of Henit Kikos

but upheld his conviction for rap-

ing the teenager.

This left open the question of

who actually murdered Kikos,

whose remains were found only in

June 1995. Abeid, who was present

in the courtroom, is currently serv-

ing a life term for murder.

The three-man bench was divid-

ed: Deputy Court President

Shlomo Levin found Abeid guilty

of the rape and the murder. Justice

Eliezer Goldberg ruled thax Abeid
was innocent on both counts, say-

ing there was insufficient evidence

to~ convict him; while Justice

Ya'acov Kedmi ruled he was
guilty of rape but noted that the

body had been found in a different

place from that which the accused
indicated and therefore he had not

committed the murder.

The court ordered the case

returned to the Beersheba District

Court, which originally tried

Abeid, for the handing down of the

sentence on the rape charge.

Seventeen-year-old Kikos went
missing in Juire 1993, while hitch-

hiking from her Ofakim home, to

Beersheba. where she planned to

attend her boyfriend's birthday

party.

After weeks of searching failed

to reveal her whereabouts, police

were given a tipoff that Abeid, who

worked at the Dudaim garbage
dump in Beersheba, was the mur-
derer. He confessed to both
charges, saying that the rape and
murder had taken place at Dudaim.
He later retracted his confession.

He was convicted on both counts
in November 1994,

Repeated searches at Dudaim,
however, failed to reveal traces of
the body. Only in June 1995 were
Kikos's remains uncovered - in a

residential ' neighborhood of
Beereheba.

In September 1995, the

Supreme Court ordered that Abeid
be tried again, because her remains
were not found in die place where
Abeid had said he hid the body.

In February 1996, the Beereheba
District Court once again convict-

ed Abeid for the murder and rape

of Kikds. Abeid again appealed the

decision

"There were no reason to charge
my father, no reason... It's clear

that the same person who mur-
dered Henit first raped her. You
can’t divide the charges between
two people,” Abeid’s daughter,

Man’el, told Educational TV.
“This is an unacceptable situa-

tion; the court was simply not able

to come out unequivocally and say

that an innocent man had been
convicted,” lawyer Avigdor
Feldman, who represented the

appellant, said after the ruling.

“How can the court say that one
person raped Henit Kikos and
dumped her in one place and then

someone else came by and raur-

Suleiman Abeid awaits the outcome of his appeal at the Supreme Court in Jerusalem yesterday. (Brian Headier)

dered her somewhere else? That is

an imaginary situation and Justice

Kedmi has made a mistake.”

He said Abeid had succumbed to

Driver ofDizengoff Center
suicide bomber gets 30 years
The Nazareth District Court yesterday sentenced Said

bin Hussein Suieimani to 30 years imprisonment far dri-

ving the Dizengoff Center suicide bomber fromGaza to

downtown Tel Aviv on March 4 last yean

Suieimani, 46, from the village ofManshie Zedba in the

Jezreel Valley, smuggled Ramez bin Kader Mohammed
Abed in his buck to the shopping center; where rite ter-

rorist blew himself up, killing 13 and wounding 113.

Suieimani was convicted on all charges, including

being an accessory to murder, an accessory to a terrorist

act, and entering Israel illegally.

Suieimani claimed drat although he did smuggle die

Abed into Israel, he thought he was a student at Bir Zeit

University and did not know he was a terrorist.

But Justices Yehuda Abramovich, Gideon Ginat and
Mordechai Hass stated that the accused, who makes a
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NOTICE OFTHE ESTABLISHMENT OFAPOLICYINFORMATIONCENTER

Notice is hereby given that Assicurazioiii Generali S.pA has established an Information Center to

provide information on policies issued by Generali Branches in Central and East European countries to,

or in favor of persons who perished in the Holocaust, to the extent that such information is available to

Generali in its archive in Trieste.

It should be noted that the information available to Generali relates to policies issued by Generali branches

in the respective countries sixty, seventy years ago and more. Generali holds, in its Head Office in Trieste,

the first pages only of those policies, which woe sent to it by die branches upon the issue of the policies.

Generali does not have any information as to the status of the insurance coverages under those policies

during the period Mowing the issue thereof since all policies and all records relating thereto were kept

in the branches, of which Generali was ousted immediately after World War H

The information in Generali's archive is unindexed and Generali is not in a position to determine that the

first pages which it does have in Trieste exhaustively reflect all policies issued by its branches in Central

and East European countries before World War IL

To facilitate a search for names and information available in Trieste, Generali is in the process of

computerizing the data available to it in Trieste.

Information request forms will be ready for distribution as ofJuly 2 5, 1 997. Requests for such forms

should be addressed to the Generali Policy Informatics! Center, at one of the following addresses:

Generali Policy Information Center

Segreteria Centrale

Piazza Duca degli Abiuzzi 2

Trieste 34132, Italy

Fax No. 0039-40-671006

or Generali Policy Information Center

P.O.Box 20310

Tel-Aviv 61202, Israel

Additional addresses for the United States and Europe will be published in a few days.

The computerization of data in Generali's archive in Trieste may take several months, and Generali will

respond to inquiries as soon as possible.

Please note that since the expropriation of its properties and branches in East and Central Europe after

World War II, Generali is not obligated under the policies issued in those countries. The policies and the

assets related to them were all subject to the local laws. The policies and the reserves underlying them

became the responsibility of the states or state-owned entities that took them oven

Generali is setting up a fund in the amount ofUS$ 12,000,000, to be applied over a period of

twelve years, inter alia, for ex gratia payments to beneficiariea under such policies, and their legal

successors, in accordance with priorities and criteria to be determined by a Committee - headed

by a retired Justice of the Supreme Court of Israel-to be appointed by tire Chairmen of the Finance

Committee, the Insurance subcommittee, the Committee for the Restitution ofJewish Properly,

ofthe Knessetand Migdal InsuranceCompany Ltd. The procedures for applications tothe Committee

will be published by the Committee, once it begins functioning.

Hie setting up ofdie information Center and the establishment of the Fund should not be taken as a

recognition by Generali ofan obligation to pay any amounts underpolicies issued by its Branches in

Central and Eastern Europe before World WarH

pressure to admit to carrying out

the crime since he “has a low IQ.”

Feldman added he would lodge

another appeal with the Supreme

Court with regard to die charges of

rape against his client.

Rafi Kikos, Herat's father,

expressed astonishment at the

decision yesterday, telling Israel

Radio it was unfathomable that

Abeid could have raped his daugh-

ter but not killed her.

living from transporting scrap, between Gaza and

Israel, should have been alerted to trouble by several

feetors.

They noted feat when fee terrorist arrived at fee track,

the accused lifted his bag and commented on its weight,

about 12 kg. He was paid a large amount of money -
$1,100 - for die smuggling service, they added.

Moreover, the terrorist asked him to alter his route to Tel

Aviv inaead of Bir Zeit

The judges said these and other factors “indicate the

accused knew he was smuggling in a tenorist into crowd-

ed, lively Td Aviv to commit an act of tenon”

Suieimani told reporters, “I am innocent I made a mis-"

take in taking that person. I thought he was a student"

His lawyer said he would appeal the conviction to fee

Supreme Court (Itim)

No funding for Judea and
Samaria road repairs since ’95

70% of accidents caused by road conditions

By DAW) HARRIS

The condition ofroads in Judea

and Samaria is putting lives at

risk, according to Public Works
Department (PWD) director Ben-
Zion Salman, who yesterday told

the Knesset Economics
Committee there has been no
funding for repairs in two years.

As a result of fee discussion,

committee chairman Elie

Goldschmidt (Labor) demanded
the new finance minister and
prime minister immediately
transfer NTS 80 million from
budgetary reserves for repair

work and agree on an annual

budget for road works.
“This is not about politics;

Jews and Palestinians are all at

risk,” said Goldschmidt “We
can’t wait until 1998 [for fund-
ing]”

Some 70 percent of all road
traffic accidents in fee areas are

because of fee road conditions,

said Transport Ministry represen-

tative Nahum Gabbai. Last year,

there were 483 accidents in Judea
and Samaria, 38 causing fatali-

ties, 1 17 serious injuries and the

remainder light injuries.

“There are very serious prob-
lems,” said Gabbai.

Since 1967, fee Civilian

Administration had been respon-
sible. for the management of fee

1,500 kilometers of roads in the

territories. However, in

September 1995, Prime Minister

Yitzhak Rabin transferred the
responsibility for repairs to fee
PWD, wife the administration

still in overall charge of road
management.
Since then, no funding has

been transferred to thePWD, and

Foreign Ministry fights
6blood libel’

By UAT COLLINS

The Foreign ministry is

fighting Arab lies about
Israel by bringing them to

the attention of the interna-
tional community. Foreign
Minister David Levy told the

Knesset plenum last week.
He was answering a parlia-

mentary question by MK
Benny Elon (Moledet),
based on a report in The
Jerusalem Post.
The March 17 news item

noted that the Palestinian
Authority’s Nabil Ramlawi,
at a UN human rights con-
vention in Geneva, accused
Israel of having “infected by
injection 300 Palestinian
children with the HIV virus

during the years of the
intifada.” The same charge
appeared in January in the

Egyptian dally Al A hram ,

although it was later retract-

Foreign Minister David Levy.
(BCraim KDsbzok)

ed and the paper admitted it

was completely false.

“Unfortunately, certain
elements continue to exploit
this false propaganda,” said
Levy.
He said the Israeli repre-

sentative at the human
rights commission, Yosef
Lamdan, had vehemently
denied and condemned the
charges at the time. Levy
also noted that the UN sec-
retary general publicly dis-
associated himself from the
statements and called
Ramlawi to order.
“We all know the blood

libel here is senseless, but it

must be answered to,” said
Levy. “We are on guard
everywhere, and there is

sometimes a struggle
against the distortions and
even blood libels like this
which we bring to the atten-
tion of the international
authorities. We won't give
“P-"

Researchers warn against changing
status quo on Temple Mount

The government is coming
under growing pressure from
rabbis to allow Jews to pray
on the Temple Mount, but giv-
ing in to such demands could
trigger violence and a long-

term Mideast crisis, a think
tank said yesterday.
“The Temple Mount is the

most important, most prob-
lematic and most dangerous
factor in the national-religions

conflict between the Jews and
Moslems and the Israelis and
,the Palestinians,” Ifrach
Zilberman, a researcher at the

Jerusalem Institute for Israel

Studies, told a news confer-
ence yesterday.

“The fear of losing Israel!

sovereignty over the Temple
Mount as a result of an agree-
ment between Israel, Jordan

and the Palestinians is leading
to political pressures to allow
Jews to pray on the Temple
Mount,” said Amnon Ramon
of the Jerusalem Institute.

Ramon said 93 percent of
Israelis think the Temple
Mount is important, 86 per-
cent want to be able to wor-
ship there and 70 percent
oppose formalizing the
Islamic Trust’s status at the
site.

1° a recent ruling, 60 rabbis
affiliated with Jewish settlers

said Jews should visit the
Temple Mount. The decision is
in contrast to rulings by the
chief rabbis who have said
Jews should not enter the
Temple Mount for fear they
might inadvertently desecrate
a holy area limited to those

who are ritually pure.
Zilberman urged the -Israeli

government to stem any
attempts to change

1

the status
quo.
“A violent confrontation on

the -Temple Mount...wilt'- cer-
tainly spill over into all

Israeli-Palestfnian relations
and create a deep and long-

term crisis,” Zilberman said
Even perceived changes in the
religiously charged compound
have previously led to vio-

lence. -

J

Zilberman said Israel should
step up cooperation with the
Palestinians and- the Moslem-
world and reinforce security

to prevent fanatics from either

side from: carrying .out acts

that could inflame the situa-

tion. • (AJP)
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Wimiing cards

The warning cards, in yester-

day’s first Chance draw were the

king of spades, ace of hearts, eight

of diamonds and 10 of chibs. '
-.

Tire results of fee second draw

were fee seven of spades, eight of

hearts, ace of diamonds and eight
matIao . • W' 4b'of spades.

consequently the roads have not
been maintained other than in

emergency circumstances. In

order to do this -fee PWD has
removed NIS 1.5m. from its bud-
get for a three-month period.

It would take a minimum NIS
50m. to cany out.tbe most urgent

repairs, according to Salman, and
a further NIS 30m. to bring (he

roads up to a reasonable stan-

dard.

“If the work is not done now, it

will be far more expensive in the

future,” said Salman.
Zvi Hendel (NRP) demanded

foil responsibility be transferred

to fee PWD. “At the moment no
one is responsible for the roads,”
he said. The blame lies wife fee

Treasury, which has foiled to
pass on funds, according to
Abdul Malik Dahamshe (United
Arab List).

Bezek denies

cheating and
tncking
callers 1

By JUDY SIEGEL

Bezeq International (BI) yestcr- .

day expessed “diock” over
Communications Ministry charges
feat fee company bad “dreaded and
tricked’* callers for continuing to

charge high overseas rates for those

who hadn’t “pre-xegistcred.”

The ministry, however, continued
to criticize BPs behavior, saying it

was investigating ways of taking
*

action against the former monopoly.
It was alk> looking into thepossbi^
ity of requiring Bezeq International

to return money charged “under
’

false pretenses,” although itconced-
ed that this would be difficult

-

Unlike its new competitors, Barak'
and Golden Lines, BI was discov-
ered to be stiB charging high rates for
calls placed

for dialling 00 or 014.
Only foose customerswho had made
a one-time call to Bezeq's 188 or
BI’s toll-free number 177-022-1300,
giving their name and identity-card

number; enjoy the cheaper rales.

Bezeq International claims
explained this in its ads, but the

;
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masts that callers need
tiiOTiselves to become*- long-terra
subscribers in. order to enjoy -fee-

reduced rates.
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188 — fee overseas phone operator
number run by its mother company
Bezeq - to collect information oh

1

potential customers.
.
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BoykOled when
ATV overturns

- A 12-year-old bfof was killed
yesterday wired fee ATV he.wak
riding wife his cousin bverturnedD.
Shai Kashanf, 12, was driving tfae

:

femily’si recreation - vehicle in - ffie

fields near his home atMosftaV;
Shakaf, near Kiryatr^at, -wife his
cousin, also 1Z PoHce saifeth^
boys were riding at.hrgh speed
when fee accideM.;cfecuni^:an^;
attempts -by Magen DawcfAdorn;.
paramedics to., resnscitete; Shjji:

.feiI«L;His eoasm^^was^injttre?
lightly;

. y;

• A relative said- feat tbe.chlldrc?
- on feemioslfaV haditjeea warned
repeatedly to rife.

.mg the;ATV&'SWe
end ur disaster-some
now it has,” -,1 7; ; ;
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